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I NTKODUCTl ON 

Part i of this report describes tiic devciopincnt of stick and 

in 1300 up to the present date. From the chaotic and 
unccmin beginnings of an understanding of aircralt control, 

coniroi iayout that rcrnainni airnost unchanged for many 
t the pilot in performance of tasks wi1hin 

the bounds of human physical capabilities, attention turncd to 
tlic tuning of control iorccs through a wide variety of control 
"Y. etYrf9n.z. *.._I nPr*T("llll,m;l. ..-'.,U,..Y...'- l>.~l,T*l.;nn "I.Y'.-.'.b . r n < . I h w i ~  .I.-.IIY..", I"&.!ncn'.e!! 
eventuaiiy by inechaniuai deviccs such as springs and 
bobweights. Thcse developin esscntidly covered the 

:is zre cq"":;y al-'p:;ca;ilz 
today for approprink aircraft typcs. 

fee! systctns fra!n the first experitnents ofllle Wright Brntherrj 

tl,,,n n.n-rn.4 n nfirrc.:c.t . .nt oor .m.nnnt  fin tila h-c;,- n,vt.& 
&.A*,* w"'-.b'Y u CY.III . ILC...  " * ' w w " ' ~ " c  ".I  .la" Y I I L "  '"'"Y.' 

gcfioj  io ihs 1940's ihoUgii ilie 

o i  the fbrure ior an increasing variety of iypcs. its now 
utiivcrsa! use in the iargcr airliners is certain to be q m t c d  
in sinallcr types as thc cconotnic and tcchnical bcncfits 
become inon: apparent. Gcncrally, this era has led to a 

systems, the compicxity once residing in them being hiten up 
by the flight control system computers. This simplicity is not 
cntircly desirable in  all cases, and it is certain that further 
dcvclopments in fccl are yct to come. 

cofi.i&r.'.!e siLn;l!ific:::inn i:? t!?!: dCSiS!? of s&.k .!?d 5x1 

-. 
i i~cse sevcrai piiascs in ihe dcvciopmcnis of stick and feci arc 
rcvicwcd in  some detail, with inany exatnples of inechnnisms 
- - . I  ..T .... ..c ,.,.--..-,. "... I r..:i..-.. 
UlU G A i l I I I & I I t i ~  <I1 SUEESSS l l lIU LUIIUIL;. 
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PART 1: THE DEVELOPMENT OF STICK AND FEEL mSTEM DESIGN 

1.0 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Before examining the detailed system features that have de- 
termined the characteristic qualities of "stick and feel", it is 
worth while to take an overview of their historical development 
from the beginning to the present day. 

1.1 ControUer layout 
From a little after the beginning of manned powered fight nine 
dccades ago, there has been remarkably little change in the fun- 
damental layout of the pilot's stick and pedals, Pilots seem to 
have adapted fairly easily to wide ranges of forces, displnce- 
ments and force/disphcement gradients, however. Perhaps be- 
cause of this adaptability, no standard design specifications ap- 
plicable to all or many aircraft exist. The apparently desirable 
goal of common designs available "off the shelf' to different 
aircraft manufacturers was seldom seriously considered, except 
for example the standard Fairey rudder pedals used on many 
British aircraft of the 1 9 4 0 ' s  and 1950's and a recently devel- 
oped family of fly by wire sticks for some current combat types. 
The quite recent advent of wrist-actuated controllers has fol- 
lowed on from the new environment and technology of fly by 
wire aircraft and space vehicles rather than from inherent needs 
of control. 
Although the Wright Brothen evolved their ultimately success- 
ful control techniques between 1900 and 1905, their controllers 
were of a wide and often very unsatisfactory variety up to 1911 
(Walsh. Oppel, Coombs 1974). In the gliders of 1900 and 1901, 
the wing warping was effected by a f w t  controller. while the 
foreplane angle was more or less directly operated by holding 
extensions to its trailing edge. The pilot pushed down to pitch 
up, therefore, and vice versa In the radically improved 1902 
glider, wing warping .was effected by lateral movement of the 
hip cradle. taking advantage of the instinctive corrective reac- 
tion to move it away from a lowered wing. The foreplane, now 
well out of reach, was operaled by a stick moved forward to 
pitch down, and Wilbur Wright was once confused by the re- 
versed effect. After adding a fixed fin, and then realising the ne- 
cessity for turning it into a movable rudder, they connected it to 
the warping wires, the fustever aileron-rudder interconnect. 
avoiding the complexity of using a third pilot controller. This  
wns the configuration for the first successhl powered m e d  
aircraft, the 1903 Flyer. 
When they realised in 1905 that the rudder would have to be 
controlled separately, they connected it to a right hand cuntrol- 
ler. With the upright dual seats installed in 1908 for the Army 
trials and the French tour, the lateral controllers were modified 
drastically. The left seat retained the left hand pitch lever, but 
the right h d  lever was now used for wing warping, moved aft 
for left roll and forwards for right roll. The rudder was con- 
trolled by lateral deflection of the top part of the right stick. 
This arrangement caused them some confusion. When they re- 
newed practice flying at Kitty Hawk early in 1908 after more 
than two years without flying. it led to a serious accident. In his 
appsrently flawless demonstrations at Le Mans later in 1908, 
Wilbur afterwards confessed to making many though instantly 
corrected mistakes. In fact, after only five days there, he crashed 
when attempting to pitch up and raise the left wing while too 
low in a left turn, inadvertently pushing both sticks forward in- 
stead of pulling the left one back. 
The only addition for dual control was a second pitch stick to 
the right of the instructor's seat. The pupil in the left seat used 
the right hand for the difficult roll-yaw control task, but the in- 
structor had to learn to use the lefi hand for this. Afterwards. 

some instructors codd not fly from the left seat. On the basis 
that the roll-yaw task was the most difficult, the Flyer could be 
supplied with sticks exchanged for left handed pilots. One pu- 
pil, unable to psp the principles, was killed when trying to fly 
on his own without permission. 
Almost without exception, the early European aircraft used con- 
troller principles that would be familiar today. Esnault-Pelterie, 
who had invented the rust crude ailerons for his unsuccessful 
1904 glider, also invented the control stick in 1907 for his REP 
aircraft. There was no rudder bar, however, since it had no rud- 
der. Bleriot patented a dual pitch-roll control stick in 1m with 
a small horizontal wheel on its top. This did not rotate and was 
merely a handhold, the foremnner of the vertical twin bars or 
circular two-handed grip seen on many fighter aircraft up to the 
1940's. Bleriot aircraft were also fitted with a rudder bar, and 
the engine controls were mounted on the stick This type, wide- 
ly used in flying schools before 1914, was influential in setting 
a standard layout for the aircraft of the First World War. The 
Antoinette had two control wheels in the fore-and-aft plane, the 
right one controlling pitch and the left one controlling wing 
warp, with a rudder bar. Breguet fmlly set the standard For 
wheel controllers in 1911 (Coombs 1590) with a rudder bar. a 
wheel for roll control and fore and aft motion for pitch control. 
This evolved from a version without a rudder bar, the ailerons 
or wing warping being operated by lateral stick motion while 
the rudder was operated by the wheel, permitting a degree of 
aileron-rudder oo-ordination using only the stick. 
Most variations were of little significance, e.g. the stick might 
be central to the pilot. or on the right as in the Howard Wright 
Biplane (no connection with the brothers) and the Bristol Boxk- 
ite. with the throttle hand control typically on the left. The Far- 
man Longhorn trainer used a pivoted "handlebar" at the top of 
the stick, a truncated form of wheel. Fighter types generally 
used the stick, invariably in the centre. Though the wheel some- 
times appeared on smaller types such as the Albatros C.111 two 
seater in production from 1915 to 1918, it was rnainiy used in 
particular for the larger types. This was practically essential for 
aircraft with high aileron hinge moments because two hands 
could be applied through a much larger travel than with a stick. 
On the extremely large Handley Page V/lSW bomber of late 
1918, the control wheel was almost 600 mm in diameter, a prac- 
tice continued to the 1930's in the H.P. 42 biplane airliner. 
According 10 Post, whereas French types were "steered by the 
feet and balanced by the hands", American machines differed 
radically in that usually they were "steered by hand and bal- 
anced by shoulder or body movements". Post categorites the 
latter as typified by the Curtiss. "copied more than any other by 
other builders", and considered it "perhaps the most natural to 
operate". It had a wheel, pushed fore and aft for pitch control, 
and connected to the rudder for steering. The ailerons (individu- 
al "little wings" mounted half way between the upper and lower 
wings) were operated by rocking the pivoted seat-back from 
side to side by body movements. The pilot's left foot operated 
the throttle and the right the engine cut-off. The survey by 
twning (1911) of existing controllers was uncertain about the 
correct arrangements. as "what appears instinctive to one man 
might appear very difficult to another". However, nobody 
would have disagreed with his statement (1916) that 'The usual 
pitching control of pushing forward on a post to go down and 
pulling back to increase the angle, is very instinctive". 
It is worth briefly considering how the early perception and 
practice of lateraldirectional control might have influenced ear- 
ly controller design. The Wrights always knew that turning re- 
quired the aircraft to be banked. later adding the rudder only to 
control sideslip. It had been universally believed elsewhere that 
turning should be a yawing manoeuvre effected by the rudder. 
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as in a boat, with the wings preferably level. As late as 1908. 
Farman won a prize for the first Frenchman to complete a full 
circle, his aircraft skidding and jumping flatly in a nervous se- 
ries of quarter-turns (Walsh). Astonishingly, this belief contin- 
ued to dominate the practice of steering for many years, even af- 
ter the 1908 Flyer clearly demonstrated to all eyes the advan- 
tage of banking to produce a turn. 
It seems that. though the Wrights taught many pilots and were 
perfectly open about h i  control technique, other fliers simply 
refined the skidding turns by adding some bank angle (respec- 
tively the steering and balame actions noted by Post). It was 
widely stated, and was taught officially to Royal Flying Corps 
pupils during the 1914-18 war. that an aircraft would take up 
the required bank angle by itself due to the higher airspeed of 
the outer wing tip. Lewis was told, however, "Don't you believe 
it. Get her banked correctly on your bubble, otherwise you'll 
tum flat and chase your tail - spin. I mean," despite which no- 
body doubted the necessity for using the rudder as the primary 
turning control. Indeed, there were m y  accidents due to "tail 
chasing". Post comments on the need to pitch down when turn- 
ing a low powered aircraft due to the loss in speed because of 
the drag caused by the machine slewing sideways. Lewis also 
&scribes stxuggling to clear the airfield buildings in the two 
seater Morane Parasol observation aircraft, siddipping with 
full aileron applied to pick up a wing dropped in turbulence but 
to little effect, and apparently unaware that the rudder could 
have been used to prevent the slip. 
Initially the effectiveness of banking was attributed (e.g. 
KaempEert) to gravity acting on the weight to counter the cen- 
trifugal force applied to the airframe by the tunr. thou@ he 
states that control by ailerons or wing-warping is m s a r y  to 
counter any excessive self-banking tendency due to the skidding 
nun. This fallacy was eventually superseded by one somewhat 
nearer the truth. Loening (1916) stating the need a0 genwte a 
centripetal force, with vertical component qua1 to the weight, 
by adjusting the bank so as to obtain this force. "sufficient to 
hold the aeroplane to the degree of turn dictated by the amount 
of rudder movement given". Despite this insight, he still refers 
to the fictitious centrifugal force that would slide the aimaft 
outwards and uphill - "the path of least resistance'' - if a stall 
was caused by trying to hnn too tightly. Although he cautions 
against the use of excessive rudder which had caused many 
skidded stall accidents, the connection between the turn and the 
lift vector was only indirectly made through the "inversion of 
rudder and elevator ...'on a steep bank the elevator becomes the 
rudder, and to keep the degree of turn the elevator must be 
pulled m". This famous fallacy thus owes its origin to the per- 
ception of turning as a manaeuvre controlled in earth axes rath- 
er than in aircraft axes. 
It must be acknowledged that the poor ailerons of the time with 
large adverse yaw would not have made the truth easy to dis- 
cern. Nevertheless it remains an oddity that the Wrights got the 
turning control technique right with the wrong controllers, 
while most others managed the opposite. The Wrights did not 
adopt conventional controls until 191 1, though photographs of 
the period show that they then tried a variety of types. These 
were the pitch-roll stick and ndder bar, their old controllers for 
the left Beat and the Breguet wheel for the right, oddly with rud- 
der bars f a  both seats; and the standard Breguet wheels with 
rudder bars for both seats. Probably by about 1914, the control- 
ler format was more universally settled in the arrangements 
used to this day. Pilots could transfer from one type to another 
and expect the "natural" control relationship. 
The reasom for choice of a wheel at the time must have been 
associanxl with the common turning control on an automobile, 
quite obviously so in the case of the Curtiss in which the con- 
mls could hardly have resembled those of a CBT more closely. 
This was even more direct on the Aerial Experiment Associa- 
tion's 1908 June Bug, where the wheel also steerad the nose 
wheel of the tricycle undercarriage. On the other hand, adjusting 
the bank angle to move the bubble to the centre (the turn and 

slip instrument is still sometimes referred to incorrectly as the 
turn and bank) or to maintain the wings level would seem at 
least as naturally associated with the lateral movement of a stick 
as with rotation of a wheel. A wheel was used on small as well 
as large aircraft, and so could not always have been necessitated 
by two-handed forces. Military combat and trainer h f t  al- 
most invariably continued to use a stick. The occasional exwp- 
tion, such as the wheel in the 1940's Lockheed P-38 Lightning 
and Bristol Beaufighter and the control column in th 1 W ' s  
Avro Vubm bomber, proved the rule. The Lk Havilland Mos- 
quito used either a stick or a wheel depending on the role of its 
many versions. 
Nevertheless, the wheel was always a common device where 
substantial manoeuvring was not required. It is more readily 
adapted to than a stick by both left and right handed pilots 
whether the throttle is on the left in a tandem seating arrange- 
ment or in the centre of a side by side cockpit. For tens of thou- 
sands of light and general aviation aircraft pilots, a wheel was a 
familiar object to ease their transition from the world of the 
automobile. This factor was of course far more significant in the 
car-dependent stxiety of the USA than in Europe, where the 
stick remains more common to this day. 
The undoubted confusion caused to many student pilots by the 
simple rudder bar arises from its early faulty association with 
steering and the fact that it it appears to work in the opposite 
sense to bicycle handlebars. Ironically, any cyclist riding at sig- 
nificant speed finds that pushing the left bar forward causes the 
machine to lean over and turn to the left. Given the earliest no- 
tion of steering an aircraft like a boat, the standard rudder bar 
was a natural choice which works in the same manner as the 
rudder ropes of a boat. It is certainly properly arranged for its 
true fundamental basis as a device to prevent sideslip, because 
the hand and foot motions to initiate or end a co-ordinated turn 
are almost always to the same sides in most aircraft. The reverse 
rudder bar arrangement used in a few exceptions did not survive 
beyond 1910 (Coombs 1990). 

13 Control Peol developmwta 
The concept of "feel" by adjusment of control surface aero- 
dynamic balance was initidly unknown. Lewis, posted to fly 
the Morane Parasol in 1916 with only 19 solo hours, described 
it as "a death trap. thoroughly dangerous to fly, needing the 
greatest care and skill". while this was in part due to a rudder 
"too small to get you round quickly" (!) and p r  yaw- 
provoking ailerons, it had a balanced all-moving tail with no 
feel at all. The stick, "which in any respectable aeroplane stands 
up straight and at a comfortable height to get hold of', did not 
extend above the knees and was excessively short. T h e  least 
movement stood you on your head or on your tail", and if the 
stick was released it fell forward and the aircraft went straight 
into a nose dive. Nevertheless, c o m l  balance was not abso- 
lutely essential for good handling if (by good luck, it sometimes 
seems) there was positive stick free stability, as in the delightful 
Sopwith Pup, and in 1917 Lewis recorded the Sopwith Triplane 
as the best for actual pleasure of flying that he ever took up. 
The first examples of balance appeared on rudders, especially 
where there was no fixed fin or only a very .small one. The bal- 
ance here was not to reduce the control effort but to assist the 
rudder in its function as a stabilising fm, the arrangement re- 
sulting from the attempt to achieve inherent spiral stability by 
low directional stability and large dihedral effect. ("he principal 
result of this theoretical misconception (that spiral stability was 
of overwhelming importance to pilots) was poor lateral and di- 
rectional control contributing to many of the "tailchasing" ac- 
cidents noted above.) The original linkage to boats was still ev- 
ident in Diehl (1936), with simple rules for balance based on 
naval architects' rudder design practice. The horn balance was 
extended to ailerons and elevators on some Fokker designs of 
the 1914-1918 war, the aerodynamically advanced D-VII set- 
ting excellent standards of handling qualities for all pilots from 
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novice to expert. Few other designers adopted them at the time. 
however. 
At that paid. too. the ability to trim for hands-off flight was 
seldom provided. The variable incidence tail, a Sapwith patent, 
appeared on his Triplane (which Lewis says could be set to per- 
form hands-off loops indefhtely), and on the De Havilland 
DH.4, for example. The use of trim tabs appears to have been 
developed during the 1920's. The tab was soon adapted as a bal- 
ance device to provide hinge moment reduction. either alone or 
with trimming adjustment, by linking it directly to the tail, or as 
a servocontrol tab by operating it directly from the stick. Me- 
chanical trhmhg in the form of an adjustable-datum spring at- 
tached to the pitch control cables was occasionally used, e.g. the 
De Havilland Cirrus, Gipsy and Tiger Moth series from 1925 
onwards. New forms of control balance were developed in the 
192O's, especially for ailerons where the horn type tends to de- 
grade the tip aerodynamic design and is also liable to flutter. 
Diehl illustrates the Handley Page set-back hinge, the Frise bal- 
ance, and the external "paddle" or spade balance familiar once 
again on modem competition aerobatic aircraft. 
The 1939-1945 World War I1 saw intense development of bal- 
ance techniques for the twin purposes of achieving satisfactory 
stick feel and stick free static stability. The rapid pace of devel- 
opment , d e r  war-time pressure and the inevitable increase in 
quantity and variety of weapons, fuel load and engine power of- 
ten resulted in inadequate pitch stability characteristics. By this 
time a better understanding of critical stability parameters al- 
lowed concentration on the stick-free characteristics. These 
could often be modified by relatively minor changes to elevator 
balance, avoiding major changes to the overall aircraft weight 
balance or to the whole tail design to enhance the stick fiied 
stability. Roll performance, vital to fighter pilots. needed to be 
improved by lighter stick forces as speeds increased. Hinge 
moments were reduced by covering control surfaces with metal 
skins (or even plywood) instead of the fabric usual up to that 
time. New forms of balance included the Westland-Irving inter- 
nal sealed blance, anti-balance tab, elevator contouring and 
trailing edge angle bevelling, and the spring tab. (Smith quotes 
the chief test pilot for the Vultee Vengeance dive bomber as 
r iding that the spring tab, which he thought he had invented for 
its rudder, was described in a British patent of around 1916!). 
Aerodynamic balance devices were not always sufficient, even 
assisted by a modest bob-weight as in the case of the Super- 
marine Spitfire, during the service Life of which the weight and 
power doubled and the centre of gravity range increased from 
3% to 11%. its instability problems were a constant source of 
worry ("a nightmare", according to a verbal comment to the au- 
thor by one of the Royal Aeronautical Establishment scientists 
involved). requiring many detail changes to the tailplane but fi- 
nally solved fully only by large increases in its tail areas (Quill). 
Similar difficulties with the North American P-51D Mustang 
also led to the addition of a bobweight. 
By the end of the war, aircraft speeds were reaching well be- 
yond 500 mph, soon to be eclipsed by the new jet aircraft. As 
control hinge moments became unreasonably large and difficult 
to alleviate by surface balance, hydraulic power boosted con- 
trols became necessary. An early example was on the ailerons 
of the Lockheed P-38J Lightning. With power boost, some of 
the aerodynamic hinge moment was felt by the pilot and the 
control forces stiffened in proportion to dynamic pressure in the 
conventional manner. In the Supermarine Seafang naval fighter, 
power boost was used with aileron spring tabs for an impressive 
rate of roll at high speed. Power boost could not overcome the 
Limitations of elevators at transonic speeds, even with variable 
incidence follow-up tails. A smng trend to full power was 
noted already in Dickinson (1953), and full power operation 
was to be found on all axes in the great majority of the 50 types 
and variations listed in Lanflickinson. 
However, the use of power boosted controls had been initiated 
even before the war in response to the increasing size of some 

aircraft. The first large a imah with powered controls was the 
XB-19 in 1935. The Swing 30" SIratoliner of 1937 had power 
boosted rudder and elevator. the oomponent parts being identi- 
cal to standard brake vaIves. with manual reversion to controI 
tabs. A Bwing XB-29 was fitted with a trial power boosted 
rudder, while the more powerful engines on the Boeing B-50 
necessitated a fully powered rudder to cope with the engine out 
cases. The Lockheed Constellation had power boosted ControIs 
in all three axes. 
Completely artificial feel had become essential with fully pow- 
ered controls. There was considerable speculation about what 
elements of "natural f e d '  should be emulated, coupled with the 
natural desire to minimise the cost and complexity of the feel 
devices. The possibilities included control force variation with 
dynamic pressure (q feel), speed (V feel) or control deflection 
only (spring feel), also potentially augmented by devices such 
as bobweights and downsprings which were already familiar on 
conventional aircraft. The difficulties were compounded by the 
deterioration in aircraft response qualities due to wing sweep 
and Mach effects, which could be only partially alleviated by 
the emerging technology of autostabilisation. However, aircraft 
designers were mver short of ingenuity. and as Dickinson 
noted, "in particular we can take the opportunity of making con- 
trol forces do what we desire them to do rather than having to 
accept the consequences of fundamental laws as hitherto". 
As advances in electronic and digital technology advanced to- 
wards full fly by wire capability, the mechanical control and 
feel system complexity reduced once again. Today's stick and 
feel systems tend to be rather simple in concept, although con- 
taining high quality mechanical detail in miniature in their sen- 
sor packages. 

2.0 AERODYNAMIC FEEL DEVICES 

It is not the intention to provide design guidance for aerodynam- 
ic feel, a complex subject involving both stability and control. 
but to draw attention to some salient facts. Only B brief review 
of the basic characteristics of standard aerodynamic balance de- 
vices is given here, taken from Dickinson (1%8). More general 
information can be found in many textbooks (e.g. Dommasch). 
while the data sheets on Controls and FLIPS published by ESDU 
International contain highly detailed design information, de- 
rived mostly from war-time research in the USA and the UK. 
The flap type of control, e.g. an elevator. aileron or rudder, is 
subject to a total hinge moment H. given by H = CHYLpV%,,ce 
where S,, and c,, are the area and chord of the flap surfaces. 
The hinge moment coefficient C" = & + bld  + &q + b$, 
where a', q and are the local angle of attack, the flap deflec- 
tion from neutral. and the tab deflection from neutral respective- 
ly. The b coefficients are generally assumed constant, though 
this is strictly true only for a limited range of angle of attack 
and flap deflection. Their values are defined as follows: 

is the basic moment resulting ftom flap camber, 
with zero angle of attack, flap and tab deflections. 
It is zero for a symmetric section. 
bl = dCH/da' 
h = dCH/dq 
& = dCH/d/3 

These factors represent the hinge moment about the flap hinge 
line. The tab itself has a similar set of moments about its own 
hinge, the total being given by CH, = co + qa' + c2r] + c$. 
These are significant in the case of the servo tab where the stick 
is directly connected to the tab. 
The dominant factor in stick feel is the "heaviness parameter" 
b, due to control deflection. As the aircraft responds. the stick 
force may be increased or decreased by the "floating parameter" 
b,, due to the changes in local angle of attack, which is accord- 
ingly termed the response effect. D e f i i g  this effect by 
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K = Effort withreqonse/effot-t without response, 
thenK = ( & A d  + b2Aq)lb~Aq 

o r K  = 1 + (b~Aa'/hAq), 
Noting h a t  the change in angle of attack is of opposite sign to 
the ControI deflection, the response effect reduces the stick force 
if the hinge moment parameters have the same sign. In this case 
the free control trails with the wind, and in the steady controlled 
response state it tends to float in the direction in which it is de- 
flected. This is a common condition for a great many aircraft 
types with little or no special provision for balanoe, and it does 
not usually cause any noticeable difficulty. 
Elevators that are aerodynamically unbalanced tend to float as 
the angle of attack changes with speed in the sense to alter the 
angle of attack still further, reducing the stick force required to 
hold the new speed and even reversing it if the basic stick-fiied 
stability is low enough. A shortfall in the provision of latter, de- 
termined by the overdl geometric and aerodynamic relation- 
ships between the wing, tail and centre of gravity, may require a 
substantial corrective design change. For example. the innease 
in tail area required to alter the neutral point by a few percent of 
the mean chord can be surprisingly large, and changing the cen- 
tre of gravity by a similar amount m a y  simply be impossible. 
Fortunately, it is widely recognised that even neutral stick-fixed 
stability. wen as a zefo gradient of stick position versus speed, 
can be acceptable provided that the stick-free stability is posi- 
tive, seen as a stable, stick force gradient with a push force 
needed to hold an increase of speed. This can be achieved in 
principle by reversing the sign of the floating parameter bl, so 
that the elevator hen tends to float against the wind. As an ex- 
ample noted earlier, considerable effort had to be devoted to the 
task of obtaining sufficient of this effect to keep up with the 
stability problems of the Spitfire, but many o h r  aircraft have 
required similar attention. 
Thus the stick foKes provided by aerodynamic feel means may 
b influenced by the needs of both control and stability. An ex- 
cessive float against the wind may reduce the initial control de- 
flection hinge moment considerably. requiring means to in- 
crease it. The response effect becomes greater than unity, so 
that the stick force to hold a manoeuvre i s  greater than the force 
to hitiate it. Dicldnson quotes a proposed maximum value for K 
of 1-2. but also acknowledges that there is not much practical 
data to suppart this. For most purposes it is unlikely that this is- 
sue is of significant importance. 
By far the greatest problem area for aerodynamic feel is the 
tranwnic region and the approach to it. Sometimes fatal steep 
dives by high powered combat types in the 1939-1945 war were 
at first attriiuted to control reversal and thought to be irrecover- 
able. It was eventually found that retovery would occur at lower 
altitudes as the Mach Number reduced. The problem was 
c a u d  by the rearward-shifting wing aerodynamic centre and 
the reducing effectiveness of flap controls at high MaEh Num- 
ber, producing a strong nose down trim change and laving lit- 
tle control power to pievent or recover from this. T h i s  was of 
course the driver for the change to power assisted and then fully 
powered corrtrols. 

2.1 The horn balance 
This was the earliest balance type, Figure 1. derived from sten- 
dard boat rudders. They were used on all axes for a time, but 
DIehl noted that " thy are now employed only on rudders and 
elevators. (They should not) be used on ailerons owing to the 
poor wing tip and to tk high peak loadings on the balanced por- 
tion" and "(they) should never be used on high speed designs 
owing to probability of flutter". Almost without exception. this 
type is used primarily for its effect on the floahng parameter 61, 
to enhance the stick fnx pitch and yaw stabilities. The corn- 
sponding reduction in 4 may also be necessary to reduce the 
control loads, depending on the size of the tail surfaces and the 

A notable exception to these general rules was found in the 
akSp€dS.  

English Electric Pl.A, the prototype of the Lightning fighter of 
1954. This Mach 2 design with its unique 60" swept wing with 
delta-like tips had horn balance on its fully powered ailerons. 
They we= mt retained on the production P1.B tightning as 
they proved to be urmecessary, but they did not exhibit any of 
the listed problems either. The Bristol 188 all-steel supersonic 
resenrch aircraft also had horn balanced ailerons on its sharply 
raked delta-like tips. 

2 2  The @-back hinge balance 
Developed quite early, lfrese were first known as the Handley 
Page balance, Figure 2. The shape of the flap nose, i.e. round, 
elliptical or blunt, and the closeness of the gap sealing have a 
strong effect on the values of bl and 4. Once the nose emerges 
into the airstream, particularly for the blunt nose, the effects 
m a y  become non-linear. This balance is found on all three con- 
trol axes. It is frequently employed together with the horn type 
to achieve sufficient stick free stability, with large reductions in 
the control forces requiring restoration with anti-balance tabs. 
One of the earliest examples was on the elevator of a Levassew 
mailplane of 1920, shown in Figure 3. This could actually be 
termed a mixture of a shielded horn and set-back hinge balance. 

2.3 The Westland-Irving aepled balance 
This is a modified form of set-back hinge, Figure 4, but is hid- 
den within the surface profile and is themfore particularly suited 
to high speed aircraft. It is used primarily to reduce control 
forces. since it  has relatively less effect on b~ . The balance is ei- 
ther completely sealed, usually with a flexible strip, or may be 
adjustable by controlid venting. 
It was used both on the ailerons and on the aileron tabs (of the 
spring tab type) in the manually controlled English Electric 
Canberra medium jet bomber. There was no sealing strip but the 
gaps were tightly controlled to about 1 f !4 nun. Ihe Avro Vul- 
can with fully powered controls used this balance type on all 
axes to reduce the power required. 

2.4 Gearedtabrs 
These m a logical development from the basic trim tab, and 
can be arranged as shown in Figure 5 either to increase or de- 
crease the hinge moments. They have no effect at all on b ~ .  
They can be used as trim tabs as well, by adjusting the length of 
the actuating rod. This combination can result in extremely 
large tab &fleetions relative to the main flap surface at full con- 
trol travels, and the functions are often confined to separate 
tabs. Although there is  a loss in control lift and effectiveness 
due to the balance tab, this effect is usually small. 
Balance tabs were originally adopted to reduce the hinge mo- 
ments on larger aircraft. Anti-balance tabs were obviously 
introduced to increase hinge moments on smaller control sur- 
faces, but they have also been invaluable in rescuing the situa- 
tion in aircraft in which the stick fwed stability was grossly in- 
adequate through basic design or operational developments. By 
the time that the stick free stability due to b, has been increased 
sufficiently by means of horn and set-back hinge balance on the 
elevator, the control moment due to b2 may have been reduced, 
eliminated or even reversed. The anti-balance tab allows the 
control forces to be- restored almost to any desired level. 
Just as with the main balance forms, hinge line gaps and trailing 
edge shapes can have serious effects on tab effectiveruss. The 
prototype Airspeed Ambassador twin engine airliner had tabs 
with sharp-edged riveted trailing edges. The design was 
changed for production to radiused wrap-wound trading edges, 
and ceased to work until changed back again. 

2 5  Balance by contour modification 
Changes to the forward contour of the elevators in the form of a 
"hump" proved to be a useful method of improving stability, on 
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the S p i e  and the Vengeance among others. To reduce the 
flutter prevention mass balancing requirements. control surfaces 
were fabric covered up to the 1940's. As airspeeds grew rapidly 
in this period, control forces began to become extremely high, 
to the extent for example that roll rates were seriously compro- 
mised. It was discovered that the outward bulging of the fabric 
covering modified the 62 characteristics and could also result in 
dangerous short period oscillation tendencies. 
Metal skins were found to reduce the excessive forces high 
speed aircraft. This discovery was made fomitously in the Vul- 
tee Vengeance after flutter removed a complete rudder. The en- 
suing change from the original fabric covering to metal skins on 
all of its tail control surfaces also eliminated another problem of 
a nose down pitch at high speeds and excessive stick forces in 
recovery from dives. 
changes to the trailing edge shape have a pronounced effect on 
balance, Figure 6, because of the large moment arm from the 
hinge. The effect of bevelling the trailing edge is to change both 
61 and & considerably, but it may produce non-linear results if 
this is overdone. 
An interesting use of the camber parameter bo to enhance stick- 
free stabiIity is found on many sailplanes without any other 
form of control balance. The combined effect of a slightly 
turned down trailmg edge on the elevator and a feel spring re- 
sults in a tendency for the elevator to deflect trailing edge up 
against the spring restraint as speed increases, requiring the pi- 
lot to push harder on the stick even if its position does not 
Change. 

2.6 The Friw balance 
The adverse yaw due to aileron, a considerable problem on most 
early aircraft, was to some extent reduced by the use of differen- 
tial aileron deflection. Loening (1916) optimistically went so far 
as to suggest that adverse yaw demonstrated m1ess design, but 
he was wrong. The invention of the Frise balance, Figure 7, was 
a further contribution to the solution of this particular problem, 
and DiehI states that it "is the most satisfactory form of balance 
now available for ailerons". It has the two characteristics of m- 
ducing the hinge moments and of increasing the drag of the up- 
going aileron, both produced by the action of the leading edge 
protruding into the lower airstream. Coupled with differential 
action 80 that the up travel is much greater than the down, it 
proved to be very effective. 
However, the typical hinge moment variation sketched is ex- 
tremely non-linear, and no linear value of b2 can be quoted. The 
up aileron overbalance which reduces the hinge moment is very 
sensitive to design, and the combined balance of both ailerons 
together is also sensitive to rigging tolerances. It is possible for 
total overbalance to occur over smell angles. There may also be 
some aileron buffet. 
This balance was used for example on the Spitfm, Hawker Hur- 
ricane and the Awo Lancaskr, and has also been used on many 
smaller general aviation aircraft. Generally, however, it is not 
suitable for high speed aircraft, and the spring tab rephced it OR 

many combat aircraft. The set back hinge and lrving balance 
have been more comr~only used on larger aircraft. 

2.7 The LWWO tab 
The ides of driving a tab alone, Figure 8. using the bJ moment 
to deflect the main control surface, was developed in the 1920's 
as aircrafk size increased. The stick forces are small as the pilot 
has only the tab hinge moment to overcome. The Short Ran- 
goon (1930) and Sarafand (1932) flying boats and the Boulton 
and Paul Overstrand bomber (1933) used them on their rudders, 
coupled with horn or set-back hinge balance. Though not wide- 
ly used, it was successfully employed on all h e  control surfaces 
of the four engined turboprop Bristol Britannia airliner and 
Short Belfast transport. In the latter, a very large aircraft, the 
system was enhanced by other devices: the elevators had set- 

back hinges and horn balance to compensate h, and the low tab 
feel forces were increased by a q-feel unit and centring spring; 
the ailerons had the Irving balance with a spring to resist up- 
float; the rudder control had a feel spring and the tab had a 
blow-off spring incorporated to reduce its power at high speeds. 
The original 3AC 11 1 prototype jet airliner had a servo tab ele- 
vator, but this was replaced by power operation after loss of 
control in deep stalls. 

2.8 The spring tab 
This is a modified servo tab in which the pilot's input drives the 
tab directly, as before, but is also connected indirectly to the 
main control surface through a spring (usually a torsion spring), 
Figure 9. At very low speeds the spring acts as a rigid link since 
the hinge moments are negligible. As speed and the effect of b2 
increase, the spring deflects more and more so that the tab de- 
flects relative to the main control surface by increasing 
amounts, relieving the main surface hinge moment, The raruh is 
effectively a value of which varies by the factor 1 / (1 + kq), 
where q is the dynamic pressure, and k is a function of the 
spring Link stiffness and tab gearing. The sketches showing the 
typical effects of spring tabs on hinge moments and stick force 
per g indicate that the type was basically most suited to aileron 
control. A moment variation effectively more proportional to V 
rather than to V* can be achieved which gives nominally con- 
stant roll rate per unit stick force. 
Unlike other balance types, over-balance is impossible because 
control farce in the correct direction is always required to pro- 
duce some tab deflection. However, if the gain k is too large or 
the range of dynamic pressure too wide, the result can be exces- 
sive lightening at high speeds. The blow-off spring tab was de- 
veloped to prevent this, by means of a spring in the tab Iinkage 
which reduces the tab deflections as its h g e  moments increase. 
This opened up the use of the lab to the other two axes, nomi- 
nally requiring q (or V*) feel but where high speed aeroelastic 
or Mach number effects could lead to excessive comrol heavi- 
ness. The ability to tune the hinge moments to some power of V 
less than 2 enabled these high forces to be alleviated. 
Control system stretch due to large hinge moments and the re- 
sulting reduction in maximum aileron angle was a common 
cause of reduced roll performance. in addition to the normal 
aeroelastic losses due to structural deformation of the wing and 
aileron. Such losses have sometimes been relied upon to satisfy 
maximum stressing cases such as the rolling pullout. Adoption 
of spring tabs on the Hawker Tempest V tactical and battlefield 
support fighter of 1944/45 gave exceptionally good aileron con- 
trol and performance at speeds of over 5 0 0  miles per hour, but 
also gave some concern about wing strength due to the larger 
aileron angles which could be applied. 
Other aircraft with spring tabs which have demonstrated high 
agility include the Martin Baker MB.5 prototype (possibly the 
fastest ever piston engined fighter but which was overtaken by 
the jet era), and the Ehglish Electric Canberra jet bomber. both 
of which used these tabs on all three axes. In the Canberra the 
blow-off type was used, the main and blow-off springs being 
co-axial torsion lubes and rods, and a geared tab was also used 
on the elevator. The FIAT G.222 twin turboprop military trans- 
port, with spring tab ailerons, could readily perform single- 
engine 3600 rolls. 
A completely different requirement arose on the Vultee Ven- 
geance dive bomber, with which British, AustraIian and Indian 
squadrons achieved devastatingly accurate strikes with negli- 
gible losses in the New Guinea and Burma campaigns of 1943 
and 1944. Designed for vertical attacks, achievement of the re- 
quired precise alignment of the fuselage with the target necessi- 
tated light and accurate rudder control, so that the directional 
trim changes between climb and diving speeds could be coun- 
tered without having to adjust the trimmer. T h i s  was achieved 
successfully by the adoption of a spring tab on the rudder to 
augment the set-back hinge balance. 



2.9 Tab E Y S ~ ~ H ~ W  design 
The many similar mechanical feahues of the bask tab concepts 
and the essentially small design differences between them are il- 
lustrated in Figure 10, based on the elevator balance and aileron 
spring tabs of the FIAT G.222. The range of characteristics of 
balance and stability effects is extremely wide, development be- 
ing aided by the relative simplicity of making gearing changes. 
Geared anti-balance tabs are practically an essential feature of 
manually operated all-flying tails. The dangerous behaviour of 
the Morane Parasol with its plain all-moving tail was mentioned 
earlier, and the Fokkrer E-111 was another type with unpleasant 
handling because of its similar tail. It was also used on a few 
early sailplane designs of the 1930's, where the low flying 
speeds enabled more or less acceptable hands-on control. In the 
Slingsby Petrel, the stick was very long with a large travel, and 
the lack of stick fome was scarcely noticed, but the design was 
changed to a taiI and elevator. More recently, some racing sail- 
planes returned to the plain flying tail with additional spring 
feel, but their wide speed range ma& for veq low stick force 
per g at high speeds where it was advisable to fly them with 
both hands on the stick. Such a design is no longer tolerated. 
The design of a maually operated all-flying tail and its conh l  
forces is closely associated with the stick h.ee stability charac- 
teristics. This subject is examined by Irving for the case of line- 
ar low-speed assumptions with no Mach Number or aeroelastic 
effects. With the tail pivoted at its aerodynamic centre, bl and 
4 are zero. Hence there is no loss in stick free stability relative 
to the stick fixed value, a bonus point, but there is no stick force 
either. The addition of an anti-balance tab achieves the required 
&. Trimming in this arrangement is invatiably done by adjust- 
ing the geszed tab position, sirre the trhmcxl state always re- 
quires zero tab deflection or nearly so. By placing the pivot aft 
of the aerodynamic centre, a positive bl can be obtained with 
enhanced stick-free stability. The divergent hinge moments re- 
sulting from this am opposed by the stable hinge moments due 
to the tab, d extremely wide variations of the two parameters 
can be readily obtained. 
Such a tail is not suited to large aircraft. however, as it becomes 
increasingly difficult to ensure adequate control of the hinge 
moments as unavoidable non-hew effects become more signif- 
icant. The necessity to prevent flutter by m a s  balance to bring 
the tail centre of gravity to the pivot axis introduces a sub- 
stantial weight penalty, Probably the largest type to have used it 
is the GAF Nomad twin turboprop, and this did require some 
significant development effort. 

210 Mecbanhlaids 
shortfalls in aerodynamic static and manoeuvre stick force 
characteristics have been addressed in many designs by the use 
of bobweights and downsprings as sketched in Figure 11. A 
bobweight, which is an inertia weight attached to the control 
system so as to pull the stick forwards with increasing normal 
acceleration, increases the stick force per g by a constant hcre- 
ment. A downspring. attached to the control system so as to pull 
the stick forwards, increases the stick free stability. The latter 
effect is seen as an increasing aft stick force to resist the spring 
pull IS sped decreases below that at which t h  elevator trim tab 
balances the spring. The principle requires the use of a "long 
spring", effectively with zero rate so as to apply a constant 
forre. A bobweight without a counta-balance spring also acts 
as a downspring. Most low speed aircraft without mass bal- 
a n d  elevators, i.e. the majority in the earlier decades of avia- 
tion, effectively had a built-in bobweight and downspring, urn- 
ally without any adverse consequences. However, although the 
steady state effects are readily obtained, the dynamic stability of 
downspring and bobweight systems can be troublesome, with 
undesirable handling effects due to couplings into the short pe- 
riod and phugoid oscillation modes. 
A number of attempts were made in the 1939-1945 war to ob- 
tain moderate and reasonably constant stick force per g by very 

close balancw of the elevators, i.e. with small or zero b, and 
providing moat or all the force by means of a bobweight. This 
subject is dealt with comprehensively in the BIUG to Mil. Spec. 
87858, illustrated by the example of the P63A-1 with a 3.7 lb/ 
g bobweight. Although the steady state variations of stick force 
were satisfactory, the "response feel" was unacceptable because 
the initial control movement required little or no stick force and 
the required input was therefore unpredictable. The controllabil- 
ity was improved by the addition of a feel spring, which pm- 
vided a foEe cue without the lag in the bobweight force feed- 
back. The same problems were found on other aiicreft at that 
time. 
The North American P-51 Mustang fighter suffered serious loss 
of stability as it was stretched to the P-51D version with an aft 
fuselage fuel tank and additional equipment. Its pilot's manual 
cautioned that with this tank full the aimaft was unstable and 
could not be trimmed for hands-off level flight, and it was nec- 
essary to push fomard in turns or pullouts. Acrobatics were 
prohibited with more than 40 gallons of fuel. This problem was 
alleviated by the addition of a 20 Ib bobweight, although in 
some a s e s  even this only reduced the forward push necessary. 
The Supermarine Spitfii, its instability problem also com- 
pounded by extra aft fuel or equipment, acquired a 3 lblg bob- 
weight after the sudden discovery that many were seriously un- 
stable, which was thought to explain n number of wing failures. 
Although the bobweight improved the situation significantly, 
Crossley describes several shortcomings of the device in the 
naval version, the Seafue. Many Seafiies, with aft arrester hook, 
exwa camera gear, and some with heavier gauge fuselage skin- 
ning, were still more unstable and were outside the CG limits 
for the bobweight. A number of wings we= broken off or dam- 
aged in dive recoveries, and this was eventually attributed to the 
position of the bobweight and to the use of a balance spring to 
counter the bobweight in level flight. Figure 12 shows the ef- 
fects OF attitude. In a steep dive, e.g. in the Seafiie's very suc- 
cessful yeyo atlacks employed against the A6M Zeke, the 
bobweight no longer generated a stick force but the spring re- 
mained active, pulling the stick aft. With no time to re-eim. 
when the pull-out was made it was all too easy to apply exces- 
sive stick input, and excessive g could result. 
Bailing out of Ihe Seafire from the recommended inverted posi- 
tion after engine Failure was apparently never successfully 
achieved. In this case, both bobweight and balance spring 
pulled the stick aft, which could not be trimmed out, and so 
when left to its own devices the aircraft would go into the sec- 
ond half of a loop, while the pilot with hamess undone could 
neither reach the stick nor get out. The naval Fairey Firefly two- 
seat attack aircraft had its bobweight mounted as in Figure 13 
and had no balance spring, preventing any such problem. How- 
ever, there are always two flight attitudes in which the bob- 
weight applies no force in steady flight conditions. 
Bobweights continued to be used on many manually contrulled 
aircraft of many types, e.g. the piston engined Hunting Provost 
trainer. some marks of the de Havilland Vampire and the four 
engined de Havillanwritish Aerospace 146. Downsprings have 
been used in a great many aircraft of all ahapes and sizes, e.8, 
from the early de H a v i h d  Vampire jet fighter. where it com- 
prised a bungee cord stretched the full length of a tail boom. the 
Handley Page Hastings four engined military transport, and 
many general aviation aircraft. In the Fokker F27 Friendship 
twin turboprop Sitliner, the downspring applies a forPC of 14.5 
kg to the stick, which according to van der Vaart (1983) re- 
quires an incremental trim tab deflection of nearly lo" at the 
relatively low sea level airspeed of 70 m/sec. In this case the 
nett angle was about zero, but the inference is clear that the 
amount of additional stick force that can m i b l y  be added by a 
downspring is limited by the ability to trim it with reasonable 
tab deflections, 
The BIUG cautions against the possibility of trading a statically 
unstable aircraft for a dynamically unstable one by tk use of 
too strong a downspring. examples of this being found in Gold- 
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berg and in Batbet. Goldberg and AutersonLyon analyse the 
effects of these devices, both assuming the so-called "long 
spring". Eshelby analysed the effects of using a short spring, i.e. 
one with a significant stiffness, and found that it can have unde- 
sirable effects. Constant rate springs are available, however. 
such as the 'Tensaim" type formed from coiled spring steel flat 
strip, which should be well suited for this purpose. 

The heavy ailerons on h e  North American Mustang necessitaf- 
ed a very large lateral stick mvel of some f8 inches. Some later 
versions bad a gear change device at the base of the column. 
which with the tab system gave very satisfactory control. 
Mechanical aids of many cm extremely useful, but 
great cam is needed not to try to use some of them beyond prac- 
tical limits. 
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Figure 2 The set-back hinge 

Figure 3 Levasseur semi-horn set-back hinge, 1920 
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Figure 5 Balance and antl-balance tabs 
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Figure 8 The servo tab 
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Figure 9 The spring tab system 
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Balance tab: link rod attached at A 
Anti-balance tab: link rod attached at 6 
Trim tab: link rod adjustable (e.g. electric screwjack) and attached at C 
Combined trim and balance/anti-balance tab: link rod adjustable and 
attached at A or B 

- (FIAT G.222 aileron) 

Servo tab: input lever free to pivot at control hinge line 
Spring tab: input lever connected to main control surface by torsion shaft 

Figure t 0 Tab variations built on common features 
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Figure 12 Effects of attitude on bobweight and spring balance forces 
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Figure 13 Alternative bobweight arrangement 
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3.0 POWERED CONTROL SYSTEMS. 

Adopted for the purpose of isolating the pilot from the 
aerodynamic hinge moments, hydraulic control surface power 
actuators also eliminated the dominant control system damping 
effects, introduced additional effects due to valve friction and 
flow forces, and increased the importance of the contribution to 
the feel characteristics of the "control circuits" themselves. T h i s  
term has k n  widely used for the mechanical connections 
betweenthe stick or pedals and the control surfaces, or their 
actuators, in which context it has nothing to do with electrical or 
electronic circuits. They were originally in the form of &mile 
wires or cables strung around pulleys or between levers, but 
push-pull rod systems also became widely used. There are 
arguments far and against either form, and the design choice has 
also sometimes been a matter of custom and practice. Effects of 
kiction have always intruded on the feel qualities, more easily 
minimised in push rod systems, but on the other hand the effects 
of inertial mass or balancing are more significant in the latter. 
Figure 14 shows a generalised power control system schematic 
illustrated in McRuer (1975). This contains most of the ele- 
ments typically found in the pitch axis feel systems of 1950's 
and 1960's aircraft, and some are still in use today. Many 
systems were of the spring plus bobweight type shown, but a 
number replicated the normal aerodynamic charackeristic of 
hinge moments proportional to dynamic pressure by the use of 
q-feel without bobweights. Small-authority single channel 
stability augmentation was applied by limited-travel series servo 
actuators, summing their inputs mechanically with those of the 
pilot. In the roll axis, the simple spring feel was almost uni- 
versal. In the yaw axis, q-feel was of~en used, but spring feel 
with variable gearing or limit stops was also popular a d  has 
occasionally been used in the pitch axis. 

3.1 Power control actuntiau 
A brief survey of the characteristics of power boost actuation is 
given. It is unlikely that this system will be used again in the fu- 
ture. but the lessons should not be forgotten Most of its prob- 
lems disappeared with the adoption of full power actuation, but 
in its turn the latter had characteristics which were frequently 
unsatisfactory and became all the more apparent when the major 
aerodynamic-related difficulties were eliminated. 

3-1.1 Power boost control 
The surhce actuator in Figure 14 is actually of the power boost 
type, the earliest form of power control which m n  went out of 
favour, but is retained here for completeness. Rgure 15 shows 
the principle of operation. Except for the transient valve move- 
ments necessary to port fluid to and from the cylinder, the actu- 
ator body maintains an essentially constant length between its 
attachment to the surface and the valve input iink. Hence the 
surface moves as if directly connected through this path. The 
force generated by the surface hinge moment is reflected into 
the control circuit through the body, fluid pressure and ram 
path, the ram extension automatically accommodating the dif- 
ference between the movements of the valve link and r a m  con- 
nections to the input lever. Hence the force felt by the pilot can 
be adjusted by any desired ratio relative to a direct connection. 
This force is still proportional to the hinge moment, however, 
and no artificial feel device is required. 
When the pilot movea the controls, the valve is initially closed 
and cannot open until there has been some displacement of the 
system. This would imply that the full force must first be ex- 
erted on the surface through the ram and actllator body until re- 
lieved by the valve opening, but in practice there seems to have 
been sufEcient compliance in the mechanisms to avoid much 
difficulty of this nature. The power boosted ailerons of the 
Blackbum Firebrand, which were not excessively heavy and 
were an improvement over the original spring tabs, did require a 
large force to apply the continual small deflections to correct for 

bumps in rough weather, which was tiring in prolonged turbu- 
lence. On the other hand, the North American F-86A power 
boosted ailerons, though exceptionally light and powerful in 
general, lacked feel at low speeds, did not cenm well and suf- 
fered from a lateral wobble attn'buted not so much to the light 
forces as to the power boost cutting in suddenly in response to 
small aileron movements. On the Gloster Javelin, the large aile- 
rons with rather low boost ratio were completely unacceptable 
at high speeds, becoming almost solid at 500 hots. The combi- 
nation of power boost and spring tab ailerons gave excellent 
controI on the Supermarine Seafang and Swift. 
Power boosted elevators generally seemed to perform quite well 
at subsonic speeds, but were deficient at transonic speeds. De- 
spite a boost ratio of 40:1, the F-86A required a push force of 
about 100 Ibs to hold the nose up bim change which occurred at 
around Mach 1.0, and as on many such aircraft much use was 
made of the electrically operated variable incidence tailplane to 
assist in general manoeuvres. The prototype de Havilland 
DH.110 elevator had a pilot-variable boost ratio between 70:l 
and 5:l with spring feel centring. It had very light manoeuvring 
stick forces but high circuit breakout, a very unsatisfactory 
combination. which could be alleviated by reducing the boost 
ratio only at the expense of heavy manoeuvring forces at high 
speeds and critical Mach numbers. 
These actuators invariably operated on a single hydraulic sup- 
ply, with reversion to direct manual operation after hydraulic 
failure. This  meant that control was effected through the back- 
lash associated with the valve stroke limits, the cylinder fluid 
being ported to flow freely from chamber to chamber. It was 
typically required that the backlash should be not more than 2" 
of surface deflection. The manual reversion stick forces became 
very high and were exacerbated by actuator seal friction. The 
boosted spring tabs of the Swift elevator and ailerons were high- 
ly appreciated for the fact that reversiomq control was still 
quite reasonable. On the DH.llO. the aileron gearing could be 
selected to half authority to make control easier after manual re- 
version. 
By the early 1950s it was already confirmed that power boosted 
controls would not allow the full potential of the new high per- 
formance aircraft to be realised. Either the stick foEes were 
satisfactory at low and moderate speeds but became excessive nt 
high speeds and Mach numbers, or if satisfactory at the latter 
conditions the forces were too low at low speeds. Interestingly, 
it was once suggested that of the two possible alternatives of full 
power control or a variable boost ratio equivalent almost to full 
power control at high speeds. the latter might be preferable as 
the simplest, but full power control rapidly became the norm. 

3.1.2 Full power control 
If the actuator ram pivot on the input lever in Figure 15 is 
moved down to coincide with the lever pivot point. the control 
surface becomes fully powered, and the only forces felt by the 
pilot are due to the valve system. This arrangement was com- 
monly reversed. with the actuator body pivoted on the structure 
and the ram connected to the surface. This avoids significant 
movements of the hydraulic supply pipes. other than the un- 
avoidable small swing angles, and of the electrical connections 
to the servo actuators which became more usually mounted on 
the power actuator rather than separately in the control circuit. 
The ram and input motions are then differenced to drive the 
valve by actuator-mounted summing linkage. 
Although actuator stability is outside the scope of this report, it 
can have an influence on the feel characteristics. A tendency to 
insiability arises when an output mass is attached, from the fact 
hat an external force applied to the actuator causes attachment 
deflections which open the valve to resist, feeding energy into 
the system. If the mass is not excessive, the case with many flap 
type controls, the damping due to actuator seal friction can be 
rmfficient to avoid instability. This problem is avoided by alter- 
natives of an anangement of the input linkage, by a system of 
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pressure sensing valves. or by electrical feedback shaping, 
which bleed energy from the system by causing the actuetor to 
sink unda  load, reducing the static stiffness. 
An unusual effect occurs on the Sepecat Jaguar at transonic 
speeds, to an extent dependent on the engine version fitted. Its 
tail configuration is subject to hinge moment variations as a 
function of thrust or afterburning state, causing a change in trim 
as the thrust is varied. Because the pitch axis incorporates a 
markedly non-linear stick gearing, the resulting stick deflection 
required to maintain undisturbed flight is much larger than 
would be the case with a linear system, though it is not hazard- 
011s. Actuator sink can prevented by washout melhcnjs in the 
second and third stabilising devices listed above, to maintain 
high static stiffness with reduced dynamic stiffness. 
Figure 16 illustrates some important effects associated with the 
actuator valves: 

Special valve spool shaping minimises the flow 
force exerted on the valve. which is proportional to 
the flow velocity, but it cannot be eliminated 
altogether. The effect is that of a viscous damper 
in the contml circuit, and is satisfactory if there i s  
not tw much of it. 
Significant valve friction is  a serious defect, 
tending to prevent the natural self centring by 
holding the valve open. The control surface and 
control circuit are effectively locked together in 
this state, causing undemanded movements until 
there is sufficient resistance from the feel spring 
stifhem. breakout forces or circuit friction. 
Valve springs can be used to improve centring. 
Altemntively, if these are unbalanced or if only 
one is used, a nominally constant force is applied 
to the control circuit which helps to load out any 
backlash in it. 

The BAC TSR-2 of the early 1960's had two tailplane actuators 
of some 27 toms thrust each. The valve flow forces produced 
greatly excessive stick damping, and a two-spool design was 
adopted. A small pilot valve, driven directly by the control c i -  
cuit, resided within and drove the main power spool (with a 
loop gain of 1200 secs-1, there was negligible influence on per- 
formance). This entirely eliminated the damping effect, but the 
control circuit, with considerable inertia from its 25 metres 
length and with extremely low friction and breakout force, was 
insufficiently damped with its relatively low natural frequency. 
A dedicated viscous damper had to be added. 
'Ihe valve travel limits are usually no greater than required to 
achieve maximum actuator rate. If the input linkage i s  moved 
faster than this in a stick snatch, the valve bottoms and is  felt as 
a resistance at the stick. (In power boost systems, this could be 
felt as a loss of boost.) In the English Electric Lightning single 
seat interceptor, the maximum aileron actuator rate was 160'1 
sec, and with only f 8 degrees of aileron with wheels up it was 
effectively impossible to bottom the valves. Its all-moving tail 
was driven by a screwjack actuator with a 35"/sec maximum 
rate, a factor used in a pre-flight check of the hydraulics supply. 
With the engines at idle, the stick was stroked rapidly from end 
to end until the valve bottomed, at which point the stick rate was 
forcibly reduced. The number of strokes required to reach this 
condition indicated the state of the hydraulic acccumulator, a 
&vice often relied on to provide high transient flow at a rate 
higher than the basic capacity of the pump on its own. 

3.2 Control circuit considerations 
Many alternative arrangements of the control circuits are pw- 
sible other than the schematic of Figure 14, but it Serves as a ba- 
sis for discussion of many design considerations influencing the 
feel characteristics. 

3.2.1 The Beries servo 
The series servo was used to effect stability augmentation and 
sometimes autopilot commands. These are applied to the actll- 
ator by summation of its output with the pilot's linkage motions 
by a summing lever. There is nothing explicit in this arrange- 
ment to indicate in which direction the sununed motion should 
travel, however. It relies on the upstream impedance of the stick 
and feel system being greater than the downstream impedance 
of the valve linkage and forces. For this reason it was typically 
located as near to the actuator as possible, uhhately migrating 
to the actuator itself on many designs. In the latter location it 
could also readily perform a second h t i o n  of a full authority 
parallel autopilot actuator with the input linkage clutched to the 
power actuator. Motions of the ram then drove the entire circuit 
linkage and stick to follow the surface position. Such a system 
was developed in the 1960's for the pitch axis of the English 
EJectric/BAC Lghtning. in a radar-guided air-to-air missile 
supersonic auto-attack mode. Although highly successful, the 
system was not adopted for production. It was employed in the 
pitch axis autopilot of the BAC TSR-2. 
These requirements impacted on the feel characteristics by re- 
quiring sufticiently positive control circuit centring and break- 
out forces. The feel unit breakout force would normally have 
been determined by the perceived need for positive centring of 
the whole control circuit, but it also performed the duty of a 
high impedance point against which the series servo could 
work. A spring loaded roller-cm device of the type suggested 
in Figure 14 was commonly used to provide positive breakout 
as well as a force gradient which could be shaped to any desired 
linear or non-bear form. 

3.2.2 Feel unit location 
Backlash at the stick without stick force or a corresponding con- 
trol response does not cause significant problems if there i s  not 
too much of it. Backlash between the feel unit and the surface 
actuator mates  indeterminate positioning of the surface, which 
can be very undesirable especially in high speed conditions with 
high control sensitivity. Backlash between the circuit and feel 
unit but with none betwwn the stick and control surface is un- 
acceptable, since control demands can be made without a corre- 
sponding stick force. Such considerations suggest that the best 
place in which to locate feel units is as neaf to the llctuator as 
possible. This location also minimLses the backlash M compli- 
ance which would cause lost motion in the servo signals to the 
power actuator. 
Most aircraft probably did use such a location as suggested in 
Figure 14. The Lightning was one, but the TSR-2 from the same 
stable placed the feel units at the stick. The reason for this was 
that the push rod circuits were very long, about 25 metres 
between stick and actuators. The feel loads exerted on them 
would have increased the friction, contrary to the extreme im- 
portance anached to minimising friction for the primary task in- 
cluding very high s+ ground-level operation wilh a design 
limit of 800 knots. To prevent backlash in the unloaded parts of 
the circuits, the actuator valve bias spring shown in Figure 16 
was used, and the bias force was counter-balanced by Tensator 
constant force springs in the contro1 circuits. The +cat Jag- 
uar, with its pitch feel unit nt the stick, also used a valve bias 
spring, but without a counter-balance. Figure 17 shows typical 
valve forces, comprising a flow force tolerance and the spring 
bias. The pitch non-hear gearing resulted in a widely varying 
incremental stick force due to the valve springs as the stick posi- 
tion changed, but this was quite small for the majority of impor- 
tant flight conditions including its primary role of high speed 
operations at down to 100 feet altitude. No adverse comments 
were made about the lack of bias balance. 

3.2.3 Mechanical qualities 
The experience of Service assessments of many types recorded 
by Lang/Dickinson (1961) was that a large part of the serious 
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control difficulties encountered in many of them could be at- 
tributed to the effects of friction. There was always an im- 
provement in control characteristics when a reduction in friction 
was made, and there was no evidence that friction could be too 
small. Aircraft in which the friction was well under 1 lb had 
very precise control, and it was suggested that an upper limit of 
1 lb for air to air and air to ground aiming tasks should be set. 
The brealcout force is due to friction and to any spring p-load,  
typically as sketched in Figure 18. Depending on the amount 
and type of the circuit loaded by feel form, the friction hystere- 
sis increases with greater deflection. In cable circuits the hyster- 
esis loop width could be 5 to 15 Ibs, or even 20 to 40 Ibs partic- 
ularly in rudder controLs. Sufficient spring preload would nor- 
mally be used to achieve adequate centring, Figure lab. Friction 
effects a h  include "stiction" requiring a larger force to initiate 
movement than to keep it moving against €tiction. Pilots ob- 
jected to large breakout on the more manoeuvrable types. 
While adequate self-centring was &sirable to assist in trim- 
ming, it, was unclear how positive this needed to be. It was 
found that pilots of fighters and attack aimaft appeared to pre- 
fer small breakout even if the self-centring was not absolute. 
Bird concluded that reducing friction was the most important 
pnrameter for control in the small stick deflection area, and that 
for a given friction the addition of preload did not improve the 
handling qualities. On bombers and transports required to cruise 
for long periods, positive self-centring was more desirable, and 
even the effects of very high friction and breakout could be tol- 
erated by the expedient of "flying on the trimmer". This was 
thought to be highly undesirable and possibly dangerous. 
The two standard methods of transmitting stick signals to the ac- 
tuators are the cable circuit and the push rod circuit. With entire- 
ly different mechanical properties, each has its devotees. 

Cables have negligible inertia or backlash, and 
they can follow tortuous paths through small 
c o r n s  ifnecessary. They arc easy to seal at 
pressure bulkheads. Because they need to be kept 
under considerable tension to mjnimise 
compliance due to stretch, cable circuits tend to 
have relatively high friction unless of particularly 
simple layout, and every bend around a pulley or 
through a fairlead adds to the friction. Sigtuficant 
maintenance effort is often necessary. 
Push rod circuits have low inherent hiction 
because they are mounted on levers with low 
friction bearings and with no basic loading. They 
can alternatively pass through confined areas 
suspended in roller bearing supports. They may 
have considerable inertia and require balancing 
masses to eliminate unwanted response feedback 
to the stick. Even with precision bearings, every 
rod joint adds to the total backlash (although this 
can be loaded out by a valve bias spring as above). 

Figure 19 shows the Lockheed SR-71 elevon cable control 
system, working in an extreme environment where fuselage 
heating causes substantial changes in fuselage length. This is 
compensated by tension regulators allowing the effective cable 
length to alter without a change in tension. The cables nm in 
numerous fairleads within dry tubes through the forward and aft 
fuel tanks, pre-assembled and drawn into place by a locating 
cable. The pitch and roll signals are mixed at the extreme rear of 
the aircraft, continuing to the multiple actuators in push rod 
form. Despite the relatively straight cable runs, the friction lev- 
els are quite substantial. The mixer unit perfom the function of 
an anchor point to react the triple redundant stability augmenta- 
tion servos in the wings, and to permit smooth functioning of 
the manual and Mach series trimmers contained with the feel 
springs in the mixer. 
Choice of rod travels i s  influenced by opposing needs, to mini- 
mige it for minimum inertia and to maximise it to reduce the 
relative value of the absolute backlash at the joints. Total travels 

of 100 to 125 mm have worked well in both regards. On the 
TSR-I, before the valve bias anti-backlash spring solution was 
adopted, a 200 mm total pitch circuit travel was chosen because 
of its severe demands on precision, but as a given push rod mass 
reflects its inertia to the stick in propodon to the square of its 
travel, tk inertia was large. In practice, no problems were expe- 
rienced once the viscous damping was ophised.  In addition, 
h e  reflected inertia was reduced by a non-llneru stick gearing in 
the taskcritical high speed low altitude conditions, where the 
handling was rated as excellent even without autostabilisation. 
Some idea of the scale of possible contributions to the feel qual- 
ities of cmtrol circuits may be gained fim the British Aero- 
space Hawk and the VFW VAK-191B circuits. The Hawk 
system, Figure 20, is about as simple and direct as is possible 
with push rods suspended on levers. The relatively shoa travel 
ensures low inertia and friction. The pitch non-linear gearing 
ties at the extreme aft end of the system, so there is no variation 
of the mechanical qualities with stick position. The original two 
seat trainer had a manual rudder with no artificial feel, a power 
control with a yaw damper being added in the more recent sin- 
gle seat version shown here. Even with a pitch bobweight. no 
viscous damper was fitted pior to the T-45 Goshawk version. 
The precision of control is famously exhibited by the Red Ar- 
TOWS aerobatic team of the Royal Air Force. 
The VAK-lglB, a prototype VTOL s t d w  a h f t ,  had full au- 
thority stability augmentation, a reaction nozzle control system, 
and mechanical reversion, Figure 21. The complexity of this 
was driven by the need to perform hovering or rolling vertical 
landings, the minimum conventional approach speed being over 
200 knots. The control circuit employed push rods and cables, 
and the front and rear reaction n o d e s  were connected by a 
torque shaft, in which excess friction is difficult to avoid be- 
cause the drive is geared up to minimise compliance in the long 
thin shafts. In mechanical mode, hover control was considered 
d e  for landing, b a d  on a hovering rig and piloted simula- 
tion, because of the excessive backlash and large friction break- 
out and force gradients of the entire system. Since it was only 
there for the reversion case, the mechanical system served no 
useful function. The design was not developed, and there was 
no opportunity to correct these deficiencies. 
Holladay discusses the flight controls influence on VTOL air- 
craft. This shows how control circuit elasticity, friction and in- 
ertia must be analysed as well as the gyms. stabilisers etc. It 
comments that cable system had been found to be poor, with 
180' phase lag possible at low frequencies. 
An example of an aircraft with precise control qualities men- 
tioned by LangDicLinSon was the English Electric w h h g  
from 1954, Figure 22. The friction in its pushrod circuits was 
generally about 0.5 ia 0.75 lbs (2 to 3 N). Although spring pre- 
load breakout devices were originally fitted to the prototype lin- 
ear gradient feel units, these were removed almost at once when 
flight testing commenced. No autostabiiisation was fitted during 
the first four years of development, nor was any thought neces- 
sary by the pilots over its entire subwnk and supersonic enve- 
lope. (After its fitment, however, the pilots raised the level of 
their expectations, a common experience in the improving art 
and science of flight control design.) 
The problem of excessive friction has sometimes been over- 
come by the use of small hydraulic servo actuators to drive the 
controi circuits, so that only the valve forces are felt at the stick. 
Some examples are the Lockheed C-5A, the Boeing 747 and 
767 aileron/spoiler system, and the ailerons of a fighter listed in 
hg/Dickinson. 
The stick forces due to artificial feel forces are gemally much 
lower than those due to the high h i n g e  moments of unpowered 
surfaces which often caused significant loss of control effec- 
tiveness through circuit stretch This is therefore less of a prob- 
lem, though it cannot be neglected. This effect can influence 
the choice of where to place the travel stops. The ideal location 
is at the stick, where the design stress loads applied to the stick 
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or pedals can be reacted while subjecting the rest of the circuit 
only to the usually much lower operating loads up to the feel 
unit. If these loads are large and the circuits are long, some loss 
of maximum signal will occur. This is only likely to be signifi- 
cant with a q-feel system, but here the implication would be of 
high speeds where large control travels must not be applied in 
any case and where the stops would not be reached. 

3-24 Trimming methods 
Two basic trimming methods with different transient effects on 
the handling may be used to remove an out of trim force being 
held on the stick. In parallel or feel trimming, the stick position 
is held fixed while the feel unit is repositioned to reduce the 
force to zero. In series or datum trimming, the stick zero force 
position is fixed and the stick is returned to it while the trim ac- 
tuator alters the datum of t h  pitch control, either by aliering the 
length of the control circuit or by resetting a trimming tail. 
These are illustrated schematically in Figure 23. Series trim- 
ming is naturally used widely on transport and other aircraft 
which tend to have trimming tails and which normally operate 
in long periods of cruising flight. On aircraft which are frequent- 
ly manoeuvred and require to be retrimmed often, pilots greatly 
prefer parallel trimmhg. Series trimming is more difficult to use 
while Betting a new trim condition and holding the flight path 
steady, and the stick movements can seem unnalwral in a take- 
off acceleration and climb-out. 
The ease of trimming is more generally a function of friction. 
feel and control characteristics, and both methods can be diffi- 
cult to optimise. One difficulty is to set n compromise trim rate, 
a value suitable for low airspeeds almost certainly being too 
high at high airspeeds. In this regard, the type of actuator can 
have a marked influence. For example, the Dc electric motors 
used in the Lightning h e r s  had n significant wind-up time, 
permitting the application of very small pulsed increments but 
also providing reasonably fast operation for larger changes. In 
the TSR-2, AC motors were used which reached full speed al- 
most at once. It was found that the shortest pulse input that 
could be applied from the stick trim switch was 0-2 seconds, and 
that this effected a larger than desired trim change in some con- 
ditions. For the Panavia Tornado, the M3 characteristic was 
simulated electronically in the motor drive circuitry. 
The traditional arrangement of trim switches in a combat air- 
craft is a combined pitch and roll four way centre off thumb or 
"coolie hat" switch on the stick top, and a rudder trim switch on 
the left side console. In the Lockheed SR-71, the rolling mo- 
ment due to sideslip was so dominant that yaw trimming was a 
primary function, operated by the stick top trim switch together 
with the usual pitch nim. The roll trim switch was relegated to 
the console. The same requirement arose again in the Lockheed 
F-117A. In transport types, it is more usual to provide only a 
pitch trim switch on the wheel, with the other trimmers located 
on the centre stand. 
At one time there were a number of accidents caused by trim 
runaway, typically the result of a "stray positive" in the usual 
single pole switching, where electrical power was shorted to the 
actuator or a switch contact welded closed. The risks created by 
runaway are associaled typically with the inability to hold an 
out of trim stick force with a parallel system if ube trim range is 
wide and the feel gradient high, or with lack of pitch control 
power with a datum system. An example waB the early English 
Electric Canberra electrically actuated trimming tail, which the 
pilot could not overpower by the elevator after a runaway in ex- 
mme conditions. % problem was overcome by extreme care 
in trim range adjustment and most importantly by double pole 
switching. With inherently single pole "coolie hat" switches, a 
pair could be ganged together, each separately connecting the 
enrth and positive leads. Lifting the gang bar in pre-fight 
checks allowed each switch to be operated separately to test for 
dormant faults. This system was very effective though rather 
clumsy to operate. 

Dual motor actuators may be used, the Becond motor operated 
by emergency trim switches with a cover guard which cuts off 
power to the main motor when it is lifted. If the second motor 
drives in parallel with the main motor through a differential 
gearbox, a common arrangement, a trim runaway can be halted 
by selecting the standby trim until the main system is switched 
off. A second motor running at a slower speed would typically 
be used also for autopilot trim, and in the tockhced SR-71 this 
was also used for the Mach trim in piloted modes. 
While relatively simple trimmer installations suffioed for many 
aircraft, the extreme need for reliability and safety in transpxt 
aircraft typically resulted in quite complex arrangements. The 
example of the Baeing 747 dual hydraulically powered stabilis- 
er trimming system is illustrated in Figure 24. There are three 
command paths, each of which contains two circuits which must 
both operate correctly. A pair of mechanical trim selector levers 
separately arm the hydraulic supply and operate the control 
valves through a cable system, and these can ovemde any other 
trjm selection. Dual thumb switches (i.e. double pole switching) 
provide power and selection through elecbical chuits, and 
these can override the autopilot trim system. Th hydraulic mo- 
tors drive through a dual load path differential. so that full 
torque is available with either both or only one motor operative, 
at half rate in the latter case. The single jackscrew is supported 
by a safety rod which holds the screw intact if it should break. 
To the fullest extent possible, dual paths are provided in signal, 
mechanical, electrical. hydraulic and structural components. 

3.2.5 Structural beading 
If the control circuits do not run close to the neutral axis of the 
wing and fuselage structures, the change of length under normal 
acceleration bending effectively inserts unwanted control sig- 
nals in a push rod circuit, or tightens or slackens a cable circuit. 
In the latter, therefore. the tension is often maintained at a con- 
stant value by tension regulators as in Figure 19. (It is note- 
worthy that while one manufacturer of transport a h &  might 
use 11 or more regulators in a total control system, another 
might prefer to use only one, relying on minimising the off-axis 
location of the cable circuits.) Push rods can be mounted on the 
alternative sides of lever pivots to reverse their direction of 
travel at regular intervals, but this is not always practicable. 
In the Sepecat Jaguar, push rod compensation for the upper 
spine bending is applied through electrically sensed deflection 
measurements to the stability augmentation servos. In the 
Vought Crusader F8U-1, significant tail input from fuselage de- 
flection under g was measured, giving apparently zero stick 
fixed manoeuvre margin at high airspeeds (Kraft el al). Note 
that the effect on stick force per g will depend on the feel 
system type, e.g. q-feel, or spring plus bobweight as in the F8U- 
1, and on the feel unit location. 

3.2.6 Mass balance 
While inertia weights have o k n  been added to alter the pitch 
stick forces, the entire control circuit is also an inertial mass 
which responds to accelerations by applying forces to the stick. 
The accelerations are not confined to normal g, but include lon- 
gitudinal, lateral and rotational accelerations. Often these have 
undesirable or even unacceptable results, and inertial counter- 
balance must be applied. Obviously, a cable circuit does not 
have significant inertial effects, but all contro1 columns, pedals 
and throttles may do so. Camer aircraft represent an extreme 
case of the necessity for longitudinal balance, because of the 
very high acceleration of the catapult launch. 
Push rods are often oriented essentially vertically. acting as a 
bobweight, where they transfer from the cockpit floor upwards 
to the spine or upper fuselage region, or downwards back to the 
tail surface level. They should at least be arranged or otherwise 
counterbalanced so as not to act as a negative bobweight. Verti- 
cal accelerations resulting from pitch acceleration can also 
inbcduce unwanted effects, so that different sections of the cir- 
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cuit which cancel the mnnal acceleration effect may still pe- 
quire balsncing action to cancel unwanted pitching acceleration 
effects. 
Even in transport aircraft, the influence of longitudinal accelera- 
tion cam be important. Thomas reports on FAR certified aircraft 
which had to be restrained from pitching when accelerating or 
decelerating, or when climbing, some of which, when flown 
hands off, could even be driven propsively into a stall with- 
out any self recovery tendency. However, this m e  effect was 
apparently responsible for the absence of porpoise tendency on 
water of the Dornier Do-24 ATT amphibian. the stick pumping 
automatically in the c o m t  phasing. Longitudinal acceleration 
of 1 g or more in level or in vertical fight is achievable in m e  
combat aircraft with very high thrust to weight ratio, but even 
more significant is the axial component of a hi& nonnal accel- 
eration when the airframe is at a large angle of attack, all the 
push rods as well as the stick "falling" to the rear of the aircraft. 
Three balance weights were used in the Lightning, Figure 25, 
one on the rudder p M s ,  one to balance the pitch rods, and one 
to balance the stick separately which was offset to eliminate 
normal acceleration coupling on the slightly aft-cranked stick 
top- 
The balance system for a single seat aircraft m a y  need more 
than a simple adjustment for another stick in a two seat version. 
Figure 26 sketches the longitudinal control balances of the Ale- 
nia AM-X sb ike  aircraft. The single seat system, with a spring 
and bobweight pitch feel, has no need for aileron circuit bal- 
ance. In the two seat system, the interconnecting pitch linkage is 
longitudinally self balanced and the stick mass balance is mere- 
ly enlarged to allow far the second stick. The unbalanced aile- 
ron stick interconnecting linkage requires a new inertia weight 
insdlation, but the sticks themselves require m balance. 
Sometimes an extreme effect may occur. In the Sepecat Jaguar 
(Figures 47,52), the non-linear Bprino feel cam and pitch gear- 
ing, the Ig trim tail angle and longitudinal acceleration acting 
on the mass of the pitch rods produced the stick force effect 
shorn in curve (a) of Figure 27 in part of the flight envelope. 
The gradient fell from satisfactory to less than half the specified 
minimum as the g increased. The addition of inertial balance 
had markedly different results when it was located either ahead 
or aft of the mid-fuselage non-linear gearing as shown in curves 
(b) and (c) respectively. The l a m  mt only reduced the out-of- 
hnlance forces but reversed the gradient from one which re- 
duced the stick pull with incRnsing g to one which increased it. 
When added to the basic spring feel force, the total result was a 
steeper and much ~ M T  linear gradient. 
Pitch acceleration coupling is used in double bobweigbt 
systems, Figure 14. In the Tornado pitch circuit, well balanced 

against vertical nnd longitudinal coupling, pitch scaleration 
coupling can be detected in flight by d u c a l  stick free damping 
of the control circuit compared with ground tests, but there is no 
change in the control circuit natural frequency and IIO adverse 
effect on handling. Location of a single bobweight at the aft end 
of an aimaft is absolutely not to be countenanced, no matter 
how convenient it may be for design, because of adverse effects 
on the short period dynamics. 
Poll acceleration reaches values several times greater than pitch 
acceleration. Its most significant effect is the lateral g it exerts 
on the stick grip and pilot arm mass combination. It effectively 
acts as a form of negative feedback on sticks which lie above 
the rolling axis, which is fortunately usually the case, tending to 
reduce the pilot's input action. In conventional aircraft. this is 
not known to have caused any handling pmblem. It is a factor in 
the roll ratchet phenomenon experienced in a number of fly by 
wire aircraft, but it is not the primary cause. Ratchet arises from 
additional phase lags ad/m excessive forward path gain in fly 
by wire systems, where the solution lies. Inertial counterbal- 
ancing is difficult because it has to be applied at the same dis- 
placement from the rolling axis as the stick grip. 
Rigid-body lateral acceleration is not known to have caused 
control diffmAties. Norton reported the example of the lateral 
structural vibration coupling to the stick of the McDonnell 
Douglas C-17, an unforeseen result of using a control column 
rather than a wheel traditionally used in such large aircraft. 
Many other examples of structurally induced control oscillations 
in flexible airframes were also given. This suggests that the use 
of conmol circuit inertial balancing could be considered for such 
aircraft to counter this effect. 

3.2.7 Viscous damping 

control circuits. Some aircraft without them have had excellent 
handling, while others have depended on them to solve control 
difficulties. Some specific examples of their use are mentioned 
in the text. They were omitted for example on the Lightnirg and 
Tornado because they were considered to be unnecessary. A 
damper may be fitted merely to smooth out some mechanical 
imperfection of the c h i t ,  though it should never be considered 
a substitute for meticulous attention to quality. it is clear that a 
damper cannot successfuily cure severe oscillatory tendencies at 
high speeds without being excessively over-drvnped nt low 
speeds. This was a conclusion of the T-38A PI0 investigation 
(Finberg), and is supported by other experiena ( D i c k n ) .  It 
is possfile to schedule a d a m p  with dynamic pressure, as for 
example the one in the pitch circuit m the Sepecat Jaguar. Gen- 
erally, the needs of each design must be considered individually. 

mere is 110 consistent history in the use of visoous dampers in 
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ratio determined through valve 
link pathway 
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Figure 15 Principles of power boosted and full power control 
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Figure 16 Power actuation effects on control circuit feel 
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Figure 17 Anti-backlash valve bias spring effects 
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Fgure 19 Lockheed SR-71 cable and push rod elevon control system 
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Figure 21 VFW VAK-191 B flight control system 
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Figure 22 English Electric Lightning flight control system 
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Figure 23 Alternative trim method schematics 
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Figure 25 Lightning controls inertial counterbalances 
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Figure 26 Alenia AM-X controls inertial counterbalance 
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(a) with no longitudinal balance 
(b) wlth balance forward of non-linear gearing 
(c) with balance aft of non-linear gearlng 

(a) Stick forces due to longitudinal acceieratlon 
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(b) Effects of inertial balance on stlck forces 

Figure 27 Variations of balance effects combined with non-linear gearing 
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4.0 ARTIFICIAL FEEL DEVICES 

When fully powered control acruation became inevitable, specu- 
lation as to the opthum forms of artificial feel force character- 
istics was based on consideration of characteristics such as those 
in Figure 28, discussed in Dickinson (1953a). Only the typical 
shape of the variations with speed is shown, but the relative am- 
plitudes of the curves within each group is significant. Further 
variations would occur in practice, caused by losses in control 
effectiveness at high speeds due to compressibility or aero- 
elastic effects. Additional modifications could be made to the 
effective characteristics by the use of non-linear gearings. gear 
change or variable gear ratio devices, and by bobweights which 
were often referred to as g-reseictors or response feel systems. 
Anon (BU AER 1953) discusses the qualities desired for satis- 
factory feel characteristics and the influence of several artificial 
feel device@. the spring, pre-loaded spring, q-bellows, ratio 
changer, bobweights, and stick damper. This early example of 
pilot/aircraft systems analysis coupled the artificial force pro- 
ducers and the stability augmentation systems into an overall ar- 
tificial feel concept. This approach does not appear to have been 
continued, although it i s  certainly the case that a pilot's opinion 
of the given dynamic and static behaviour of an aircraft can be 
markedly influenced by the feel system. 
Lanflickinson (1%1) record the wide variety of feel devices 
found in some 50 aircraft types or variants. Some general idea 
of this is given in the following summary: 

In thk pitch axis, a considerable number of the example types 
used spring feel, some with additional devices such as non- 
linear springs, non-linear gearing, bobweights, and viscous 
dampers. The control characteristics were on the whole only 
average or moderately satisfactory at best up into the super- 
sonic region. but many were only marginally acceptable and 
some were positively dangerous. The several types that used 
q-feel were all reasonably satisfactory, with no case of over- 
sensitivity or overcontrolling at high airspeeds. This group 
had the most acceptable longitudinal control and feel, partic- 
ularly for supersonic fighters. 
In the roll u i s .  almost all used simple spring feel with gen- 
erally satisfactory results. Early concern that the low speed 
stick forces would be relatively heavy compared with what 
pilots were used to, while trw. proved to be of no oonae- 
quence, although n few of the examples were considered to 
be somewhat sluggish. Only two types, both large subsonic 
bombers, used q-feel to avoid high speed overstressing, and 
these had very heavy roll control, so heavy on one that only 
very low roll rates were possible at high speed. Despite the 
outstanding success of spring tabs in the Second World War 
with an essentially V-feel characteristic, there was no sup- 
port at all for this form with its constant roll rate per unit 
stick force. Apart from the complication of producing this ar- 
tificially. roll rates some two or three times greater were now 
being achieved, and the stick forces would have been too 
great. 
In the yaw axis, simple spring feel was widely used despite 
the apparent risk of potential overstressing the fin at high 
speeds, With variable position stops, the result was judged 10 
be fairly satisfactory, the rudder behg little used except at 
take off and low speeds. Q-feel was used to satisfy fin 
strength stress cases on many types, with very heavy forces 
at high speeds especially at high Mach number where the 
rudder effectiveness was reduced. Again, the generally small 
rudder movements needed at high speed made this complete- 
ly acceptable. 

While some of these opinions were based on aircraft still under 
development and many of the criticised features were eliminat- 
ed before issue to the Services, it is worthwhile repeating the 
summary conclusions because some of these are still main prob- 
lem areas: 

"Longitudinal control provides the greater 
problem, lateral and directional rarely cause 
serious difficulty. 
Minimising of friction and backlash is h e  most 
important if not the most difficult issue. 
Devices often attractive on paper such as 
bobweights, viscous dampers, usually have most 
adverse side effects and are better avoided. 
The basic problem of necessary stick movements 
reducing with a power of the speed is becoming 
great enough to need special treatment. Automatic 
changes of gearing, or automatic compensation for 
trim changes, are becoming unavoidable to meet 
large speed ranges and as such devices are 
becoming necessary for the avoidance of inertia 
coupling also, this may represent the future pattern 
- as indeed might manoeuvre demand systems. 
Non-linear gearings cam be useful for lateral 
control but should be avoided for longitudinal 
control. 
Trimming systems alleviating force with constant 
stick p i l i o n  (feel rrimming) usually give less 
development trouble than those involving 
movement of the stick (dam trimming), though 
this is probabiy a matter of degree and of aircraft 
rob. 
The "old" controversy of movement versus force 
remains unresolved; perhaps the latter is the more 
important as generally attention to force 
characteristics evolves an acceptable feel system 
while in all but limiting cases attention to 
movement alone would not be adequate. 

Although a definition of the ideal feel system llemains as elu- 
sive as ever, pilots are able fortunately to operate aircraft 
satisfactorily with wide variations from their particular ideal; 
hence a feel system acceptable to all can usually be designed 
or at worst evolved in development." 

It might be thought that the final comment indicates that provi- 
sion of the best possible feel system is not particularly impor- 
tant, but that would be entirely wrong. It is true that "the best is 
the enemy of the good", but while the reputation of an aircraft 
as a "pilots' aeroplane" probably never innuenced a sale, such a 
quality leans heavily on the feel system and is certainly impor- 
tant to pilots in the performance of critical tasks. There is no 
substitute for a design culture that aims to build in desirable 
qualities at the beginning rather than grudgingly and expensive- 
ly to remove unacceptable qualities in development. 

4.1 Pitch feel 
4.1.1 Spring and bobweight feel 
Figure 29 shows the pitch control circuit of the FIAT G91Y. 
The bobweight is in the form of a heavy control rod in a nearly 
vertical orientation just aft of the oockpit. It is balanced for lg 
by a compensation spring that is installed so that its total change 
in length is small relative to its own dimensions, and therefore 
exerts a practically constant force. The spring feel unit attached 
directly lo the stick is of the strut type. If the spring is pre- 
compressed in its neutral position, a breakout force has to be 
applied before deflection can occur. Series trimming is used, i.e. 
the stick trim position is fixed, the trim actuator effectively 
forming a variable length control rod at the input to the elevator 
power control. The electrically actuated variable k iden= stab- 
iliser follows up the elevator movements, ~ignalled from micro- 
switches on a linkage driven by the elevator, the whole effec- 
tively acting as one unit for increased transonic effectiveness. 
This tail arrangement, a considerable improvement over an ear- 
lier version with a trimming stabiliser separately signalled from 
a stick lrim switch, was an interim stage towards the ultimate 
all-moving slab tail. A similar step was made from the North 
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American F-86A to the F-WE. However. the change from the 
excessively heavy power boosted high speed aerodynamic feel 
of the F-86A to the more nearly constant stick force per g of the 
F-86E with spring and bobweight was accompanied by handling 
varying from "spongy" at low speeds to "very sensitive indeed" 
at 400 hots, so much so that the pilot was liable to prolong any 
short period pitching in his attempts to control it. This of course 
was the familiar bobweight dynamic problem dealt with in vari- 
ous references, outside the scope of this report, but it emphi- 
sises the small part that static stick force per g may play in sen- 
sitivity characteristics. 
An altogether different spring and bobweight design was em- 
ployed in the Lockheed F-104, with circuits of the cable type. 
There is no separate inertia weight, the whole stick assembly it- 
self comprising the 2.9 1Wg bobweight, Figure 30. By means of 
an ingenious "bootstrap" linkage, fornards and aft movement of 
the stick causes the stick pivot point to fall and rise about the as- 
sembly hinge at the front aileron pulley. The effect of normal 
accelerations is to pull the stick forwards as with conventional 
bobweight arrangements. The weight of the assembly is sup- 
ported at lg by a pair of long compensation springs. Another ef- 
fect is that as the stick moves rearwards, the grip follows a more 
horizontal path instead of dropping down. This was designed to 
ensure clearance from the seat and ejection "D" ring, but it also 
alleviates a common source of difficulty of applying large later- 
al control displacements with the stick held aft. Figure 31 shows 
the great complexity typical of many mechanical flight control 
systems, confined within an extremely small packaging space. 
Fortunately the roller and cnm spring feel &vice is extremely 
compact. Datum trimming is used, the trim actuator forming a 
variable length final input link to the power actuator. 
The 3Ae Hawk bobweight system, already shown in Figure 20, 
is straightforward. The feel spring is of the strut type, with par- 
allel feel trimming. and the bobweight illustrates the usual sep- 
arate inertia weight. In this case it is attached to an extension 
linkage at a position as far forward as possible, picking up the 
maximum pitch acceleration in accordance with standard solu- 
tions to improving the dynamic behaviour of such a system. 
A spring strut feel unit is readily adjustable, either by replacing 
the springs or adjusting the pre-load, and is capable of providing 
both a spring breakout and one or more gradients of reducing 
stiffness with increasing deflection. It requires a very high stan- 
dard of design and manufacture if unsatisfactory friction and 
hysteresis is to be avoided. The roller and cam device of Figure 
14 is inherently free-running in operation but also q u i r e s  con- 
siderable design and manufacturing precision to avoid either 
slackness or an irritating "click" in the central position. It can 
provide any smooth non-linearity desired but can only be altered 
by machining a new cam. 

4.1.2 Q-Peel 
The principle of a q-feel device is sketched in Figure 32. The 
piston exerts a force which tends to keep the st ick  centralised. 
The force acts at an arrn length effectively proportional to the 
deflection of the stick, providing a linear spring force gradiem at 
the stick. The feel force is propomOnal to dynamic pressure 
measured in the pitot-static system, and therefore reflects the 
indicated or calibrated airspeed rather than an exact equivalent 
airspeed particularly at supersonic speeds. This is not significant 
because the longitudinal control power is then no longer propor- 
tional to dynamic pressure in any case. 
In the simple q-bellows or q-pot of the type described in BU 
AEX (1953), the pitot and static pressures are connected directly 
to opposite sides of a bellows type piston, which has to be rela- 
tively large to generate the required forces. Hydraulic q-feel, as 
developed by W M Hobson Ltd in the U.K., was widely used 
from the 1950s, and by the 1 W s  was in use in at least 15 mili- 
tary and civil aircraft types from the smallest, the Folland Gnat 
light fighter, to the largest, the Lockheed C-5A, and in the fast- 
est, the 800 knots at sea level BAC TSR-2. A small piston is 

supplied with a variable hydraulic pressure proportional to q, 
derived from a feel simulator with the basic features shown in 
Figure 32. This is simply a pressure regulator valve, amplifying 
the pitdstatic force (P-s) by the ratio of the diaphragm to valve 
m a s .  As (P-s) increases, the valve opens the inlet port until the 
controlled signal pressure acting on the end of the valve fegtores 
force balance with the diaphragm. Similarly, signal pressure is 
bled off Uuough the exhaust port as (P-s) decreases. 
A complete q-feel simulator and jack system is illustrated in 
Figure 34, with a number of additional detail features necessary 
for satisfactory operation. These include valve and diaphragm 
springs, a fail-safe relief valve and a damper. Figure 35 shows 
the basic pressure adjustments that ace possible. The minimum 
"base" pressure is controlled by the valve spring, and the break 
point at which the pressure starts to increase is controlled by the 
diaphragm spring. The relief valve prevents excessive stick 
forces if the control valve seizes with the inlet open, providing 
30% greater forces than normal, but feel is lost if the valve seu- 
es with the exhaust open. The additional range of EAS, altitude, 
single MBch and double Mach corrections, together with further 
mechanical input and non-hear gradient adjustments, can be 
obtained by the schematic modifications to the simulator design 
in Figure 36. The result is an extremely powerful and flexible 
tool for the enhancement of flying qualities through stick force 
variations. 
The English Electric Lightning (1954), designed strictly to a 
high altitude supersonic interceptor requirement, used the single 
Mach correction to cater for its extremely wide flight envelope. 
Figure 37 (a) to (c) show a generalised picture of its tail trim, 
tail angle per g and the resulting stick forces. The supersonic 
forces are substantially higher than the subsonic, but their 
spread at a given Mach number is quite small. Although a dou- 
ble Mach correction simulator was tested to reduce this varia- 
tion, it was found not to be necessary. In its supersonic high a h -  
tude primary envelope, the full tail angle could be applied with- 
out exceeding the strength limit and without excessive pilot ef- 
fort, because of the reduction in available tail angle with altitude 
due to the trim changes and to the reduced feel gradient due to 
the Mach correction (Fig. 35e). 
When its operational envelope was later extended to include low 
altitude high speed conditions, its aft centre of gravity limit was 
set by the low stick forces, a value of 2 lb/g being determined as 
the minimum acceptable f a  service pilots. This resulted simply 
from lightness of control, and not from any dynamic mis- 
behaviour. With a manoeuvre margin of only some 2 or 3%, the 
short period response was highly damped even without auto- 
stabilisation. and the inertially uncoupled control circuit had no 
effect on the stick free dynamics. The result was its notably pre- 
cise and steady control response. However, a trial was made of a 
2 b/g bobweighl installation in an attempt to extend the centre 
of gravity range. An initial version with a single bobweight re- 
sulted in a neutral damping of the free stick at high airspeeds, 
though this was not dangerously coupled with the short period 
oscillation. This was readily cured by the addition of a viscous 
damper, and a double bobweight was also tried. With no real 
improvement, it was not adopted. 
Despik the nominal subsonic q-feel, it will be seen that the stick 
force per g increases at low EAS. This was caused, not by ad- 
justment of the simulator pressure, but by the added gradient of 
the mechanical emergency spring feel device on the unduplicat- 
ed feel jack, Figure 38. This feel jack, in line with the intensive 
reduction of friction practised on that aircraft, was reversed so 
that the piston rod gland was subjected only to exhaust pressure, 
the signal pressure acting on the far side of the piston acting to 
push it outwards. Deflection of the operating lever pulled the 
roller-guided cross head inwards against the piston. Although 
the prototype feel jacks were fitted with spring-cam centring, 
this was deleted, sufficient centring being achieved due to the 
low friction with no additional breakout force. 
The very satisfactory Lightning feel in th subsonic regime led 
to a proposal to modify the nominal specification stick force per 
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g boundary (Gibson 1978) as shown in Figure 37(d). This sug- 
gested constant limit values at high EAS, i.e. q-feel. constant 
force per unit pitch rate slopes at intermediate EAS in accor- 
dance with Norrhrop practice at the time, i.e. V-feel, and con- 
stant force per unit angle of attack at low EAS. Although in 
principle conventional aircraft maintain essentially constant 
stick force per g in low to moderate Mach number flight, it was 
frquently found that forces suitable for the landing approach. 
where only small manoeuvres could be generated, were around 
8 to 20 Ibdg. These are much too high for a high g aircraft in 
o p e d 0 ~ 1  conditions. This desirable speed variation can be 
produced either by feel simulator pressure adjustments, or by an 
additional mechanical spring feel. (It o c c m  lo an extent with a 
spring ard bobweight system where the spring contributes an 
increasing stick force per g with increasing tail angle per 9). 
The principle of "pseudo-V-feel" was used also in the Black- 
burn Buccaneer, Figure 39. Its original pitch feel system com- 
prised a fixed datum stick with a non-linear f7' tail authority, a 
series trimmer to provide the remainder of the total 28' tail an- 
gle, and only a fixed spring feel with a maximum stick force of 
16-5 lbs. Detailed development reduced the friction breakout 
fiom 4 Ibs to 0.5 Ibs, an essential feature for its high speed very 
low altitude role. A major development of the feel system was 
requited, with the addition of a q-feel unit providing a maxi- 
mum stick force of 62 Ibs at high speed, reduction of the spring 
feel to 9 lbs maximum, and increase of stick authority to f9.5". 
The importance of apparently minor details is emphasised by a 
fatal test take-off with mis-trim of a pmtotype, during which the 
aircraft pitched up. Despite the recorded application of a very 
high forward stick force, it did not recover. A viscous damper 
was fitted between the non-linear gearing and the tailplane con- 
trol actuator. The effective damping at the stick is a function of 
the square of the gearing ratio to the damper. As this ratio varied 
by 4:1 between stick neutral and full deflection. the damper ef- 
fectiveness increased by 16:l. and the pilot was prevented from 
moving the stick forward quickly enough. The damper was af- 
terwards moved forward of the non-linear gearing. 
The Budcaneer was also prone to pitch-up departure caused by 
snatch pulls in extreme operational conditions at very low level 
(Dennis). The usual stick force requirements typically require 
that the pull to reach the normal acceleration limit should not 
exceed 56 Ibs or thereabouts. This is only moderately heavy and 
does not protect an aircraft from much higher forces applied 
transiently in an emergency avoidance manoeuwe. Pilots can 
readily pull 70 Ibs or more in such a situation, and ground tests 
have showed that a single-handed pull of 90 to 110 Ibs is pos- 
sible for some pilots. An attempt was made to prevent the pitch- 
up by fitment of a modified damper designed to operate only at 
specific stick positions and in the aft direction, as seen in Figure 
39 for two versions. The non-hear characteristics are shown 
for a constant rearward stick rate of 6 inches per second, judged 
to signify the onset of a snatch pull incident. The damper force 
is negligible for all forward movement of the stick in any posi- 
tion and for aft movement while the stick is forward of the point 
shown. The intention was to wam the pilot by the sudden in- 
crease in forces to mverse the stick input movement. 
The higher force unit was mt acceptable because it grossly 
interfered with many normal manoeuvring operations, requiring 
two-handed mntrol and causing excessive f a t i p  after only a 
few minutes. The second damper was more successful, and ac- 
tually improved certain manoeuvres such as rotation for take off 
and the pull up for toss bombing. However, closer attention to 
and anticipation of trimming in the approach and landing was 
necessary. Due to the datum trimming and fixed stick neutral 
position, failure to maintain close trim led to excessive forces 
as the stick was moved aft with reducing speed. Although it 
showed promise, the damper was not adopted fmlly because it 
still could not guarantee protection from extreme cases. 
The exceptionally wide range of aerodynamic geometry and 
flight envelope of the variable wing sweep fly by wire Panavia 
Tornado, together with pitch/roll mechanical reversion, necessi- 

tated a duplicated Mach-compensated q-feel simulator schedule 
in Figure 40, modified by mechanical input from the wing 
sweep actuator unit as in Figure 36e. 'Ihe base level is largely 
provided by a springbox feel strut which acts also as a last resort 
feel source. The q-dependent gradients are reduced as the sweep 
increases. A moderate breakout force, not shown he=. is de- 
rived from the internal settings of the springbox. This provides 
good centring, but at the same time it is possible to initiate stick 
movement with relatively light finger pressure, there being no 
tendency to "click into a groove". 
The earliest q-feel system on an airliner was that of the Boeing 
727. Figure 41. The feel unit is mounted on the stabiliser along 
with the aft control cable quadrants. A dual hydraulic feel 
system is achieved by two independent simulators signalling 
two pistons, one of them free floating, contained in the feel jack 
cylinder. The output force applied to the q-feei rollerlcam is that 
of the piston subjected to the higher simulator signal pressure. A 
spring breakout roller/cam device is used to provide positive 
centring and a smali fixed contribution to the feel forces. Trim- 
ming is performed by elecbic actuation of the s t a b i l k ,  and is 
therefore of the datum shift type. If one hydraulic supply fails. 
here is no significant change in feel. If both hydraulic supplies 
fail, a mechanical reversion spring is released to exert a constant 
force on the q-feel roller. In this condition, pitch control is ef- 
fected through elevator servo tabs and the electric stabiliser 
trim. Feel is then provided both by the tabs and by the spring 
reversion feel. The feel system performs the additional function 
of limiting the effects of an autopilot hardover. The pitch mn- 
trol, clutched to and moving with the elevator actuators. is 
loaded by the feel unit until the clutch is overridden and dis- 
engages the autopilot actuator. 
Further pitch feel refinements followed in the later Boeing air- 
craft. Figure 42 is a schematic of the Boeing 747 duplicated feel 
unit. The q-feel force is applied by direct tension on the output 
crank as in Figure 32, but the tie rod is split into twin slotted 
straps. As deflections increase. the leading strap tension in- 
creases while the trailing strap tension decreases. When the 
leading strap is aligned with the tie bar at 5' elevator angle, the 
trailing strap is loosened as the pins become free in the slots. 
The result is a steep feel gradient withh this range for excellent 
centring and a greatly reduced gradient beyond it to prevent ex- 
cessively large maxirftum forces as shown in the sketch. A sec- 
ondary spring rollerlcam centring and minimum feel device is 
also provided, there being no other auxiliary feel device to cater 
for double feel failure. 
A feature to be noted is that the relationship between the stick 
position and elevator deflection varies substantially with 
changes in speed. despite the absence of an explicit variable 
gearing. This results from the increasing stretch in the control 
cable and pulley mounting system as the feel force gradients in- 
crease. There is an obvious influence on the control sensitivity, 
but it also alleviates the very high stick force to deflection stiff- 
ness gradient that would otherwise occur at the maximum 
speed. 
The diagrams in Figures 41 and 42 show a feature used on a 
number of tramport aircraft lo reduce the wide spread of stick 
forces arising from the large centre of gravity range. The pitot- 
static diaphragm in the feel simulator applies force to the feel 
pressure balance valve through a spring. An additional spring is 
positioned by a cam driven from the stabiliser position, altering 
the proportion of pitot-static force reaching the valve. Most of 
the adjustment of the feel pressure takes place within a small 
range of stabiliser positions. resulting in a wide variation appm- 
priate to the effects of C.G. shift in cnrising conditions, Figure 
43. This modified feel pressure is used to controt the pitch trim 
rates as shown. being more closely related to the CG-modified 
control power than the nominal dynamic pressure would be. In 
the earlier Boeing 727 a low or high speed trim rate was se- 
lected by the pilot. Another example with stabiliser-related feel 
gradient modification is the tockheed C-5A q-feel system, with 
an input of the type in Figure 36e. 
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Figure 44 shows the Boeing 767 stick nudger (required only by 
one airline) attached to the pitch feel unit, activated when the 
angle of attack reaches 12'. This alters the Line of action of a 
spring across the outpot cranlc pivot, applying a nose down force 
to the stick increasing to about 25 lbs over 5.5 seconds. It is de- 
activated when the angle of attack returns below ll  '. 
Another variant of the duplicated plus emergency feel device 
was used on the BAC 111 airliner, Figure 45. Two totally separ- 
ate integrated altitudecorrected simulator and feel jack units 
pull a whiffletree lever connected by links and a roller/cam to 
the input lever. This mangement ensures there is  no signifcant 
change of feel when one unit fails. An additional supplementary 
jack is presswised from a third hydraulic supply after failure of 
the two feel unit supplies. applying a mnstant force equivalent 
to normal feel at an airspeed of 150 hots. 

4.1.3 Variable spring feel 
Variable rate forms of mechanical spring feel have been SUC- 
cessfully used. One example is the Lucas feel unit in the Cana- 
dair CL 600, Figure 46, a pair of springs operating side by side 
for duplication. This has a two-slope characteristic derived from 
win springs in series, one with a variable rate controlled by the 
stabiliser position. 
The Sepecat Jaguar pitch feel is dominated by a non-linear gear- 
ing (f4.1.4), with feel forces provided by a variable force gradi- 
ent spring roller/cam device, h w n  as the "Ajax", shown 
schematically in Figure 47. This is scheduled with dynamic 
pressure, although it does not qualify as a q-feel system because 
the stiffness range was reduced considerably during flight test- 
ing with development of the non-litlear gearing. The centre 
notch feel characteristic, probably common to many roller/cam 
devices, caused some development problems for the primary 
high speed law altitude operational role, but eventually a satis- 
factory compromise wag a m .  
The Boeing 777 system is fly by wire with no control circuits to 
the rear of the airframe. It is included here because it represents 
the classical feel of a m m l  pitch system with the devices 
shown in Figure 48. Each column drives its own independent 
mechanical spring variable feel unit adjusted by a speed sched- 
uled screwjack actuator, providing half the total feel. A compli- 
ance spring between each stick and its feel unit introduces addi- 
tionsl stick deflection with a stiffness of newly 50 lbs. per de- 
gree of column movement. T h i s  is similar to the customary 
cable strrtch which causes substantial variations in stick stiff- 
ness on other large aircraft with the feel units locared at the rear 
(noted in g4.1.2). The column fore and aft inertia balance 
weights have been mentioned in an earlier paragraph, and the 
feel qualities are further enhanced by viscous dampers. Trim 
operation differs from past types, giving direct control of the 
stabiliser position only for the take off setting. In flight the trim 
switches change the refereme airspeed in the manoeuvre de- 
mand control laws, which control the stabiliser setting directly. 
The example of a force-displacement test result shows an entire- 
ly mventional characteristic, which was a primary design aim 
to prevent the unnatural feel thought to arise with many fly by 
wire sticks. It shows positive centring with relatively small addi- 
tional friction typical of good quality systems. 

4.1.4 Non-linear gearing 
The intention of wing a pitch mn-linear gearing is primarily to 
reduce control oversenaitivity at high speed flight conditions by 
inmeasing the stick movements relative to a linear system. As- 
sadourian, repOmng on simulation of such a gearing, noted that 
pilots could perform tracking "almost as well" as with hear 
control, but i t  was unanimously held to be undesirable because 
of lack of mpse through the neutxai range. The result was in- 
creased lag, higher stick forces and greater pilot concentration 
during tracldng. Situations requiring rapid control motions in 
lowdamped a h a f t  could easily result in overshoots exceeding 
the design limits. Lang/Dicltinson also criticised markedly non- 

linear gearings in association with series trimming. This meant 
thal the stick was normally operating at the neutral position at 
all flight conditions, leading sometimes to very large displace- 
ments and forces. If trimming was not performed and the stick 
was held offcentre, however, the force gradients could become 
dangerously light. Change of trim with store release, Mach 
number, or configuration could move the stick to s high gearing 
with risL of overcontrolling. 
However, a notable and probably unique example of such n 
gearing with only a fixed spring feel and series trimming is 
found in the Lockheed SR-71. Despite its astonishing per- 
formance, it could use a simple feel system because of its essen- 
tially non-manoeuvring cruise role without external store car- 
riage. Although it used triple redundant stability augmentation 
to alleviate the effects of the low stability margins necessitated 
by performance requirements and of low damping at very high 
altitudes, it remained controllable with the augmentation in- 
operative. 
Figure 49 shows the SR-71 pitch-roll mixer unit at the rear of 
the fuselage, driving two servo units in each wing controlling a 
total of forty "elevon" surface actuating cylinders. The mixer 
contains pitch and roll feel springs, pitch and roll twin motor 
manual/autopilot/Mach trim actuators, a pitch non-hear gear- 
@, pitch input stops, a stick pusher, and an anti-bias spring to 
balance the valve bias springs in the elevon servo units (refer to 
8 3.1.2). It is an outstanding example of the mechanical control 
designer's art, shown here in some detail to enable its workings 
to be appreciated. The stick displacement and force to elevon ra- 
tio varies by some ten to one between neutral and full up elevon. 
Because of the series trimming the initial stick position is the 
same for all krim states, and the non-linearity alleviates the oth- 
erwise excessive foms for large deflations. This is acceptable 
for its limited cruise role. 
Non-linear gearings with parallel trimming have also been used 
successfully. It is difficult to avoid some non-linearity in any 
case. Any pair of control levers joined by a rod forms a four bar 
chain, producing a non-iinear inputautput relationship unless 
set up exactly as intended. A n y  control system with a collection 
of levers joined by rods is therefore potentially non-hear, a fact 
made use of for example in the English Electric Lightning de- 
velopment flying as the tailplane travel limits changed. The pi- 
lots insisted that the stick to tail gearing was not to be reduced at 
trim conditions for high speed subsonic flight, which was satis- 
fied by variations in the gearing curvature at large negative tail 
settings where the control sensitivity was inherently low. 
A simple non-linear gearing was integrated d k t l y  into the 
stick output to the pitch circuit of the BAC TSR-2, Figure 50. 
An essentially linear stick force to surface deflection relation- 
ship is obtained by another non-linear gearing betwan the stick 
and duplex feel unit, with slopes approximately the square mot 
of the primary gear slopes. This aircraft was designed far very 
high speed operation "on the deck. Concern about pitch con- 
trol sensitivity and accuracy dominated the design of the large 
actuators of unprecedented precision, the valve flow forces. and 
circuit hcklash, stretch and damping. The gearing substantially 
increased the stick displacements per g at forward stick posi- 
tions, where the beneficial reduction of circuit inertia was fortui- 
tous and welcome. The corresponding increase in inertia at low 
speed trim fortunately was acceptable with the addition of a cir- 
cuit damper. The duplex full authority terrain following autopi- 
lot, which clutched the circuits to the main tail actuators, had the 
safety features of more-nose-up-of-two selection, response mon- 
itors, clutch disengage against excessive feel forces, and the pi- 
lot over-n& cut-out. The q e m e n t  of the law allowed the 
pilot to revert to manual control by grasping the stick at a 
switching force level independent of the clutch disengage set- 

This principle was incorporated into the Tornado mechanical 
reversion control circuit by a specific non-linear lever pairing as 
shown in Figure 51. The characteristic stick gearing typical of 
these designs is  skekhed in the figure. Although there is a five 

ting. 
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to one variation in the gearing slope from end to end, this occurs 
gradually over the total travel. The fly by wire stick position 
pick-offs are driven by a similar non-linear gearing. Compared 
with a linear system, the practical variation is not extreme. with 
no more than about a 50% increase in stick movement at typical 
high speed trim, and at low speeds the travel is not less than 
about 75%. Trim variations at a given flight condition can be 
quite substantial without gross effects on the gearing ratio. With 
a compensating non-linear q-feel unit gearing as noted above, 
the resulting stick force per degree of control demand varies by 
only 5% over a range of tail angles on eithm side of a nominal 
high speed datum. The only development required was some re- 
duction in overall gradients, with a further 30% reduction for 
the U.K. ADV air defence variant with its changed role. 
A di€ferent type of non-linear gearing is illustrated in Figure 52, 
a schematic of the Jaguar device. The severity of the gearing 
curve is controlled by the eccentricity of the output rod pickup 
point on the small gear wheel, i.e. its radius relative to the gear 
pitch circle diameter. This ranges from linear at zero eccentric- 
ity to a curve similar to the sketch for an eccentricity of about 
0.8. The.variation in gearing slope is more than ten to one, and a 
very large part of this occurs over a small range of tail angles. 
Because of the parallel trimming, the initial stick position varies 
with the trim state. The change in slope for relatively small trim 
changes is very considerable, and selection of the dl angle for 
the point of inflection with the maximum slope is extremely 
critical. Additional development problems mentioned earlier in- 
clude the longitudinal control circuit inertial balance and the 
trim change with afterbuming selection at transonic speeds. For 
an aircraft that carries and drops a wide variety of underwing 
stores, optimisation of such a gearing can be very prolonged, 
though in this case it was ultimately very successful. In service 
use. maintenance of the correct rigging of the system assumes 
extreme importance. For aircraft such as the BAe Hawk trainer 
with a similar gearing, the absence of external stores simplifies 
the development considerably. 
Such extreme non-hear gearhgs can also introdurn unusual ef- 
fects. For example, the lightest stick forces for the Jaguar oc- 
curred in a highly stable condition. and the heaviest forces in a 
tow stability condition, resulting from the different trim points. 
Negative g stick forces may be rather large as the stick has to 
traverse through the inflection point, and they may be rather 
non-linear. Whether or not the gearing reduces or incremes the 
usual larger supersonic stick forces depends on which way the 
trim c w e  moves, and they are likely to be substantially non- 
linear in either direction. Although some linearising compensa- 
tion is possible in the shaping of a roller/cam such as in the Ajax 
unit, this can never be complete because of the wide range of 
force/displacement variations. 
All non-linear gearings have the desirable effect of bringing the 
stick nearer to the pilot at high subsonic speeds. where the tail 
angle is typically not far from its positive limit. They can also 
bring the stick uncomfortably close to the pilot at low speeds 
with high lifi flaps extended if the trim change with flaps is nose 
down, in turn making lateral controI more awkward. It is pos- 
sible in extreme cases for the apparent approach speed stability, 
reflected in the stick trim position with speed, to reduce as the 
CG moves forward and the stick trim position moves fiuther aft. 
To alleviate both effects, advantage can be taken of a large flap 
him change by automatic series trim compensation in which the 
stick position remains fixed, and hence remains substantially 
further forward from the pilot. 

4.1.5 Variable gearing 
Although seldom used in more recent times. a number of early 
powered control aircraft used gear change devices, usually with 
a simple linear spring feel. Typically the change in gearing 
ranged h m  1.5: 1 up to 3:1, and was effected simply on gear or 
flap retraction, and possibly also by a Mach switch, or automat- 
ically with varying flight condition. These devices changed h e  

ratio slowly enough to be barely noticeable. and gave effective- 
ly linear control at given conditions. However, failure c a m  
need to be given careful consideration. A datum trim runaway 
could apply more control than can be overridden by the stick, or 
a gearing failure could leave insufficient control for landing. It 
is also necessary to position the feel and gearing components 
carefully, ensuring that a gear change does not apply unde- 
manded control inputs. This must be considered not only for 
level flight but also for hard manoeuvres, since the aircraft is 
very likely to change speed very quickly while the stick is 
pulled back, with the potential for a rapid pitch-up as the gear- 
ing changes. 
The Dassault/Domier Alphajet trainer aircraft uses  a pitch feel 
system which is strictly in the category of a non-linear gearing 
with variable spring feel. As the hner is effected by a variable 
gear device which is deliberately used to tailor the tail setting to 
a speed change, it is included in t h i s  section. Figure 53 is a 
schematic of this system. The non-linear gearing is of moderate 
degree, with a datum shift controlled by a flap interlink. Its 
slope changes slowly by a factor of only about two for mil an- 
gles most commonly used for manoeuvring. and much less than 
that at high airspeeds. Hence there is inevitably some reduction 
in stick farce per g with increasing g, but it ranges from negli- 
gible to mild at low speeds or high altitudes. The triple slope 
springbox provides good centring without an explicit breakout, 
and the third slope prevents the maximum stick forces from ex- 
ceeding about 30 lbs at maximum g despite initial gradients of 
typically 8 Ib/g. The special feature is the variation of the 
trimmed stick and tail positions for a fixed trimmer setting as 
the airspeed changes. The result is an apparently zero speed 
stability with little or no need to trim for a significant speed 
range, a feature much liked by the pilots. 
7he effective variable gearing in the Boeing 747 (#4.1.2), creat- 
ed by cable stretch under load, was implicit in the mechanical 
design. It was considered a sufficiently desirable feature to be 
simulated in the Swing 777 despite its lack of cable circuits. 
Just such an effect was deliberately sought in the "flexible stick" 
concept discussed by Horikoshi. A stiff spring was incorporated 
in the stick of a Zero aircraft so that the stick deflection relative 
to the manually operated elevator was a variable depending on 
the aerodynamic hinge moments. Unlike many explicit variable 
gearings. the stick force was unaffected and remained propor- 
tional to the hinge moments. Adoption of this idea for a fully 
powered control system must take into account the friction, to 
prevent excessive stick inputs with no response, and inertia and 
damping, to avoid innduction of an undesirable cirmit oscdla- 
tory mode. 
A similar effect occurs in the McDonnell-Douglas AV-3B rud- 
der actuation system, although its hydraulic q-fee1 is not the 
cause. Because the power actuator is located remotely from the 
rudder, aerodynamic hinge moments reduce the rudder deflec- 
tions by as much as 40% at high dynamic pressures, effectively 
creating a q-gearing of sorts. The rudder is therefore doubly pro- 
tected by both the q-feel and by hinge moment relief. 

4.2 RoUPeel 
Roll artificial feel has been confined largely lo variants of the 
simple spring. Lang/Dickinson list two early jet bombers which 
used q-feel, producing very heavy Forces. Q-feel in the EE 
Lightning prototype was replaced by spring feel before flight. 
V-feel was available in the feel simulator range illustrating Fig- 
ures 34 and 36, resembling the spring tab effect, but it is not 
known that any design has used this form. 

4.2.1 Spring feel 
One of the commonest types of roll feel spring is the strut type 
illustrated in Figure 29. A breakout force or multi-gradient 
forces are almost invariably used, increasing the feel gradient 
around neulral to enhance the centring characteristics. An ex- 
ample of the importance attached to the reduction of friction is 
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illustrated in Figure 50, where the strut shafi is seen running in a 
simple linear bearing. 
The other common type is the roller/cam device. Typically this 
is simple and compact, illustrated by the Boeing 747 feel unit in 
Figure 54. The parallel trimming as shown here results in a 
marked asymmetry of available control authority when trim is 
applied. In this case the non-linear force gradients ensure that 
the maximum possible wheel forces are little p t e r  than is 
normal with no trim offset. With typically quite small wheel or 
stick forces, roll trim runaway can often be held with little diffi- 
culty, and a parallel trim system cannot independently overpow- 
er the pilot's control inputs. Accordingly the trim actuation re- 
dundancy is usually of a lower level of complexity than that de- 
scribed in 93.2.4 for the 747. in which the pitch trim has very 
large independent authority. 
Two examples of unusual spring airangements are included for 
interest. The English Electric Lightning bottom-articulated stick 
was illustrated in Figure 25. The feel spring is a torsion bar, 
Figure 55, driven directly from the column base universal joint. 
This produces zero friction and no breakout force, control cen- 
eing being successfully rebnt on the very low circuit friction 
levels achieved in this aircraft. Parallel or feel trimming is used. 
Two other devices complete the system. A non-linear gearing 
(location shown in Figure 22) reduces the control gain by some 
40% around neutral. A Limit stop operated by a main wheel door 
reduces the aileron travel from f16' to f8O when the under- 
carriage is retracted. 
Like its pitch control system, the F-104 roll system is fitted into 
exceptionally slender spaces. To achieve this the system is dis- 
tributed a r o u n d  the airframe as shown in Figure 56. The basic 
feel comprises two simple tension springs in opposition. one in 
each wing actuator group. A roUer/cam spring centring device is 
mounted at the base of the stick, Figure 30. The trim motor in 
the left wing mot drives the series trim actuators in the final 
aileron push rods by means of a flexible drive shaft, and this al- 
so sets ovenrll travel stops at the wing mot torque rubes. There 
is a futther solenoid operated stop at the front of the stick torque 
tube assembly, reducing the travel limits from f19.5" with 
wheels down andor a lefthight flap diffemnce to *lo' with 
wheels up and equal flap settings. In this example, trim runaway 
applies a permanent offset of the total control authority limits. 
The SR-71 roll feel with series trim was shown in Figure 49, 
and is even simpler Ulan the F-104, with an essentially linear 
feel spring with no explicit centring device. A manually operat- 
ed stick stop is used to reduce the roll authority from f12" to f 
7" above Mach 0.5. 

4.2.2 Roll gearings 
Several of the aircraft in hg/Dickinson used non-linear gear- 
ings to reduce control sensitivity around neutral, as noted above 
for the E E  Lighmjng. To restrict the authority at high speeds, 
some other early types used a gear change, operated by altitude, 
undercarriage selection or manually, or alternatively variable 
position stops were used (#4.2.1). The Blackburn Buccaneer 
used both a non-linear gearing and n pilotoperated gear change, 
reducing the aileron travel from f17' to fl2' for high speeds. 
The differential tail variable roll authority and roll-yaw gearing 
from the BAC TSR-2, with its blown-flap delta wing carrying 
no ailerons, is  shown in Figure 57. The gearing used an electric 
actuator and three hydraulic piston actuators for three functions, 
varying the differential tail authority from f2" at 800 knots to f 
5' at low speeds, doubling this to *loD in the landing configura- 
tion, and actuating the pilot-selectable ratio taileron-rudder 
i n t e r c ~ ~ e ~ t .  The tailerons carried hydraulically powered geared 
elevators, normally locked but activated in the landing configu- 
ration. With this doubling of the aerodynamic roll power, the 
roll control authority was effectively vnried over a range of 
101. After rig tests revealed excessive circuit inertia at the max- 
imum gearing, the maximum authority was in the event limited 
to f8" for flight testing, which proved to be sufficient. 

The Sepecat Jaguar uses a unique variant of a variable authority 
roll gearing in that it functions primarily as n roll-yaw inter- 
connect, Figure 58. The differential tail action is secondary to 
the spoilers, providing only a relatively small rolling moment, 
but because of its proximity to the fm the yawing moment is 
considerable. The roll gearing schedule is arranged to provide 
yaw co-ordination to minimise sideslip in rolling IIUllloeuvres. 
Spoiler operation requires a uniquely mn-linear authority gear- 
ing. For aircraft where the spoiler is the only or primary roll 
control, the gearing must provide an instant switch from zero to 
unily ratio to each spoiler as the stick passes through centre. The 
Sepecat Jaguar unit, h w n  as the "crab", is shown in Figure 
59(a). The circular arc slots give an additional non-linear 
spoiler-stick relationship, although as spoilers are usually also 
aerodynamically non-linear it is their combined effect that de- 
termines the ~otal characteristic. 
On many airliners. the spoilers complement the ailerons, are 
generally not extended within a small central range of control 
wheel input, and are used as speed brakes requiring roll de- 
mands to close the extended spoilers. Figure 59(b) shows one 
part of the complex Boeing 747 spoiler gearing distributed 
throughout a system of spoiler and speed b e e  programmers 
and ratio changers, powered by two central actuators and driv- 
ing sixteen surface actuators. The ailerons are also programmed 
to reach full deflection at about half control wheel input, with 
the outboard ailerons locked out at high speed by a variable ra- 
tio gearing. 
Such mechanical control complexity, most often found in the 
roll control ckuits, imposes substantial design, development 
and maintenance cost overheads. T h i s  burden is in itself a strong 
justification for electrically signalled spoilers as employed in 
the Boeing 767 and Airbus 310 airliners, prior to the intro- 
duction of full fly by wire. In the fly-by-wire P a ~ v i a  Tornado, 
the spoilers are excluded from the mechanical reversion system, 
which comprises only an increased authority differential tail- 
plane with its own non-linear roll gearing. 

4.23 Bobwdghb 
Bobweights reacting to rolling velocity were used to supplement 
the spring feel on one fighter/ light bomber (hng/Dickinson). 
This may have been associated with the problem of roll/pitch 
divergence or autorotation in negative g rapid rolling, common 
to inertially slender aircraft in the early jet period. Typically it 
resulted in restrictions on allowable low-g rolling m a m e u r n .  
This solution, its success depending on uncertain pilot strength 
levels, appears to have been unsuccessful as it is not known in 
other designs. A bobweight system was investigated for the 
English Electric Lightning. with a non-linear linkage arranged 
to provide stick forces proportional to roll rate squared and stick 
deflection cubed, but it was not adopted. 
Although this was not an explicit feel system device, a bob- 
weight was used successfully in the North American 3-70 
supersoNc bomber to augment the dihedral effect (Wolawicz). 
While roll acceleration ~ e n ~ i n g  plays no useful part in roll feel 
or augmentation, it should be remembered that the pilot's arm 
and stick masses form a very effective acceleration bobweight 
against which adequate counter-balance is seldom possibk. This 
has been a contributory factor in some roll ratchet problems, as 
discussed in Gibson (1995). van Paassen (1990) and in Part 2. 
While the underlying cause is likely to be higher order sytem 
dynamics for which the appropriate remedy should be obvious, 
and in at least one case small amplitude spoiler aerodynamic 
non-linearity was a major influence, the simple feel device of a 
circuit viscous damper can be extremely beneficial here. 

4.3 Yawfeel 
Although the rudder is mostly a secondary control which is fre- 
quently not used to much extent in upand-away flight, it has 
usually been limited in authority by some means at higher a i -  
speeds to prevent overstressing by excessive inputs. Rudder &- 
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ficial feel has utilised a range of devices including q feel, V- 
cubed feel, spring feel. variable ratio gearings, non-linear gear- 
ings and variable stops, alone or in combinations. A number of 
types in .LanglDickinson had only a simple spring feel with con- 
stant authority. Examples of several types are given here. 
4.3.1 Q-feel 
Figure 60 shows the single piston rudder q-feel unit from the 
English Electric Lightning. Auxiliary spring feel was provided 
by four springs acting in tension and compression on the feel 
unit, coupled with a second non-linear spring unit. The q-feel. 
supplied from Ihe pitch feel simulator with Mach cut-off, was 
designed to the U.K. fin design "100 lbs fishtail at the (mug-  
mented) dutch roll frequency" and the "150 lbs rudder deflected 
and held" pedal force cases. This was much too heavy for ap- 
proach and landing speeds, where it was shut off and only h e  
spring feel was used. The spring units also provided emergency 
back-up for the simplex q-feel. The trim was of the parallel 
type. 
Q-feel was also used on the BAC TSR-2, without Mach cut-off 
because of its all-moving fin. As its design limit speed was 800 
knots CAS, the pedal force gradient was very large at high 
speeds. Duplex feel units were used with no spring reversion. 
though the pedal forces were again rather high at low speeds be- 
cause of the influence of the design cases. An example of the 
travel restriction effected by q feel is the 150 lbs pedal load for 
2.5" rudder at maximum EAS. 

4.3.2 Spring feel 
Figure 61 shows he Lockheed F-104 rudder roller/cam spring 
feel and travel stop system. The rudder travei limits are f20" 
with landing gear down and/or different left-right flap settings, 
and i6" with landing gear up and equal flap settings. The trim is 
of the series type, acting on the feedback linkage in the rudder 
servo assembly. 

The Lockheed SR-71 twin rudder system uses pure spring feel 
in a unique arrangement, Figure 62. Each rudder actuation 
system. controlled by an independent cable and rod drive from 
the pedals, has its own series trim actuator incorporating within 
its casing B feel spring providing half the total feel. Any dis- 
crepancy between the left and right rudder trim angle is indicat- 
ed to the pilot, who can eliminate it by a synchroniser switch 
controlling the right hand actuator separately. The pilot operated 
stop lever which controls the roll authority (44.2.1) also reduces 
the pedal travel authority from f20" to f9" above Mach 0-5. 
The pedal gearing is hear up to this lower limit and hcreaws 
gradually for larger angles. so that 2 inches travel produces 10" 
rudder but only 3% inches is need for 20". Pedal forces remain 
proportional to pedal travel, indicating that the non-linearity 
arises within the rudder actuation drive linkages. 
Figure 63 shows features of the Bwing 747 rudder roller/carn 
spring feel. The trim is provided by a screwjack driven by 
cables from the pilot's trim wheel. and is of the parallel t y p .  
Downstream of the feel unit, a ratio changer or variable gearing 
in the input linkages to the upper and lower rudder actuation 
groups alters the rudder travel from &25" at low speed to a 
minimum of f1.3* at high speed. in effect a q-gearing in which 
the pedal feel stiffness and travel remain constant. The parallel 
trim range is 16/15 of the full pedal range, a fixed trim wheel 
setting producing a ndder offset between 16" and 0.83' in a 
similar manner. 
Figure 64 shows the Sepecat Jaguar rudder feel spring and par- 
allel trim system with ratio changer. The latter, although in 
principle a fully variable gearing, is used simply as a two- 
position system with a high and a low ratio. The high ratio off 
21" rudder is selected automatically when the undercarriage is 
down or when the differential tail gearing is set to its maxi- 
mum, and the low ratio of f7' is selected when the under- 
carriage is raised. The pilot can select these by a switch if the 
auto-system fails, the ratio being shown on an indicator. The 
trim range is 45% of the full travel. 
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Figure 28 Some general characteristics of spring, V and q feel 
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Stick pivot centre moves 
up as stick moves aft 

Figure 30 Lockheed F-104 integrated stick and bobweight 
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Figure 31 F-104 spring feel and tall control group 
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(a) The q-bellows I (&j Hydraulic q-feel unit 

Figure 32 Basic q-feel principle 

(a) Hydraulic q-feel simulator 

c 

of hydraulic 
' with "q" 

Figure 33 Hydraulic simulation of dynamic pressure 
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(a) Q-feel simulator and feel jack details 

(b) Feel trimming method 

Figure 34 Complete q-feel system 
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Figure 35 Feel simulation variations 
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(a) EAS correction 
(second diaphragm required for finite 

slope after the cut-off point) 

Pitot 
Static 

(c) Single Mach correction 

(b) Altitude correction 

(d) Double Mach correction 

Figure 36 (a - d) Feel simulator correction schematics 
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Desired mechanical, eiectro-mechanical or other input 

(9) Adjustment by mechanical input 

(f) Non-linear force gradient adjustment 

Figure 36 (e, f) Feel simulator correction schematics 
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Figure 38 Lightning pitch feel installation and jack 
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(a) Pitch system schematic 

0 1 2 3 4 
Stick position aft of neutral (inches) 

(b) Experimental anti-snatch damper 

Figure 39 Blackburn Buccaneer pitch feel and control system 
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PART 2: ANALYZlNG STICK AND FEEL SYSTEMS USING ANALYTICAL PILOT MODELS 

1.0 OVERVIEW 
Part 1 bas discussed in detail tlie evolution and dcsign of 
aircralt force-feel systems, from the Wright Flyer to modern. 
high-performance aircraft. They have described tlie "hows" 
of force-fed system dcsign. The following sections will 
attempt to approach h e  "whys" of design, with a particular 
emphasis upon the modern, irreversible flight control system. 
It will become apparent that the answer to the question of 
"why" must inevitably involve n dctailcd discussion of the 
human element in the flight control system, i.e., the pilot. 

Section 2 begins with a revicw of some of the problems and 
promises associated with irreversible flight control systems. 
Section 3 presents a closed-loop perspective concentrating on 
analytical inodcls of pilot dynamics including rcprcsentations 
of the neuromuscular system. Section 4 treats the handling 
qualities issues surrounding forcc-fccl system dcsign, for both 
fixedwing and rotary-wing vehicles. In addition, the role 
which force-feel systcins play in the roll ratchet phcnoinenon 
is discussed along with a brief trcatment of low-frequency 
controllers and control sensitivity. Section 5 deals with pilot 
pcrformance in vibrating and accelerating environments and 
Section 6 discusses a few of the effccts of force-fcef system 
nonlinearities. A final summary and discussion of future 
directions are presented in Section 7. 

2.0 IRKEVERSIRLE, FLY-IfY-WIKE FLIGIIT 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 

2.1 Overview 
At the risk of belaboring tlie obvious, it is usefiil to repeat the 
well-known fact that the opcrntional envelopes of high 
performance aircraft, from transports to fighters, have 
expanded to the point that the human pilot is no longer 
capable of providing the forces required to dcflcct the 
aerodynamic forcdinoinent effectors. The necessity for the 
ingenious dcsign and implementation of dcvices to cffcctively 
amplify the powcr of the human a m  and Icg (geared, blow 
down, servo and spring tabs, etc.) has been all but obviated 
by thc introduction of fully-powered and irreversible controls 
(c.g. Roskam. 1991). frrcvcrsibility means that some 
artificial force-fcel system tias to be  iniplcincntcd in the 
cockpit. Failure to do so would dcny tlie pilot important 
inforination or cues regarding the state of 1111: aircraft and, in  
particular, the loads which were being iinposcd by Iiisllicr 
control actions. Irreversible hydraulic controls are also 
typically employed on many larger rotorcralt, where the 
sizeable aerodynamic loads generatcd at the main and tail 
rotors are simply too largc to be compcnsatcd for with simple 
devices (Prouty, 1989). 

Tlic question of just what inight constitute the dynamics of 
"idcal" artificial forcc-feel systcm dynunics naturally ariscs 
at this juncture. To this ciid. it is useful to consider thc 

dynamics of II typical mechanical force-feel system for fixed- 
wing aircralt. Figure 1 typifies such a system in somewhat 
siinplificd form (McRuer and Johnston, 1975). The linearized 
force-displaceinent dynamics associated with the system of 
Fig. 1, shown in Fig. 2, can be given 11s 

( 1 )  

where F', rcprcscnts pilot applied force and 6, represents 
resulting stick displaccincnt or position. With representative 
values for the parameters in Eq. 1, tlie resulting transfer 
function essentialty dcscribcs a low-pass filter, with a break 
frequency dctcrrnincd by the simple dcnominator pole. 
Howcvcr. the inclusion of bob-weight dynamics can be shown 
to move this pole to liighcr frcqucncies. The upshot of this 
modeling is that the dynamics of thc mechanical force-keel 
system of Fig. 1, can o f h i  be adequately described by a 
second-order systcm, i.e. 

The majority u f  research on force-feel sysiems has 
c~ncc~i~ra tcd  upon the linear dynamics of Eq. 2 ,  e.g. the 
natural frcqucncy and dninping ratio. Tlic literature review of 
Wasicko and Magd:tlcno (1965), and tlie experiments of 
Graham (1967) provide two of the few modern studies of the 
effccts of iionlincnritics such as h r c c  breakout, forcc- 
displaccincnt Iiystcrebis, noiilinwrcontrol serisitivitics, etc. on 
human opcrdtor pcrforinancc. This will be discussed further 
in Section 6. 

2.1.1 Pronikes 
With the requisite technology, one can take the next logical 
stcp and consider a fly-by-wire system in which the various 
puxhrods, cnblcs, pulleys and bellcranks implied hy Fig. 1 are 
rcplnocd by clcctrical conncctions, moving, as it were, from 
tho doinaiii of Newton to that of Maxwell. Such systcins have 
cvolvcd from the coiiceptunl to the operational. not only in 
high-pcrforinancc military aircraft such as the F-18 (Burton 
and Kncclaiid, 1981) but also in coinincrcial transports such 
as the Airbus A310 (Corps, 1986), mid in military rotorcralt, 
e.g,  IIic RAH-66 Coinnnchc (Kandcbo, 1995). 

Given tlie gcncsis just dcscribd, i t  is undcrstandable that tho 
forcc-feel charnelcristics of most modcrn fly-by-wire flight 
control systcms arc still dcscribablc by Eq. 2. However, the 
freedom offcrcd by clcctronics has encouraged a number of 
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irnpor&nt modifications: (1) the use ofjorcr as opposed to 
displacement as a command variable to the flight control 
system, (2) the ability to vary the parameters of the force feel 
systems with some ease, and (3) the possibility of altering in 
almost arbitrary fashion the relationship between the force 
applied by the pilot and the displacement of the control stick. 

The use of force as a command variable was initially 
associated with force or isometric (nan-moving) control sticks 
(e.6. Black and Moorhouse, 1979). However, force 
command sticks need not be isometric. The well-known 
example of the F-16 sidestick controller evolving from an 
isometric to an isotonic (moving) device whiIe still retaining 
it's force command characteristics is well known (Ibid). The 
possibility of providing control stick cues, c.g forces, which 
are dependent upon aircraft rcsponse variables also has a long 
history. The bobweight, providing stick forces proportional 
to vehicle acceleration, is perhaps the simplest and best 
known example. The relative ease in which one can create 
and modify, via electronics and servo systems, the force-fed 
characteristics of mechanical controllers is dcmonstrated by 
Hegg. et al (1992) and Hosman and van dcr Vaart (1988). 

Feedback of aircraft response variables to the cockpit 
controller defines what have been called "active" or "smart" 
control sticks. However, topologies for other motion 
feedbacks were discussed in detail over fifty years ago in one 
of the famous BU AER Reports, rite Ariificiul Feel System, 
(Anon, 1953). There, it was proposed that aircraft response 
variables such as airspeed perturbation and normal 
acceleration could be sensed and reproduced as stick forces to 
provide what was termed "force stability augmentation". This 
force stability augmentation was in addition to "motion 
stability augmentation" in which motion variables were sensed 
and fed directly to the control surfaces without feedback to 
the control stick. This BU AER document was essentially the 
first detailed, syslematic discussion of "active" as opposed to 
"passive" control sticks, a discussion which continues today 
(e.g., Repperget and Fnzier, 1983; Hosman and van der 
Vaart, 1988; Hosman, et al, 1990). 

Interest in the force-feel characteristics of control 
manipulators in rotary wing vehicles has increased for reasons 
similar to those for fixed-wing vehicles. In particular, the 
design freedom offered by fly-by-wire and fly-by-light 
systems has led researchcrs to reexamine rotorcrah cockpit 
controls, from the standpoint of force-fecl characteristics and 
control integration (e.g., Sinclair. 1982; Aikcn, 1986; Kruk, 
et al, 1986; Watson and Schroedcr, 1990; Morgan, 1990). It 
is interesting to note that the nnture of the restraints (spring 
gradients, viscous damping. ctc.) can vary widcly in 
rotorcraft while still allowing acceptable handling qualitics 
and performance. For example, many pilots of the UH-1 
prefer to disconnect the force-trim system entirely in hover, 
and to fly with only stick inertia and dry friction providing 
forcefeel (Watson and Schroeder, 1990; Morgan, 1990). 

The simulation effort of Citurs (1984) provided an in-depth 
investigation of the effect of some controller nonlinearities 
upon the pcrfortnance and handling qualities of high- 
perforinance fighter aircralt. These documents (Vols. I and 
11) contain a wealth of information about a specific application 
i.e., fighter cockpit control devices for uncoupled six d c g n  
of-freedom motion and in addition provide an excellent review 
of the pedinent literature. 

2.1.2 Problems 
Given the available tcchnology, the experience of nearly a 
century of powered night, and the fact that the sensing and 
actuation capabilities of the human pilot are essentially 
unchanging, one [night ask why force-feel system design is 
still an important issue. One possible answer is contained in 
the question, itself. Namely, hat while the performance 
capabilities of modem aircraR have increased exponentially 
since the Wright Flyer, those of the human pilot have not. 
The bandwidths of modern flight control systems have begun 
to approach those of the pilot's own sensing and actuation 
systems, oftcn with surprising and unpleasant results. The 
pilot-vehicle phenomenon known as "roll ratchet" which 
occurs in fixed-wing oircrail, was unheard of two decades 
ago, but has become the object of a considerable amount o f  
research (e.g. Johnston and McRuer, 1987). This 
phenoinenon has been linked to the pilot's neuromuscular 
dynamics. Engineers considering the design of future aircralt 
such as high speed civil transports and hypersonic vehicles are 
concerned with vibration feedthrough to the control stick and 
the interaction of elistic modes with the pilot's neuromuscular 
system, (e.g., Chan, ct al, 1992). Thc deleterious effects of 
the latter phcnorncnon in a modem subsonic transport were 
evidcnt in a PI0 incident in an carly flight tcst of the Boeing 
777 aircraft (Dornheim. 1995). 

A particular problcm associated with vehicle handling 
qualities involves the qucstion of inclusion or exclusion of the 
dynamics of the force-feel system in the specification of 
vehicle open-loop characteristics such as the Bandwidth 
Criterion (Noh. 1988) and the Smith-Gcddes criterion for 
susceptibility to pilot-induced-oscillations (PIO) (Smith and 
Cddes, 1978). Data and analyses can be found which 
support both approaches (e .g . ,  Smith and Sarrafian, 1986; 
Bailey, Powers and Shafcr, 1988; Mitchell, et al, 1992). This 
i s  anything but a trivial issue for the simple reason that 
inclusion of the force-fed system in a specification means the 
force-fccl system dynamics, e.g., Eq. 2,  are now to be 
considcrcd as part of the vchicle. The phase lags 
accompanying the force-fcel system dynamics now produce an 
additional effective time dclsy. Since such delays have been 
shown to sharply degrade a vehiclc's handling qualities, (e .g . ,  
Berry, et al, 1980; Smith and Bailey. 1982), considering the 
forcefeel system as part of the vehicle can yield a significant 
difference in prcdicted handling qualities as compared to 
excluding these dynamics. This important topic wilt be 
revisited in a later section 
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Problems which eventually have been traced to the nature of 
the force-feel system or manipulator restraint are not 
restricted to higher frequency pilot inputs. For example, 
flight tests of a short takeoff and landing (STOL) research 
aircraft (Hindson, et al, 1981) uncovered a flight path control 
problem involving the use of a throttle flight director and 
throttle manipulator. Under manual control with a flight 
director in landing approach, the vehicle exhibited a low 
frequency (0.13 Hz) oscillation in flight path. The problem 
was later analyzed ( H a s ,  1983) and shown to be attributable 
to a mismatch between the throttle manipulator restraints and 
the dynamics of the effective vehicle. 

2.2 Conclusion and assertion 
The problems and, in some cases, apparent inconsistencies in 
the determination of what constitutes ideal or even acceptable 
force-fed systems in aircraft and rotorcraft can be traced to 
a criticism which might be leveled at handling qualities 
research in general. Namely, from the time o f  Cilruth's 
pioneering studies (Cilruth, 1943) the handling qualities 
discipline has, by and large, been appealing to an inspection 
and categorization of open-hop vchicle characteristics to shed 
light upon what is demonstrably a closed-loop phenomenon. 
Through exhaustive simulation and flight tests, this approach 
has succeeded reasonably well, and useful handling qualities 
specifications have resulted (e.g., Anon., 1969; 1980; 1989; 
1990). However, the experimental matrices for investigating 
parameters thought to influence vehicle handling qualities, and 
force-feel system characteristics are among these, can be 
cxtrcmely large. Concentrating upon linear characteristics, 
alone, the parameter space for force-feel system design 
includes natural frequency, damping ratio, control sensitivity, 
isometric and isotonic constraints, and force and displacement 
commands. 

With the preceding in mind, the following section will address 
the "why" of the force-feel system design, with a n  eye toward 
the closed-loop pilotlvchicle system. The advantages and 
limitations of this approach will become clearer as the 
discussion proceeds. 

3.0 FORCE-FEEL SYSTEMS - A CLOSED-LOOP 
PERSPECTIVE 

3.1 Antecedents 
Rcsarch by psychologists in the area of aircraft controls 
during and immediately after World War 11 typically 
concentrated upon such topics as maximum forces that could 
be exerted by a human, reaction time as it delayed the pilot's 
rcsponse, optimal design, placcmcnt and movement at  cockpit 
controls, optimal force gradients, etc., (e .g . ,  Icnkins, 1947; 
Orlansky, 1949). Speed and accuracy of movement were also 
of interest, with the work of Fitts as a prime example (Fitts, 
1954). Interest in modeling the behavior of a hurnnn as an 
active feedback control device also began during World War 
11, when engineers and psycliologists were attempting to 
improve the performance of pilots, gunners and bombardiers. 
In order to design satisfactory manually controlled systems, 

these rescarchcrs began analyzing the neuroinuscular 
characteristics of the human opcrator. Their approach, (e.g., 
Tustin, 1947) was to consider the human much like an 
inanimate servoincchanism with a well-defined input and 
output. This work was the birth of what has come to be 
called the "control thmmtic" model of the human operator or 
pilot. This mcthod of quantifying control-relatcd huinan 
behavior has evolved into one of the fundamental modes of 
thinking on the part of most manual control practitioners, 
(e.g., McRuer, 1980). 

In the mid 1950's psychologists were also interested in the 
role which profrirrreptivefee~back played in human motor 
response, and, in  particular, in the positioning of controls 
(c.g. Cibbs, 1954,; Weiss. 1954; Bahrick et al. L955a, 
195%). Proprioccption and proprioceptive feedback refers to 
sensory information about limb position and the rate and 
intensity of muscular contraction which is continuously and 
unconsciously provided to the human peripheral and central 
nervous system. This information will play a pivotal role in 
tlie modcling descriptions to follow. 

As mentioned previously, tlic work reported in the BU AER 
document 77te Arfijiciul Feel Sysfan marks one of the first 
systematic trcatinents of the manner in which different feel 
system characteristics can be rcprcscntcd in control theoretic 
term with block diagram representations. In this BU AER 
document, the pilot w3s considered as aforce p r d i c c r ,  with 
the force-fccl systcm incorporated into an "equivalent 
airframe". Figure 3, taken from the =port. exemplifies this 
modcling approach. Here a closcd-loop pilot-vehicle system 
for longitudinal control is represented. Note the definition of 
bolh "force" and "motion" stability augmentation, which 
togcther with the basic. unnugmented airframe presents the 
aforementioned "equivalent" airframe. In tlie force stability 
augmentation, airspeed perturbatian, I#), and normal 
acccleration, Q), are senscd and fedback as forccs applied 
to the control stick, creating what is now referred to as an 
"activc" control stick. In Fig. 3, the force-feel system is 
assurncd to be a simple spring as shown in Fig. 4, with KI 
representing the spring constnnt, including stick-to-control 
surrace gcaring. 

Figurc 5 rcprcsents a simplification of Fig. 3, with the 
various force and motion feedbacks subsumcd into the block 
labeled "cquivalcnt airfraine". The pilot-vehicle 
representation of  Fig. 5 was more than adequate for the early 
work in idcntifying human operator dynamics in 
compensatory tracking tasks, (e.g., McRuer and Krendel, 
1957). The manipulators in these tasks were either 
unrcstrained or restrained with simple springs. As such, they 
exhibited natural trequcncies well beyond the highest 
frequency for which accurate spectral measurements o f  the 
signals in Fig. 5 were possible at the time, e.g. 4-5 radls. 

Approxiinately eight years aftcr the publication of WADC 
TR-56-524, a more dctailcd study of human operator 
dynamics in compensatory tasks was published (McRuer, et 
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al, 1965). This research concentrated upon the effects of 
forcing function bandwidth and controllcd element dynamics 
upon human operator describing functions (transfer functions 
and remnant). One very important product of the reported 
resrarch was the "crossover model" of the human operator or 
pilot. This model essentially describes the ability of the 
human to adapt to different controlled elements and randoin 
appearing command inputs with different bandwidths. Also 
noteworthy was the diagrammatic rcpresentation of the human 
operator reproduced here in Fig. 6. Note that the possibility 
of "manipulator dynamics" other than the simple reciprocal 
gain 1/K8 of Fig. 3 are now considered. What is more 
important is that Fig. 6 shows a feedback of l inh position in 
the human operator model and an implicit cornhinulion of 
human operator and manipulator dynamics. This is an 
obvious departure from the representation of Figs. 3 and 5 .  
In the experiments of AFFDL-TR-65-15, the manipulator was 
a small, spring restrained sidestick. The natural frequency 
of  the device was still well beyond the highest measurement 
frcquency. now 13.8 radls. Since the measurements of 
AFFDL-TR-65-15 were expressed in terms of the 
combination of operator and controlled element, termed 
k',Y,@), the issue of defining the human output as force or 
displacement was unnecessary. 

The effect of the type of manipulstor restraint, i s .  spring 
restrained, pressure (isometric) or unrestrained, upon human 
operator dynamics and tracking perforinancr: was also 
investigated shortly after the publication of AFFDL-TR-65-15 
(McRuer and Magdaleno, 1966; Magdaleno and McRuer, 
1966). In the parlance of aircraft attitudc control, the first of 
the studics emulated a roll-tracking task, the sccond, a pitch 
tracking task. The controlled elcinents were the stereotypical 
K, Kls and K/$einploycd in AFFDL-TR-65-15. Tlic rcsearch 
generally con finned the superiority of the non-moving 
pressureor isometric controller as first documented by Gibbs 
(1954). In addition, and for the first time. the effects of 
rnanipulator restraint upon U,Y,&t) were documented. A 
number of the conclusions of these studies are worth 
repeating. 

1 .) For all controllcd elements the high-frequency phase lag 
with a freemoving manipulator is greater than that with the 
pressure manipulator. 

2.) For position control tasks (i.e. Y, = K )  the pilot can 
operate as a position output device.. . .The force-displacement 
characteristics are largely swamped by a tight position 
feedback loop. 

3.) For Y, = K the human operator can control the force on 
an unrestraincd very large inertia (stick), cffectivrly ignoring 
the extraneous position cues. System perfortnance is little 
different that for the pressure controller. However, tic is not 
as successful for Y, = Kh'; there is a large perlbrinancc 
decrement from the pressure control configuration. 

Clearly, the rcsults just summsrized point to the inadequacy 
of simply modeling B e  huinan pilot as a force producer, and 
lumping the manipulator or  force-fecl system with the vehicte 
dynamics. As an example, consider the case of the human 
attempting cornpcnsatory tracking with K/? controlled 
element dynamics with a large-inertia, unrestrained control 
stick (manipulator dynamics = Us2, with 1 representing 
momcnt of inertia). Considcring the human as purely a force 
producer and lumping the manipulator dynamics with that of 
the controlled element produces an effective controlled 
eleinent Y, = KI/s4. The dictates of the crossover model of 
thc human operator would require the human to generate 
triple lead equalization for this effective controlled element 
(McRucr and Krendcl. 1974). This has been shown to be 
beyond the capabilitics of the human operator. e.g., the 
huinan operator has bwn shown to have extreme difficulty in 
controlling third-order dynamics (Jcx and Allen, 1970). 
However, as rcportcd in AFFDL-TR-66-71, the tracking task 
was quite difficult with this inanipulator constraint, but it 
could be accomplished. Any further questions about the 
human's ability to use both force and position in control tasks 
were firmly laid to rest the work of Hcrzog (Herzog, 1968, 
1 969). 

Henog's work involved what he termed the "matched 
manipulator" conccpt shown in block diagram form in Fig. 7. 
Here the dynamics of the manipulator, described by the 
transfer function S,/T, (stick displacement to torque input 
applied by human), were "inatclicd" to those of the controlled 
clcment and applied force was used as an input to the 
controHed clement. This matching was done electronically (an 
"active" or "smart" stick). Assuming the human could sense 
the manipulator displacemcnt, 8,. Herzog reasoned that these 
dynamics would dfcctivcly appe3r in the feedback loop of the 
hutnan's proprioccptivc systcm. With a large enough gain 
associated with this senscd inanipulator position. simple block 
dingrain algebra showed that an approximation to the 
reciprocal of these dynamics would appwr in the numerator 
of thc operator's own closed-loop dynamics, effcctivcly 
canccling the dynamics of the controlled element. Thus, 
rcgardlcss of the actual controlled clcment dynamics, the task 
wordd appear to the l i u i m n  operator to be simple position 
control, i.c., Y, = K. Hcrzop demonstrated the validity of 
his approach with a variety of controlled elements. 
Pcrforinance with the matchcd tnanipulator was consistently 
superior to that without. The matched inanipulator concept 
was later refined and improved by Mcrliav and Ya'acov 
(1976). In particular, the performance benefits were extended 
to disturbance rcgirlntion as well as input tracking. 

Tlic concept of providing vehiclc output information to the 
pilot via proprioccptive C U M  was also investigated by Gilson 
and Fcnton (1974). albcit with a different philosophical 
approxcli than Henog. Here the rcsearvhers constructed and 
flight testcd a control manipulator which featured a 
rectangular moving slide or "finger" mount4 on the grip of  
thc controller. The displnccnicnt of this slide rcprcsented 
errors in  sclectcd aircralt responsc variables, e.g. angle of 
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attack, from some desired reference value. When no error 
was occurring, the slide was flush with the grip. I f  say, 
angle of attack decreased from the desired trim value, the 
finger would protrude. proportionally on the forward part of 
the grip. An increase in angle of attack would cause the 
finger Lo protrude on the aft part of the grip. These 
protrusions would provide the pilot with proprioceptive cues 
and allow corrections to be made without reference to a visual 
display of angle of attack. The device was found to work 
quite well in laboratory and flight evaluation. 

It should be noted that many of the issues involved with the 
design of force-fed system for aircraft flight control are also 
common to lhe design of force-reflecting teleopcrated robots. 
(e.g., Sheridan, 1992). As a case in point, Sheridan repeats 
what he refers to as "Jex's criteria for 'feel' of hand controls 
and time delay in simulators". Henry Jex (Jex, 1988) 
postulated the following four critical tests for achieving 
virtual reality in the feel of hand controls, such as those for 
telwperated robots, aircraft, automobiles, etc: 

1.) With all other siinulated force set to zero, when the mass 
or inertia of the simulated hand control is set to zero, it 
should feet like a stick of balsa wood, i.e massless. 

2.) When pushed against simulated hard stops, the hand 
control should stop abruptly, with no sponginess, and it 
should not creep as force continues to be applied. 

3.) When set for pure Coulomb friction, the hand control 
should remain in place, without creep, sponginess or jitter, 
even when repeatzdty tapped. 

4.) When set to simulate a mechanical centering or  "dctent" 
and moved rapidly across the detent. the force revcrsal should 
be crisp and give a realistic "clunk" when no perceptible lag 
or sponginess. 

3.2 Neiiromiiscular system modeling 
The experimental studies just surnmarizcd provided fairly 
convincing evidence that a more detailcd modeling of the 
ncuromuscular system of the human operator or pilot was 
warranted if a more accurate and useful representation of the 
human were to be available for pilot-vehicle analyses 
including force-feel system design. Early representations of 
human pilot dynamics such as givcn by the "precision model" 
(McRuer, et al, 1965) treated the neuroinuscufnr system 
through the introduction of pole-zero combinations as shown 
below: 

I 1 1 

The terms williin the large { } are intcndcd to represent low 
and high frequency effects of the neuroinuscular system. The 
low frequency dipole involving the time constants 7'' and TK. 
create the low frequency "phase droop" noted in dl the 
dcscribing function measurements of AFFDL-TR-65-15. The 
terms inside the large [ ] rrprcsrnt thc high frequency cffwts 
of the neuroinuscular dynamics. Of course, as mentioned 
previously, the spectral measurements which yieldcd the 
describing functions of this report only extended to 13.8 
radls, so the high frequency dynamics presented in Eq. 3 are 
only approximations. 

Further research in tlie late 1960's and early 1970's allowed 
mare detailcd representation of human neuromusculnr 
dynamics, ( e . g . ,  McRuer, ct 01, 1968a; McRuer. et al. 1968b; 
McRucr and Magdaleno, 1971). In particular, the latter 
NASA CR described experiments in wliich elcctroinyograms 
were used to determine average muscle tension in tracking 
experiments involving a hand rnanipulator and rudder pdals. 
This led to describing function mcasurcments o f  the muscle- 
manipulator combination. Based upon this research, a refined 
structure for tlie pilot-rnanipulator combination was derived 
and is shown in  block diagram form in Fig. 8. The model 
shown herc has central equalization appropriate for rate 
dynamics (Y, = Kh). Appropriate changes can be made to 
the central qualization to accommodate other controlled 
element dynamics, again following the dictates of the 
crossover model. In addition, only two inanipulator restraints 
are assumed, frce-inoving or pressure (isotnctric). 

A dctailcd description of the physiology behind the model of 
Fig. 8 is beyond thc scope of this document. Nonetheless, at 
least a brief description is in order. Starting from the far lefl, 
one has a visually sensed crror signal, appropriate for a 
compensatory tracking task. This error is input to a block 
labclcd "rctind and central equalization", intended to describe 
activity in the central nervous systcm which provides the basic 
ability of the human to generate lead. lag, etc, appropriate for 
thc controllcd clcment dynamics at hand. The term "retinal 
equalization" is intcndcd to allow for rate sensing that may be 
produced dircetly from the retina (McRuer, et nl, 1968s). 
Alpha motor neurons innervate extrafusal muscle Lbers to 
produce contraction or relaxation of tlie muscles in the limb 
effwting control. The alpha motor neuron command (a,) is 
obtaincd as the difkrence bctwecn the output of the central 
equalization and that of "effective joint angle sensors'' in the 
limb effccting control. As the name impfics, these 
proprioceptors provide information about the angular 
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relationship between limbs such as the forearm and upper 
arm, &c. The alpha motor neuron command is summed at 
the spinal cord level with the output of other proprioceptors 
called "muscle spindles", These sensors are essentially 
stretch receptors within the muscles which are sensitive to 
changes in muscle length that accompany force application. 
The block labeled "musclelmanipulotor" dynamics includes a 
pure time delay and three poles, the latter representing the 
dynamics of the limb and manipulator (only unrestrained in 
this case). Note that the diagram is somewhat misleading, 
since if a pressure or isometric manipulator is used, the joint 
sensor feedback loop is rcmoved, and the spindles are 
essentially sensing force due to muscle contraction, rather 
than manipulator position. 

For a pressure manipulator, the transfer function between 
manipulator output (now a force) and a motor neuron input 
could be approximated as: 

(4) 

Thesc dynamics are quite similar to the high frequency 
dynamics of Eq. 3, with the addition of a zero and time delay 
(the latter of which could be subsumed into the 7 of Eq. 3) .  
In the measurements of NASA CR-1757, the numerator factor 
(s+ P,& was located at a frequency well above that of ww As 
an example, Fig. 9 shows measured Up with a firstdrder sub- 
critical controlfed element and a hand manipulator. The 
parameters 7'' TKp, and TL are retained from Eq. 3, with the 
high frequency dynamics now given by Eq. 4. 

Of course, forcefeel system dynamics can rarely be 
categorized as simply isometric or unrestrained devices. 
Further evolution of the model of Fig. 8 can be found in 
work by Johnston and Aponso (1988), as shown in Fig. 10. 
Here explicit manipulator dynamics are shown and the 
possibility of force or position sensing is now indicated. 

It is interesting to note that other human operator modeling 
procedures can produce the apparent neuromuscular system 
dynamics evident in experimental describing function 
measurements without explicitly modcling the neuromusculsr 
system, e.g., the optimal control model (OCM) of the human 
operator (Kleinman, et al, 1970). As opposed to the 
isomorphic models proposed by McRuer, et at, the OCM of 
the human pilot i s  algorithmic, based as it is upon the solution 
of a linear, quadratic, Gaussian regulator-estimator design. 
Human limitations are included by way of a pure time delay 
in visual inputs, which themselves are corrupted with 
multiplicative observation noise and the use of a quadratic 
index of performance which weights both tracking 
performance and control effort. Despite the fact that no 
explicit modeling of the human neuromuscular systcrn is 

included, the predicted human operator transfer functions can 
be shown to exhibit high frequency amplitude and phase 
characteristics which have been associated with the dynamics 
of the neuromuscular system (with negligible manipulator 
dynamics). Figure 11 shows one such OCM generated 
transfer function (Hess, 1987). Note Be similarity between 
this figure and Fig. 9. Results such as these raise an 
interesting philosophical issue. Namely, while the high 
frequency dynamics associated with measured human operator 
transfer functions may be attributahle to the neuromuscular 
system, their existence is actually part of the human's 
equalization capabilities, essentially no different than low- 
frequency lead or lag equalization, ctc. 

The idea of the neuromuscular systcm with its inherent 
proprioceptive feedback loops defining at least part of the 
human's equalization capabilities, i.e. hislher ability to adapt 
to different vchicle dynamics, leads somewhat naturally to a 
modcling approach offcrcd by H a s ,  (e.g., Hew, 1985). 
While certainly not elevating this approach to the stalus of 
neuromuscular system modeling, Hess' "structural" pilot 
model is somewhat unique in that it hypothesizes that all of 
the human's fundamental cqualization capabilities derive from 
proprioceptive feedback. For exainple, in this model, low- 
frcquency lead equalization on the part of the human is not 
hypothesized to occur through time d$ermtiution of a visual 
input, but through time inlegrutinn of a proprioceptive one. 
Hess claims that if  one accepts this seemingly equivalent and 
perhaps trivial restructuring of the manual control paradigm, 
a certain unification occurs in viewing a numbcr of disparate 
exyeritnental phenomena. In the past, this model has been 
used to dcscribe the adaptive naturc of the human pilot (Ibid), 
to provide a rationale for human operator pulsive control 
behavior when tracking with higher-order controlled eleincnt 
dynamics (e.g., Us2,  Kls') (Hess, 1979), to describe human 
pilot previcw control (Hcss and Chan, 1988), to model the 
pilot's use of motion cues (Hess, 1990a), to providea theory 
for aircraft handling qualities (Hcss and Ynusefpor. 1992) and 
to analyze the elfecls of visual display quality on perceived 
vehicle handling qualities (Hess, 1995a). 

The structural model of the human pilot was developed using 
experiincntal data in which the dynamics of the manipulator 
were negligiblc. In attempting to analyze force-fed system 
problcms (where manipulator effccts are obviously not 
negligible) it was found that the original model structure 
ncedcd to be modified. The resulting model is shown in Fig. 
17, (Hew, 1990b). A valid criticism of this model is that it 
pays scant attention to any dctded modeling of 
proprioceptivc scnsors such as muscle spindles or joint angle 
sensors. In fact, the neuromuscular dynamics, per se are 
modeled by the block labeled "neuromuscular system". The 
"proprioceptive compcnsatiun", G,. creates the low-frequency 
Imd, lag or gain equalization dictated by the crossover model. 
The possibility of biodynamic fcedbnck is also included to 
model arm-bobweight effccts. Table 1 demonstrates how 
different force-fccl systems can be handled with this 
approach. This modcl will be revisited in a later section. 
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Perhaps the most detailed and focused pilot neuromuscular 
modeling research that has been attempted in the past decade 
is that ofvan Paassen (van Paassen, 1990,1991,1992,1994). 
This work was motivated by the interest which the Faculty in 
Aerospace Engincering at the Dclft University of Technology 
express in active sidestick controllers, (e.g., Hosman and van 
der Vaart, 1988; Hosman, et al, 1990). Figure 13 is a 
siniplified representation o f  van Paassen's modcl, including 
models for the neuromuscular system, the pilot's cognitive 
control, the side stick, and tho aircraft. The neuromuscular 
system model is further divided into submodels for muscle, 
skin, and limb inertia, including neural and muscle control 
feedback paths. These submodcls are shown in Fig. 14. 
Through a series of well-controlled laboratory experiments 
involving human subjects using a sidestick controller in a rot1 
tracking task, the parameters of the all the submodels were 
determined. The purpose of the modcl as described by van 
Paassen is to accurately describe manual aircraft control using 
a sidestick, a goal which is certainly valid given current 
recent interest in these controllers, (e.g., Corps, 1986; Hegg, 
ei al, 1992). In addition, the model has been exercised in nn 
analysis of the roll ratchet phenomenon (van Paassen. 1992). 

Finally, it i s  also interesting to note that problems with 
closed-loop instability in teleoperated devices have I d  to 
neuromuscular systems modeling similar to that discussed 
herein for aircraft flight control, (e.g., Kazerooni and Snyder, 
1995). The importance of force feedback in tcleoperated 
devices also has lcd to the study of sensory substitutes for this 
cue, (e.g.. Massimino and Sheridan, 1991). 

4.0 IIANDLING QUAI,ITII?S ISSUES 

4.1 Military specifications 
The ultimate objective of wscarch in the arm of force-feel 
systems is to establish principles, guidelines and specifications 
for engineering design. That is, the flight control or handling 
qualities engineer needs to know how the characteristics of a 
force-feel system will impact vehicle handling qualities. or 
lacking this, at least how to apply existing handling qualities 
specifications to proposed vehiclcs. Unfortunately as will be 
seen, military handling qualities specification have not treated 
this subject in a consistent manner. 

4.1 . I  Fiued-wing vehick  
Military Specification MIL-F-8785B (Anon., 1969) for fixed- 
wing aircraft lists a number of force-feel system static 
requirements regarding maximum stick forces, brcakout 
forces, etc. Of primary interest in this report are the dynamic 
characteristics, where allowsble lags between control surface 
response and cockpit control force inputs over a specified 
frequency range are specified. In addition, it is required that 
the cockpit control deflection should not lcad the cockpit 
control force for any frequency of force amplitude. At first 
blush this may seem an impossibility, however, the 
incorporation of bobweights can create this condition. In 
terms of damping, the specification simply requires that all 
control system oscillations shall be well damped. 

It is not uncommon for modern high performance aircraft to 
exhibit unstable "opcn-loop" or bare airframe dynamics. 
Such vchiclcs require full-authority stability and command 
auginentation systcms (SCAS's) for operation. The dynamic 
characteristics of these highly augmented aircraft can be 
distinctly diffcrent from those of unaupmented ones. and wiil 
alinost invariably be of higher order. To encompass these 
vehicles in handling qualities specification, clianges to MIL-F- 
87858 wcrc required. To this end, Military Specification 
MIL-F-8785C introduced the "lower order equivalent 
systcms" concept, (e.g., Hodgkinson, 1981). In this later 
specification, airframe tnanufacturers were required to match 
the higher order frcquency responses with lower order 
classical forms, which could then be addressed via the older 
specification. Included in this lower order equivalent model 
was an equivalent time dclay. obviously used to approximate 
the higher-frequency effects of inany different flight control 
components, inclrrding h-isc of  he fccl system. 

Some six years afler the appcarancc of MIL-F-8785C, Smith 
and Snrrafian (1986) published a paper involving some flight 
test results with the X-?9A forward-swept-wing demonstrator 
aircraft, which called into question much of the previous 
treatment of force-feet systems in MIL-F-8785C. Since this 
papcr is a pivotal one and 14 to a number of further 
experimental efforts, some dctailcd discussion is warranted. 

The X-19A is a dynamically unstable vchiclc and possessesa 
relatively complex flight control system. This system accepts 
cockpit stick position as its command input. As just 
mentioned, thc philosophy of M IL-F-8785C dictates that the 
feel system milst be includcd in dctcrtnining the lower order 
equivalent systcin. The feel system for this aircraft could he 
representcd hy Eq. 1. In particular, in the roll axis, 

Note the relativcly low undamped natural frequency o f  13 
radls. Tlicsc dynamics contributed approximately 0.10 s of 
equivalent time dclay in tcrtns of MIL-F-878SC, which, in 
turn, was approxiinntcly 45% of the overall equivalent time 
dclny for the vehicle. According to MIL-F-878SC 
specification which requires including the force-feel system 
dynamics in demonstrating compliance, this vehicle should 
have received level 3 handling qualities on the Cooper-Harper 
scale of Fig. 15. ( H a r p  and Cooper, 1986). With the feel 
system dynamics ignored, however, the vehicle would be 
predicted to be level ]/level 2 region. Subsequent flight test 
rcsults with the X-19A vehicle did not support the handling 
qualities categorization dictated by MIL-F-8785C. However, 
if the fcel system dynamics were neglected, the correlation 
was much better. In addition, as discussed in thc Smith- 
Sarralian paper. the overall assessment o f  the handling 
qualities of nno~hcrhigh performanceaircrah, the FIA-18 was 
consistcnt with MIL-F-8785C if  the dynamics of the force-feel 
syslcin wcrc not included 
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The results just discussed led to a series of flight tests with 
the USAF/Calspan NT-33 variable stability aircralt in visual 
approach and landing tasks, atso discussed by Smith and 
Sarrafian. Two feel systems were investigated, identified as 
a "slow" system (5; = 0.7, wF = 13 rad/s) and a "fast" 
system (fF = 0.7, wF = 26 r d s ) ,  By adjusting time delays 
downstream of the feel systcm, the total equivalent delays of 
the flight control systeins. including each of the force-fed 
system were forced to be identical. Sotnewhat surprisingly, 
the fast feel systems was unflyable near the ground bccause 
of n divergent lateral PIO, while the slow feel system 
exhibited a slight P I0  tendency, but  was controllable. The 
guidelines of MIL-F-878% would have placed both of these 
configumtions in the level 3 region. These results, in turn, 
provided the impetus for another brief series of flight tests, 
this using the Calspan Lea j e t  in-flight simulator. The results 
of these and the previous tests led the authors to conclude that 
"Cornlation of pilot rating results with the MIL-F-8785C 
time delay boundaries is poor when the feel system is 
included, as required by MIL-F-8785C. Excellent correlation 
is obtained. however, when the overall time delays in a 
position-command flight control systcm are refercncrd to stick 
position, not stick force, therefore excluding the feel system 
delay contribution." Smith and Sarrafian concluded their 
paper with a hrief pilot-vehicle analysis using the structural 
pilot model (Hess, 1985) to suggest how fcel system effects 
could impact handling qualities as demonstrated by their data. 

It should come as no surprise that the Smith-Sarrafinn paper 
was responsible for generating considerable experimental and 
analytical activity by handling qualities researchers. A well- 
documented series o f  flight tests were initiated, again using 
the USAFINT-33 variable stability aircraft (Bailey, et al, 
1988). The test matrix included: control system corninand 
input (force or position), fccl system natural frequcncy (26, 
13, and 8 rad/s). analog stick filters with dynamics identical 
to those of the feel system, pure time delays (0.055, 0.1 10, 
and 0.174 scc), roll mode time constants, and roll coininand 
gains (adjusted to give specific steady-state roll rates per stick 
force). Focusing upon the force-fwl system effects, the study 
results did not completely support those of the Smith- 
Sarmfian paper. While dcmonstraling that the force-feel 
system should be viewed as a unique control system element, 
the MIL-F-8785C requirement using the stick force input fbr 
equivalent time delay definition wo)' substantiated. 

In another closely related study, Johnston and Aponso (1988) 
conducted a very thorough examination of manipulator and 
feel system characteristics in a fixcd-base, laboratory 
simulation. The experimental matrix was quite large and 
included the measurement of pilot transfcr functions. The 
results indicated the relative merits of stick displacement 
versus stick force cornmand in terms of cffcctive time delay, 
closed loop pilot-vehicle bandwidth, tracking pcrfonnancc, 
PI0 tendencies, and pilot's ncuromuaculsr mode peaking. 
Force sensing was found to minimize forward loop dynainic 
lag, as would be expected. In addition, tracking performance 
with force sensing sticks was found to bc superior to that 

obtained when a position sensing stick was used. Howcver, 
some coininand prefiltering was found to be necessary to 
prevent roll ratchet, a phenomenon to be discussed in Section 
4.7,. The position sensing stick, on the other hand, reduced 
or eliminated any tendency for roll ratchet, provided the 
forcc-feel system natural frequency was high enough. It was 
recommended that the principal dynainic mode for the force- 
feel system should be grcater than the pilot's ncuromuscular 
mode which is on the order of 11-13 radls. The position 
corninand also reduced or eliminated the need for corninand 
prcfiltcring. All these results applicd equally well to center 
or sidcsticks. The authors found no performance differences 
or pilot prcfcrences hetwecn feel systems with natural 
frequencies as low as 14 and 16 rad/s. As in the study by 
Bailey, rt al. (1988). handling qualities rating degradation 
with increasing effective time dclay was found to be 
consistent with the criterion of MIL-F-8785C. 

To add somewhat to thc confusing state of affairs. the current 
military specification for fixcd-wing vehicles, MIL-STD- 
1797A (Anon, 1990) generally specifics that the feel system 
be excluded from the dynamics of the aircraft. However, 
scme rcquircments are applicd both including and then 
excluding the force-fcul systcrn (Mitchell. ct al, 1994). This 
is dcmonatratcd in Tahlc 2, from Mitchell et al (Ibid), where 
the dynamic requirements for forcc-fcel systems in MIL-STD- 
1797A have been summarized. In light of some of these non- 
uniformities, Moorhousehas in forinally suggested refinements 
to the MtL- STD-I797A criteria, especially as regards the 
Smith-Gcddcs PI0 criteria (Moorhouse, 1994). 

Potsdam and Hodgkinson (1990) offer B very interesting and 
decidedly clod- loop analytical approach to assessing the data 
of the prcccding studies. A pilot-vehicle analysis using a 
simplified version of the ncurornuscular system model of Fig. 
8 was undcrtnkcn. R:ither than considering the pilot rating to 
be dcpcndcnt upon the ~iprn-lrinp vchiclc cquivalcnt time 
delay (obtained from the lowcr ordcr equivalent system), a 
new "modified cquivalcnt delay" was obtained aRer 
considcring the pilot's closure of a position loop around the 
manipulator. The rcsulting correlations with pilot rating were 
improved somcwhat when compared to those predicted when 
the feel system dynamics were included in the calculation of 
the equivalcnt time dclay in open-loop fashion. The authors 
point out that thcir modest improvement in correlation must 
be wcighcd against the added complexity of pilot 
neuroinuscular system tnodelinp. Nonetheless, the study is a 
good example of a closed-loop analytical approach. 

Tlic philosophy behind the modcling approach o f  Hess 
(t9906), discusscd bricfly in Section 3.1, is similar to that of 
Potsdam and Hodgkinson. In a purcly analytical study. the 
inodcl of Fig. 12 was etnploycd in investigating cliangcs in 
pilot-vchicle characteristics (i.e. €',Y&)) that accompanied 
changes in the restraints, output command, and bandwidth of 
the manipulator or force-fecl system. In addition, the model 
was used to investigate the roll ratchet phenomenon to be 
discussed in Sechm 4.2. Tlic rationale bcbind the modeling 
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study was to demonstrate that the salient changes which have 
been shown to occur in the pilot-vehicle system open loop 
transfer function YpU' can be qualihtively captured by tho 
model of Fig. 12, with relatively fcw changes in the model 
parameters. 

As an cxainple of the modeling procedure, the first two rows 
of Table 3 show the model, controlled element and force-feel 
system parameten for a pair of tracking experiments 
involving a force-feel system with force command (sensing) 
and position command. The experiments in question were 
reported by Johnston and Aponso (1988). Figure 16 shows 
the model-generated Bode plots for YpY,gw). Figures 17 and 
18 show the experimentally derived YpV,'s, with the dashed 
line in Figure 17 representing a hand fairzd curve through the 
phase data of Fig. 18. The qualitative similarity between the 
phase relationships for these two experimental conditions is 
reflected in the model results of Fig. 16, namely, that the 
force sensing force-feel system results in smaller phase lags 
at higher frequencies. Although not emphasized in the 
figures, the amplitude characteristics of the Y,Y,'S is also 
capturd by the model. Note in Table 3 that no modcl 
parameters were changed in making this analytical 
comparison. Only the physical input to the controlltd element 
(force or position) as reflected in the position of switch 3- in 
the model of Fig. 12 was changed. Comparisons were also 
made between isometric (pressure) and unrestrained 
manipulators, and between so-called "fast" and "slow" 
psition sensing force-fed systems (wF = 26 arul 14 rods),  
with the model capturing the qualitative changes in Y,Y,~w) 
in each case. Although not pursued by Hess. it would be 
interesting to determine if changes in pilot opinion rating 
between the different configurations could be captured using 
a Iiandling qualities prediction technique offered by Hrss and 
Youscfpor (1991). 

Mitchell, et al (1994) have addressed the issue of  whcthcr to 
include or excludc feel-feel system dynamics in Mil-Spec 
compliance and have come down on the side of including 
them, at least until inore data is available to address the issue 
in more direct fashion. To justify this position, the authors 
first present Fig. 19, which demonstrates the effect of 
manipulator and simulation facility on the average crossover 
frequency, w,, of YPYJw). Clearly, the data indicate the 
forcefeel system is not transparent to the pilot. Next the 
authors consider a subset of the data surninarizcd by Bailey. 
et a1 (1988), and shown hcre in Fig. 10. This data represents 
tlie pilot ratings received in the USAF/Calspan NT-33 aircrak 
in a series of landing approach tasks. The vehicle dynamics 
are identical for all the configurations. The paramctcrs which 
are changed are the nature of thc stick cotninand scnsing 
(force or position) and the natural frequency of the force fecl 
system (oF in Eq. 2). The authors state that the scattcr in the 
data may be due in part to different values of control 
sensitivity. As can be seen from Fig. 10, the data coalesce 
best when the equivalcnt time delay is computed including tho 
force-feel system. 

One important and succinct conclusion of the study of 
Mitclicll, et al, regarding force-fcel systetn design, is that 
based upon the data analyzed in their study, an acceptable 
force-fccl system is attainahle as long as the effective stick 
natural; frequency (wF)  is above 10 rad/s, or the effective mass 
(I) is less than 5 lbm, with a stick damping ratio above 0.3. 
The authors add that more dclililed design guidelines require 
much more experimental data. 

4,1.2 Rotary-wing vehicles 
The current rotorcrafi handling qualities specification (Anon., 
1989). employs a bandwidth requirement on the flight control 
systcm, as does MIL-F-1797A. In this requirement, a control 
system bandwidth, uBw and phasedclay, T ~ ,  are defincd using 
the transfer function between pilot input and attitude response. 
Lcvel 1-3 hatidling qualities regions are then defined in this 
two paramcter space, e.g. Fig. 21. The definition o f  pilot 
input here is trcatd by stating simply: "It is desirable to 
meet this criterion for both controller force and position 
inputs," (Mitchell, et al, 1991). 

Watson and Schroeder (1990) conducted a fixed-base 
simulation and flight test aiincd at dctcrtnining the effwk of 
force-fccl system on rotorcr3R handling qualities near hover. 
Thc vchiclc utilized for both the fixed-base (ground) and 
flight simulation was tlie NASAlArtny CH-47B variable- 
stability helicopter. The task was a roll-attitude regulation 
(via cockpit display) in the presence of  simulated turbulence. 
The vchicle as simulated possessed a rate-command/attitude 
hold SCAS. As in prcvious studies, the effect of inserting 
dynamics equivalcnt to those of the force-fed system in the 
coininand path was investigated. The experimental matrix 
was generatcd by varying force-fed system damping ratio and 
undamped natural frequency (Eq. I )  from 0.34 to 0.64 (lF) 
and 4.9 to 11.5 radls ( w F ) .  In addition, the comtnnnd variable 
to the flight control system could be either force or 
disphccment. Finally, the authors atso considered 
indcpendrnt variation in stick inertia. That is,  they 
cansidcred Eq. 7- expressed as 

F, = I; + bx + kr 

wilh I reprcscnting h e  stick ineda. In tcrrns of the 
parsmztcrs of Eq. 2 ,  with x = 6, one has K f s  = ] / I ,  CF = 
b//2(kl)"l5], und w F  = (k/@.'. Root locus evaluation of the 
pilot-vehiclc systcin was also underbken using tlie pilot modei 
of  fig^ 10. 

Among the conclusions of  this study was that considering only 
Ihc natural frequcncy and damping ratio of the feel-system 
dynamics rcsults in an inadequate quantification of their 
effccts on handling qualities, i.c., all tlirw parameters in Eq. 
6 (1.6,k) must bc  considcrcd. In addition, although force 
sensing appcars to be beneficial, in general, the "fed" of the 
control stick was more important to the pilots than whether 
force or dispfaceincnt sensing was bcing uscd. The location 
of dynamic elerncnts in the coininand path seemed to have 
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little influence on pilot ratings, and again, stick "feel" was the 
determining factor. Summarizing, pilot comments suggested 
an upper boundary of approximately 0.15-0.2 slugs effective 
inertia (I), with 1.0 Ibflin force gradient ( I k )  in Eq. 6. 
Variations in damping ratio from 0.3 to 0.6 had little eFfect 
on performance and handling quatities. 

As an example o f  the general lack of agrecincnt bctween 
researchers in this well-defind area, Fig. 22 shows effective 
stick inertia plotted versus the square of the reciprocal of the 
force-feel system undamped natural frequency. This plot is 
not included in the paper by Watson and Schroeder but was 
included in an oral presentation of these research results. 
Also shown on the plot are the recommended boundaries from 
the Johnston and Aponso study (Johnston and Aponso, 1988). 
AS can be seen, the recoinmended boundaries not only are 
disparate, they are ofihogonal in this parameter space. 
However, the data does suggest a composite boundary, with 
the level 2-3 handling qualities area defined by the "1st 
quadrant" of the oithogonal shaded boundarics. It is 
interesting also to note that the Watson-Schroeder bound 
would support the notion of the acceptability of tracking with 
zero force gradient in the cyclic control (i.e., (I/uF)'= cp) as 
mentioned previously . 
Another series of rotorcraft flight tests invotving forcefiel 
system characteristics was reported by Morgan (1990). This 
study used the Institute for Aerospace Research Bell 205A 
variable stability helicopter. The experimental variables were 
the static and dynamics characteristics of a conventional 
center-mounted cyclic controller. The stick force 
displacement characteristics were given by Eq. 2, with K, = 
G,w:, with G, being a product of a constant sensitivity and 
u:. In addition, an isometric stick was included in the 
experimental matrix. With the exception of the latter stick, 
all were position sensing devices. As opposed to the Watsun- 
Schroeder study, the damping rntio of the force-feel system 
now emerged as an important parameter. In particular 
minimum desirable values were obtained associated with the 
lowest and highest oF values. These {F values were 
approximately 0.22 for the low wF (5.4 rad/s) and 0.37 for 
the high wF (16.2 rad/s). The different { values were used 
primarily to create differcnt effective time delays for the 
force-fael system (defincd as 2{&,). The low (JI value for {F 

created an undesirable sensation of a bobwcighted stick, while 
the high uF value induced a biodynamic coupling with an 
idiosyncratic mode of the Bet1 105A referred to as a "inast 
rocking" mode. 

Morgan tentatively proposed yet another handling qualities 
boundary, this time in 1-w, space. Interestingly, enough, he 
did not uncover the stick mass boundary ( I )  of Watson and 
Scliroeder. However, this may have been due to the fact that 
a constant static force-deflection relation was enforced by the 
introduction of the factor G,. Morgan did note the stick 
position cues afforded by the non-isometric configuration 
were a definite plus in terms of handling qualities. 

4.2 The roll ratchet phenomenon 
The roll wtchct phenomenon alluded to in the preceding 
scctions e n t d s  a high-frequency (12-15 radls) closed-loop 
oscillation which can occur in rolling maneuvers of high- 
pcrforinance aircraft. The name derives from the sensations 
which the pilots oRcn describe as "jerkiness" in the aircraft's 
rolling response. This phenoinenon dcservcs special sttcntion 
herc: since its existence has bccn strongly linked to the 
characteristics of the force-fwl system, (e.g., Jolioston and 
McRuer, 1987; Hess, 1990b; van Paassen. 1994). Although 
pitch ratchet is rarely discussd, some evidence for it can be 
found in pilot comments. For example, in reviewing pilot 
comments in the data base for what is termed the LAHOS 
study (Smith, 1978), one can find one pilot stating "Had a 
fast, staircase type approach to final response ... There was a 
high frequency hunting for the ground." Another pilot states 
"Get a high frequency bobble in flair.. . .Very high frequency 
PI0 evident in flare. Doesn't rcally affect task much. 
Annoying." These coinmcnts, directed toward longitudinal 
control, are suggcstive of a ratchetinp problem. Apparently 
the rarity of such occurrcnccs in longitudinal control explains 
the lack of sttcntion which thcy have received in the 
litcraturc. 

As pointed out in the handbook accompanying MIL-STD- 
1797A (Hoh, et al, 1987,), roll ratchcting has been reported 
as occurring on many aircraR with command augmentation 
systctm. This includes the F-4 Survivable Flight Control 
System (SFCS) aircralt, the YF-16, F-16, and the A-7D 
DIGJTAC. In addition, it was expcricnced on the. 
USAF/Calspaii NT33 vsriahle stability aircraR during the 
LATHOS sliidy (Monagan, et al. 1982). Indeed, this latter 
study is thc onc most rcsponsihlc for bringing the problem of 
roll ratchet into the tnainstrcain of discussion in the handling 
qualities cornmunity. The fly-by-wire Jaguar aircraR also 
exhibilcd n mild roll ratchet (Gibson, 1994). As an example 
of a roll ratchct cncountcr, Fig. 23 shows two steady rolling 
maneuvers performed in the YF-16, the first with a roll 
ratchet encountcr. the second without. 

The causc of roll ratchet has bccn widely dcbated. It's 
occurrence oppcnrs less atncnable to the analytical techniques 
which can be used to predict a vehicle's susceptibility to its 
lowcr-frequcncy sibling, the PIO, (e.g., Smith and Geddes, 
1978; Hess and Kaltcis, 1991). It should be emphasized that 
pilots are quite unambiguous in diffcrcntintion a PI0 from a 
roll ratchct (Monagan, ct al ,  1982). One of the first analyses 
aimed at determining 3 cause for roll ratchet was that of 
Chalk (1983). By employing a simple pilot-vehicle analysis 
using the crossover modcl of the human pilot and a pure rste- 
coinrnand vehicle dynamics (Y, = Us), Chalk demonstrated 
that instabilities in the frequency region noted in roll ratchet 
could be obtained using values o f  pilot effective time dclay of 
approximately 0.4 s. His analysis assuincd that the high 
rolling accelerations induced by a vehicle with excess roll 
damping (Y, = K/ ( s lT , r+I )J ) ,  T, < < I) induced the pilot to 
clase the roll control loop on roll uccclrrafion, rather than 
attitude or ratc. 



Johnston and McRuer (1987) and Johnston and Aponso, 
(1988) felt that the similarities between measured roll ratchet 
frequencies and those associated with the amplitude peaking 
in the human's closed-loop ncuromuscular system were not 
coincidental. Based upon a series of fixed-base laboratory 
tracking tasks, Johnston and McRucr concluded that 

1.) The roll ratchet phcnoincnon is a closed-loop pilot-vehicle 
system interaction in which the pilot's neuromuscular system 
plays a central role. 

2.) Ratchet tendcncies can be detected in carefully designed 
fixed-base tracking tasks by taking into account the influence 
of higher frequency motion disturbance on the pilot's effective 
time delay. 

3 . )  Ratchet tendencies are most severe on force-scnsing side- 
stick manipulators. 

By way of  example. Fig. 24 from NASA CR-411 I is a Bode 
plot of measured YpY,rjo) characteristics showing 
ncuromuscular system amplitude peaking beyond 10 radls. 
According to the authors, this peaking, alone, would not be 
indicative of a roll-ratchet oscillation unless the corresponding 
phase lag were close to -180 deg. The dah  indicate 
considerably more negative phase lags. However, these data 
were for fixed-base tracking. As a first-order correction to 
the phase data to account for rapid rolling motion (where the 
roll ratchet phcnomenon usually occurs) a phase increase of 
0. lw rad was considered as an approximation to the effects of 
an inner-loop roll-rate closure by the pilot. With this 
adjustment, thc phase lag around the frequency for amplitude 
peaking is near -IS0 deg. Johnston and Aponso also suggest 
that roll ratchet tendencies can be sharply reduced or 
eliminated using position sensing as opposed to force sensing 
controllers. 

As mentioned in Section 3.2, Hess (1990b) also attempted to 
shed light upon the roll-ratchet phenomenon. The third and 
fourth rows of Table 3 list the model and force-feel system 
parameters utilized. Note that motion feedback is now 
considered, and both force and position sensing force-fed 
system are modeled. For the position sensing case, the 
vestibular gain K,,, was chosen to produce a minimum 
damping ratio of approximutely 0.15 on the most lightly 
damped mode in UJC. This value reprcsents a trade-off 
bctween stability and the high-frequency phase lag reduction, 
which is the ruison d 'etre of motion feedback (Hess, 1990a). 
Initially for the force sensing case, the vestibular gain was 
also chosen to yield the minimum damping ratio just 
described. In examining the resulting Bode plots, no 
significant amplitude peaking was seen to occur in either case. 
However, if the same K,,, obtained for the position sensing 
case was used for the force sensing, a significant amplitude 
peaking was seen. This i s  summarized in Figs. 15 and 16, 
showing YJ',~w) for the position and force sensing systems 
with and without motion cues. This value of K,,, = 0.4 for 
the force sensing was larger than the  value selected by the 

minimum darnping ratio case. In addition, Fig. 26 indicates 
that the phase lag is nearly -180 deg for the use of a force 
scnsing stick with motion. Thus, the  excessive amplitude 
peaking for the force sensing with the larger motion gain 
results in considerably more oscillatory tendencies in the 
closed-loop. 

Howevcr, before suggesting any indictment of the force 
sensing stick, one must provide some rationale for the larger 
motion feedback gain, since a reduction in K, would sharply 
reduce 1111: roll ratchet tendency. It was suggested by Hess 
(1990b) that in large amplitude rolling maneuvers where roll 
ratchet typically occurs, motion is a very compelling cue, 
especially if oscillatory behavior is developing. As opposed 
to visual and even proprioceptivecues, motion cues cannot be 
easity ignored. Thus this modcling effort suggests that roll 
ratchet may be traced to the inleraction of (1) vehicle 
dynamics with broad Kls-like dynamics, (2) the force sensing 
fccl system and (3) motion cues. Hess felt that each may be 
necessary for the exislencc of roll ratchet. 

Some measured pilot-vehicle transfer functions from the data 
of the experiment sumrnarizcd by Bailey, et al (1988), and 
presenkd by Mitchell et al, (1992) tend to s u p p t t  the 
amplitude peaking hypothesis, with one reservation. Figures 
27 and 28 arc the Bode plots for Y,Y,@) transfer functions 
from flight test for cases in which roll ratchet occurred, and 
for cases in which it did not occur, respectivcly. The 
significantly highzr "ncuroinuscular mode" amplitude peaking 
in the fonner transfer functions is evident. It should be noted 
that the traces of control stick inputs in the ratchet cases show 
ratchct frequencies comincnsurste with the frequencies for 
pcaking in Fig. 17. However, what is absent in these figures 
is evidcnce of phase lags near -180 dcg in the frequency 
region where the amplitude peaking occurs. It is also 
pcrtincnt to note that the roll ratchet cases shown were all 
obtained wilh pnsilion sensing controllcrs, a contradiction of 
both Hess' implication of force sensing control as being a 
ncccssary condition for ratchct (HCSS. 1990b) and one of the 
conclusions of Johnston and Aponso (1988) mentioned above. 
Likcwisc somr of the no rntchcl cases were obtained with 
force sensing controllers. In addressing the issue of the phase 
lags not being near -180 dcg in the frcqucncy range where 
amplitude pcaking occurred, the authors noted that roll ratchet 
is a nonstationary plicnoinenon relatcd to pilot compcnsation 
variations during the course o f  a run. Hence, it is possible 
that variations in pilot compensation during the course of the 
run, sufficient to cause ratchet for a time, would not be seen 
in the averaged pilot data for the whole run. 

Finally. it should be pointed out that the mild roll ratchet 
experienced by the Jaguar aircrafi and discussed by Gibson 
(1994) occurrcd only when the control stick was gripped 
lightly, and could be prevented by a firm grip on the stick. 
A latcral bob-weight analysis identified the necessary control 
law change. and with the addition of a contml stick damper. 
the ratchet was eliminated. These particular roll ratchet 
encounters arc interesting in that thcy occurred at nearly zero 
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roll rates with a position sensing control stick with large 
displacement. Since the ratchet was seen to occur with only 
Iight or negligible stick force applied by the pilot, 
neuromuscular mode peaking would not seem to be a 
contributory factor. 

4.3 Low frequency controllrrs 
Most of the studics just outlined have dealt with manual 
control tasks requiring relatively high bandwidths from the 
standpoint of manual control, e.g.. 2-5 radls. There exists 
interesting research dealing with lower bandwidth systems in 
which the nature of the manipulator restraints have effected 
performance andlor handling qualities. One of these, 
mentioned briefly in Section 2.1.2 focused on throttle control 
of a STOL aircralt in landing approach (Hindson, et al, 1981; 
H a s ,  1983). It was suggested in the latter study that the 
"idcal" effective vehicle or controlled element may depend 
upon manipulator configuration and restraints. The STOL 
vehicle in question was flown with a typical "backside" 
control technique, i s . ,  engine thrust, manipulated via the 
throttles was used to control altitude, with vehicle pitch 
attitude, manipulated with the control column used to control 
airspeed. A flight director was used in the tanding 
approaches, and included commands for the throttle. 

Following established flight director design guidehes (e.g., 
Klein and Clement, 1973), the effective vehicle transfer 
function with the director in operation was SJS, = K/s, 
where 6, represents flight director symbol translation and 8, 
represents throttle movement. However, as mentioned in 
Section 2.1.2, and shown in Fig. 29a, flight path performance 
with this dircctor was unsatisfactory in that significant 
oscillations in flight path o c c u d .  By referring to the 
structural model o f  the human pilot. Hess showed that the 
proprioceptive feedback signal for this controlled clcincnt was 
approximately that of a pure gain. Hess further hypothesized 
lhat the throttle position (overhead with no support for Ihc 
pilot's arm), restmints (no centering characteristics, with 
Coulomb friction) and the low frequency characteristics of the 
throttle motion, was far from ideal in terms of accurate 
proprioceptive feedback. As part of the study of Hinson, et 
al, the flight director dynamics were changed to resemble that 
of a gain in the frequency range of interest. The flight path 
oscillations disappeared, as shown in Fig. 29b. In attempting 
to explain these results, Hess theorized that, in changing the 
effective vehicle transfer function for the flight director law 
to that of a pure gain, i.e. 6J6, = K, the required 
proprioceptive feedback was rule. and not pnsifiorz and 
proprioceptivc rate sensing would not be as coinpromised by 
the manipulator characteristics just outlincd. 

In an experimental study of submarine dcpth control, Bollcr 
and Kruger (1979) employed a forcc sensing, but movable, 
control column and compared perfonnance with an active and 
passive manipulator restraint system. In passive (active) 
mode the controller displacement (force) was integrated to 
provide a depth-rate command to the control system (i.e. 
controller force or displacement actually was an occelrrorinn 

command. The simulated submarine possessed a stability 
augmentation systcm with what might be called a "depth-rate 
coininand" dynamics. Figure 30 shows time histories of a 
dcpth transilion mancuvcr emphasizing the low frequency 
nature of the control activity, 

In the active controller configuration, tlic achieved depth rate 
was reflcctcd in the position of the column. However, as 
opposed to other studies in which similar active controllcrs 
have been evaluated, (e.g., Hosman and van dcr Vaart, 1988; 
Hostnan, ct al, 1990). no significant diffcrrnces in 
pcrformance, objective workload and subjective operator 
ratings were noted bctwcen the active and passive controllers. 
The primary difference between this study and previous ones 
was that the effective vehicle dynamics wcre unfortunately nor 
uppreciahfy clronged by the active controller. This was 
because of the Lct that in the either mode, the controller 
commanded depth acceleration and consequently, in either 
passive or active made, the ckc t ive  vehicle dynamics (depth- 
rate/opcrator input) were approximately U s .  Thus the nearly 
identical performance and handling qualities should be 
expcctcd. 

The purpose of reviewing this last research study was to 
einphasize that a closed-loop perspective is vital i f  one is to 
achicve reasonable and effective results in designing force-fed 
systems. That is, incrcly providing the human with 
proprioceptive information (in this case submarine depth-rate 
through manipulator displaccincnt) tnay riot always bring the 
desired improvement in performance and handling qualities. 

Force-feel systems can provide vital lowfrequency 
information about vehicle states without explicit feedback of 
the state in  question. A classical cxainple is "positive stick 
force stability" which, when interpreted as a requirement, 
means that dF,/rlV, the slope of the stick-force trim velocity 
diagram, must bc negative whcn the aircrnk is in triinined 
flight. Here positive stick force is defined as a "pull" (e.g., 
Pcrkins and Hngc, 1949). This characteristic imparts 
important proprioceptive information to the pilot, i.c. in flight 
around trim (zero stick force) a steady pull (push) on the 
control stick will presage an increase (decrease) in airspeed 
from tho trim or equilibrium value. Positive stick force 
stability is particularly important for low speed flight such as 
approach to landing. Howcvcr. some SCAS designs, e.g. 
pitch rate cominand/attitude hold, effectively remove such 
stick force shbility which then has to be crcated artificially, 
(c.g.. Motrij and van Cool. I978). 

The exainplc j tist discussed deinonstratcs that an attempt to 
improve one aspcct of an aircraft's handling qualities will 
oRcn adversely srfcct the proprioccptive input the pilot 
rcccivcs from the force-fed system. Another pertinent 
exainple involves a recent analysis of a "superinaneuverable" 
fighter ilircrnk (Hess. 149%). The object of the work was to 
reduce the PIO-proncncss of the vehicle in question while 
making as fcw changrs as possible to the flight control 
archilecture. The approach taken was to introduce a filter 



immediately downstream of the control stick which would 
effcctively change what was an alphacommand system to an 
alpha-rate command system. The advantages of this change 
are discussed by Hess ([bid). Wliile a PI0 analysis using the 
methods of Smith and Geddes (1978) and Hess and Kalteis 
(1991) both predicted a definite reduction in PIO-proneness, 
with the stick filter. it was realized that an important 
proprioceptive cue was denicd the pilot. That is, in the 
original alpha-command system, stick force/position provided 
information regarding commanded angle of attack in 
maneuvering flight. While this information was also available 
froin cockpit instrumentation, obtaining it visually during 
combat maneuvering would present significantly increased 
pilot workload. With the alpha-rate command system, the 
proprioceptive angle of attack information is lost. That is, a 
pulsive stick input produces an angle of attack change. but 
aRer the pulse, the stick is back in trim position where no 
proprioceptive force or displacement cue is providcd for the 
pilot. Thus, some modification of the force-fcel system 
would be necessary in order to retrieve this cue. One 
possibility is to actively employ the stick force trim system in 
a manner that would allow stick position to indicate angle o f  
attack. This simply means that the zero-force stick position 
would be driven by measured angle of attack. Thus, even 
though alpha-rate is being commanded, the pilot would be 
aware of Ihe actual alpha via the zero-force position of the 
stick. This approach has yet to be evaluated in siinulstion or 
flight test. 

4.4 Control sensitivity 
For i r reversik,  fly-by-wire control systems, control 
sensitivity refers to the inultiplicative factor or gain which can 
be applied to the control stick output (e.g. a voltage). 
However, this sensitivity is usunlly expressed in terms of a 
specific vehicle transfer function, as will be seen. It has long 
been known that, in manual control tracking tasks, the human 
operator is able to nccominodate a wide range of  control 
sensitivities in any specific task with little change in tracking 
performance. However, in terms of subjective ratings, the 
human does show a preference for a narrower range of 
control sensitivities with any controlled elcment and task. 
For example, consider Fig. 31, which shows pilot ratings 
versus an abscissa dcfincd as K/K, (Ka = "best" gain, i.e. 
that receiving lowest numerical pilot rating) for a variety of 
different controlled elcrnents in a compensatory tracking h s k  
(McDonnelf, 1968). 

Unfortunately for the control system designer, the optiinum 
control sensitivity is  o function of the controlled clement 
dynamics, and in some cases, the nature of the control task. 
This is demonstrated in Fig. 31, which shows the average 
pilot ratings as the SCAS coinmnnd gain, K,, and the 
aircraft's roll-inode time constant, rR were varied in a flight 
expcriment (Smith, et al, 1981). The tracking tasks were gun 
tracking and air refueling. The numbers within the circles 
refer to vehicle configurations, while the numbers above the 
circles refer to averaged pilot ratings. The units on the 
command gain refer to the high-frequcncy gain of the vchicle 

transfer function between roll attitude and control force e.g., 
4/F, = K,/(s{s+(I/T,J)]. The force-feel system in this 
experiment utilized a force-sensing control sti.ck. 

Another factor entering into the selcction of the optiinuin 
control sensitivity is the force-feel system "gradient", usually 
expressed in terms of stick force per degree or per inch of 
stick deflection. This gradient is equivalent to (w J2/KF in Eq. 
2. Figure 33 shows pilot rating results indicating the 
interdcpcndence of the cointnand gain and forcefeel system 
gradient for Ihe fixed-base tracking tasks studied by Johnston 
and Aponso (1988). A position sensing control stick was 
being utilized here. Note that here, the command gain, K,, 
is defined differently than in Fig. 32 (allowing a zero time 
constant to be employcd). Obviously, at constant control 
sensitivity, the force-feel systcm "gradient" can have a strong 
effcct upon pilot rating, and obviously vicc-versa (recall the 
scatter in the data of Fig. 20 bcing attributed to different 
control sens it iviticsl. 

From the brief trcatmcnt given here, it should be obvious that 
any discussion of the impact of force fccl-systems on handling 
qualities miuf include a thorough docurncnlation of all the 
pertincnt parameters and conditions mentioned in Section 2.2, 
i.e. natural frequency, damping ratio, gradient, control 
sensitivity, and force or position sensing. 

5.0 VIBRATION AND ACCELERATION 
ENVIRONMENTS 

While not a handling qualities topic, per se, vibration, 
accelcration and \he effects of flexible vehicle modes can 
advcrscly effcct vehicle handling and pcrfonnance. One 
rnanncr in which this can occur is by intcrfcrence through 
biodynainic interfaces such as the force-fed system. Figure 
34 shows the various biodynamic interfaces for manual 
control (Jex, 1971). The dashed lines in this figure represent 
biodynamic interfcrcncr. As can be sten. the control 
intcrface is arkted  by controllfloor coupling (i.e. with no 
human intcrvcntion) and by induced control forces. 

Onc of thc simplest typcs of biodyiiamic interference 
phcnornena is thc "limb-hobweight" effect, e.p. the pilot's 
hand/arm acting like an in inert mnss atop the controt stick. 
Hcss (1990b) offcrcd one siinple approach to modeling this 
phenomenon, with switch I closed in Fig. 12. The block 
with transfer function r/n$ is a rudimentary model of 
biodynainic fcedback. It represents that component o f  the 
"inertia force" in the dircction of the pilot's applied force 6 ,  
which would be imparted to the manipulator when the vehicle 
undergoes an angular acceleration, e . g .  roll acceleration. 
Hcrc, r represents the distance of a manipulator-limb point 
mnss, in,, from the vchicle roll axis. The radius r is 
considered positive, if in the condition of nonnal wings-level 
flight, the cffcctive point mass is above or below b d i  the 
vchicle instnnhncous roll axis and the rotational axis of the 
manipulator. Only positive r values were considered by Hess. 
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The last four rows of Table 3 show tho pilot model and force 
f e l  characteristics for a hypothetical biodynamic interference 
analysis. Figures 35 and 36 are Bode plots for the closed- 
loop roll tracking system for the position and force sensing 
feel system of Table 3. Note that, for the vehicle dynamics 
considered, the magnitude peaks o f  these transfer functions 
caused by biodynamic feedback can be ameliorated by lhe 
pilot employing a tighter position control loop (larger G, in 
Fig. 12). Note that in this last modcling effort, no other 
motion cues were considered, i.e. K, = 0. 

The simple model just discussed is a very rudimentary 
approach to modeling one biodynamic interference effect. In 
a much more ambitious program, Allen, et a1 (1973) 
conducted a series of experiments investigating the influence 
of sinusoidal vibration (vertical, lateral, fore and aft) on 
manual control performance. Human operator transfer 
functions and remnant were measured. It was found that 
there were two important cffkcts of vibration on the human 
operator's transfer function. The first was that control 
motions were dominated by the vibration, itself. That is, a 
significant portion of the controller output was linearly 
correlated with the vibration input. A second effect was that 
there was a significant increase in the human operator 
remnant, i.e. that portion of the human operator's output that 
was uncorrelated with either the command input or the 
vibration. Figure 37 shows the biomechanical model which 
was developed to explain the experimental results. 

A mare complete model for vibration effects in terms of 
human sensing and actuation is shown in Fig. 38 (Reidel, et 
al, 1980). This model of the semi-supine pilot includes 
effects that can occur through visual sensing in a vibrating 
environment. The physical model uses an isomorphic, 
lumped-parameter approach to represent the dominant whole- 
body joints and resulting modes of motion. 

As an example of vibration and motion effects due to vehicle 
flexibility, consider a flexible aircraft with a pitch rate 
command SCAS (e.g., Chan, et al, 1992). One of  the 
primary components of vibration feedthrough derives from 
normal acceleration at the pilot's station, nv. A biodynamic 
analysis of this flight control problem might begin with Fig. 
39. Here the block labeled "pilotlstick dynamics" represents 
the dynamics of the model of Fig. 38. Figure 40, taken from 
Allen, ct al. (1973), shows the transmissibility of the human 
for vertical vibration, with thc symbols rcprescnting 
measurements and the solid Lines representing results from a 
parameter estimation study using the model of Fig. 38. This 
data was taken with a center stick with a very stiff spring 
restraint. This model and the dynamics of the command path 
filter, qJ, and the vehicle, n,Jqc, can be used to ascertain 
closed-loop stability in a vibrating environment and also to 
design force-fed system filters to improve damping. The 
study of Chan, et al, (1992) gives a nice example of such a 
design for a flcxible vehicle representing a hypersonic 
aircmtt. 

An interesting exampleof the dclcterious effects of a vibrating 
environment is provided by Glusmnn, et a1 (1986) in 
discussing flight tests of the U.S. Army's Advanced Digital 
Optical Control System (ADOCS) rotorcraft. This vehicle 
possesscd a very limited motion (+ 0.156 inches) force 
sensing collective side-stick controller, sketched in Fig. 42. 
The gradient for this controiler was 95.6 I b f h  (up) and 85 
lblin (down). In certain flight maneuvers where constant 
collective force was required and vehicle structural vibration 
levels were high, a biomechanical feedthrough occurred, and 
an inadvertent 6.5 Hz control input resulted. A time history 
of one such occurrence is slrown in Fig. 41. The solulion to 
this problem was the implementation of a notch filter on all 
stick outputs. As in many implcmentations of force sensing 
control sticks. low-pass filtering o f  control stick outputs was 
also implemcnted. It is interesting to note that the combined 
effcctive delay of the low-pass and notch filters in the pitch 
channel was approximately 70 ms, which accounted for 
approximately 30% of the total effcctive delay in that channel 
(Tischler, et al. 1991). 

The effccts of high-acceleration environments. such as "high- 
g" maneuvcring in combat aircraft is of concern in the design 
of force-feel systems. As an example, Rcpperger and Frazier 
(1383). discuss the design of what they rcfcr to as a "smart 
stick" to aid the pilot operating in a high-g environment. 
Here the smart stick refers to hand controllers with computer- 
adjustable equivalent mass, spring constant and damping and 
designed to opcrate in the accclcration environment. Figure 
47, is a diagraintnatic represcntation of the problem 
considered. The pilot is illustratcd as a biomechanical model, 
sirnilar to that discussed by Reidel {1980). An acceleration 
field is sensed via nccelerometcrs and an onboard computer 
adjusts the stick parameters 8,. M,, and K,. The authors 
distinguish bctwcen "positive" and "negative" biomechanical 
fcedihrough in accclerntion environments. For example, if  a 
stick inovemcnt made in the +y direction (where y can be 
considcred as an aircraft-fixed axis dircction) gives rise to an 
inertial force. Gy, in the + y  (by) direction, then positive 
(negative) biomechanical feedthrough occurs. Recall here that 
an inertial force is defined as - inp,,  where m, is some 
equivalcnt mass, and up is the acceleration in the y direction. 
The authors point out that positive biomcchanical fcedthrough 
is compnraklc to positive feedback in a control system, and 
can thcrcfore be dcstabilizing. 

The authors consider a number of design options for the smart 
stick. In particular, they consider creating a negative 
biomechanical fedlhrough design, wherein the computer 
adjusts the vsriah1e.s B,. K,. and M, in Fig. 42 such that an 
effective negative biotneclianical fecdthrough is always 
created. In a later paper, Reppcrger, et al, (1984) discuss the 
hardwareand construction of such a stick, and demonstrate its 
pcrfonnancc in an acceleration environment. In a scrics of 
compcnsatory tracking tasks. root-mean-square error scores 
with the sinart stick were a factor of 2-3 smaller than those 
for a passive stick in the same accclcration environment. It 
should be notcd that stick position was the command variable 
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A technique for electronicaIly Compensating for the effects of 
a vibrating environment in manual control tasks is presented 
by Velger, et al, (1984). The authors distinguish bctwcen 
two cases of biodynamic interference, (1) biodynamic open- 
loop, in which the interference is not related to the voluntary 
control activity of the operator, e.g. manipulations of 
weapons or sights, and (2) biodynamic closed-loop, in which 
the interference is due to vehicle motion induced by operator 
commands. Focusing upon the latter case, Fig. 43 shows the 
adaptive filtering sclicme the authors employed in a computer 
simulation of a high-performanceaircraft. The success of this 
approach using a least-mean-square (LMS) filter depends 
upon the a separation of the spectral content between the 
voluntary pilot cointnands and the involuntary biodynarnic 
disturbances. The authors demonstrate the utility of their 
scheme in n computer simulation of tlie piloted longitudinal 
control of the YF-12 aircraft, with a body bcnding mode 
included in the vehicle model. The pilot model in the 
simulation was a simple gain. The LMS filter was able to 
eliminate PIO's without essentially impairing the dynamics of 
the pilot-vehicle system. 

In a related study, Velger et a1 (1988) again employed the 
LMS fihering scheme in a human-in-the loop moving-base 
simulation study. The siinulator motion forcing function was 
filtered white noise in roll and pitch. In this study, pilot 
control commands did not affect the motion of the simulator. 
Thus, this study is an example of biodynamic open-loop 
interference, as just described. However, in this experiment 
there was no spectral separation between volunhry pilot 
motion and involuntary biodynamic disturbances. The hand 
controller in this study was a two-axis F-16 sidestick (force 
sensing). The authors demonstrate that, d a t i v e  to the static 
(no motion) case, biodynamic interfcrcnce caused a significant 
degradation in tracking performance, a decrease in the pilot's 
control "gain" and an increase in effcctive timc dclay. With 
the LMS filter, the RMS value of the tracking error was, on 
tlie average, a factor of 2 slnallcr than that obtained without 
the filter. 

6.0 NONLINEARITIES 

All irreversible, fly-by-wire flight control systems will entail 
the deliberate introduction of nonlincarities in the force-fwl 
system (e.g. Black and Moorhouse, 1979; Citurs, 1984). 
Forcedisplacement detcnts are typical examples of such 
nonlinearities. Of course, even in fly-by-wire systems, any 
purcly mechanical clcrncnts in the force-fecl systcm will 
almost invariably introduce srnilll nonlinearities such as 
hysteresis and friction. In addition, most SCAS designs will 
include a nonlinear command gradient, a typical example of 
which is shown in Fig. 44 for roll control (here assuming a 
force-sensing force-feel system and a roll-rate command 
SCAS). A major reason for the nonlinear gradient is to 
reduce sensitivity for small roll-rate commands and provide 
adequate roll performance for large roll-rate commands (Hoh, 
et al, 1982). 

It is interesting to qualitatively analyze the rffwt a 
nonlinearity such as detent in the framework provided by the 
pilot models which have been discussed in the preceding. For 
example, the effects of nonlineanties in the force- 
disptnczment characteristics for movable controllers. or the 
force-electrical output characteristics in force controllers will 
depend upon the command variable being employed, i.e. 
force or position. In movable controllers involving position 
sensing or command, a nonlinearity such as dctent force- 
displacement nonlinearity will appear in the forwurd loop of 
a rcprescntation of the pilot such as Figs. 10 or 12. The 
effcct of this dctcnt (or of any nonlinearity in this particular 
location) on pilot/vehicle performance will be mitigated 
considerably by the ability of the pilot to close a high-gain 
displacement loop around the manipulator. However, In the 
case of movable controllers involving force command or 
sensing, a dctcnt force-displacement nonlinearity will appear 
in thefeedbock loop of the pilot representations of Figs. 10 or 
13,. Assuming the validity of these pilot models, this latter 
implementation might produce serious performance problems, 
since a high gain displacement loop around the manipulator 
will now amplify the e f fa t  of this nonlincarity. In the case 
of a n  isometric controllcrwith a force-elcctrical output dctent. 
the nonlinearity would now be outside the proprioceptive 
(force) feedback loop and would be expected to have a larger 
effect upon pilotlvehicle performance than would be the case 
for moving controller involving displaceinent sensing or 
command. 

There has been little research upon the effects of 
nonlinearitirs like those just discussed in terms of measured 
pilotlvchicle perforinancc, transfer functions and pilot 
opinion. The work of  Wasicko and Magdaleno (1965) and 
Graham (1967) inentionrd in Section 2.1 provide notable 
exceptions. It is interesting to refer to one experiment by 
Graham (hid) which involvd compensatory tracking with 
control friction. Figure 45 taken from the AMRL report 
shows the pilot/vchicle system (note the question mark 
concerning proprioceptive fccdback!). Figure 46 
demonstratcs the amount of hysteresis whieh could be 
generated by varying the tension in control cables in the 
experimental facility. To put the magnitude of this hysteresis 
in perspective, the stick spring restraint for the tracking 
cxpcriment was 0.6 Ibf/dcg. The feel spring was 
disconnected in generating this figure and the maximum 
friction force was 10 Ibf., here. In tcrms of the discussion of 
the previous paragraph, this force-fccl system was a movable, 
position-sensing device. Thus, the hystcresis nonlinearity was 
in the forward loop of the pilot's proprioceptive feedback 
structurc. A necessary condition for the conclusions of  the 
gedunkcn experiment of the prcvious paragraph to be correct 
would be little evidence of deterioration in tracking 
performance with friction. Figure 47 corroborates this 
conclusion, since little change in normalized mean-square 
tracking error is seen lo occur as friction level is varied. 
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7.0 SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS References 

The preceding sections have attempted to highlight the 
research efforts which have surrounded the development of 
aircraft force-feel systems, with particular emphasis upon 
irreversible, fly-by-wire impleinentations. Unfortunately, 
scant attention has been paid to providing design guidetines. 
The reason for this apparent oversight is simply that su~ficicnt 
ambiguiiy exists in the literature to make any but very general 
recommendations suspect. The issue of including or 
excluding force feel system dynamics in aircraRlrotorcrafl 
handling qualities assessment is a case in p i n t .  Thus, the 
author has adopted the approach of summarizing pertinent 
research efforts in an effort to apprise the reader of the state 
of the art in force-feel system analysis and design. 

It would appear that those rescarch efforts which have made 
significant inroads into the design issues surrounding force- 
feel systems have done so through a combination of the 
analytical and the experimental. The importance of adopting 
a closed-loop perspective in both thcsc approaches cannot be 
overemphasized. Recent history has made one thing painfully 
evident: With the increasing perfonnance ctlpabilitics of 
modem aircrafUrotorcraft, the information processing and 
actuation limitations of the huinan pilot play even more 
critical roles in the overall success and safety of these 
vehicles than in the past. This is somewhat surprising since 
"conventional wisdom" has suggested that the human pilot is 
being supplanted by the computcr, thus freeing the former for 
a lower-workload supcrvisory role in the cockpit, and by 
inference, a less pivotal role in mission success. This view 
has not been borne out in practice. The deprcssing regularity 
with which modern aircralk, from fighters to transports, have 
exhibited a susceptibility to pilot induced oscillalions providcs 
a highly visible counter-cxample (McKay, 1994). 

It is probably unrealistic to assume that additional significant 
research resources will be directed toward the problem of 
force-feel systcm design in the foreseeable future, despite the 
lack of consensus on important issues outlined in the latter 
sections of this monograph. As often in the past, 
shortcomings in these systems will be overcome by the 
adaptive human pilot, and where this is not possible, the 
systems will be subject to a-pnsierinri, ud-lmc modifications 
and improvements. Perhaps part of this problem is the 
difficulty in convincing the flight control systcm engineer that 
hidher highly rcrponsive, high-bandwidth, robust flight 
control system may be seriously compromised by the 
characteristics of the cockpit manipulator and by the 
(sometimes) unchartcrcd limitations of the hurnnn pilot who 
is using it. Nonetheless, it is  hoped that the design 
approaches and research outlincd herein, may contribute to a 
better understanding and appmiation of the irnporhncc of 
force-fed system design in aircraltlrotorcraft ff ight control. 
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Table 1 Manipulator feel system types in the  mode1 of Fig .  12 (Hess, 1990b) 

Manipulator Y F S  Switch 2 position 

Free-moving 1 /sz 

Pressure 1 .o 
Feel system 1 
force sensing 

("/wF)2+2ry;s/wF + 1 

Feel system 1 
displacement 
sensing ( s / w F ) 2 + 2 5 F s / +  + 1 

down 
(6, = displacement) 

UP 
(6, = force) 

UP 
(8, = displacement) 

down 
( 6 ,  = displacement) 
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Table 2 Dynamic requirements for force-feel systems in MIL-STD-1797A 
(Mitchell, et al, 1994). 

42.1.2 Shortterm 
pitch response 

1 4.5.1.1 Roll mode 

4.5.1.5 Roll time 

4.6.1.1 Dynamic 
ld-dirccrional 

APPLICATION OF REQuIIlEMENT INCLUDE OR 

on control system... and to 9(s)/Fe(s) for 

C Transient peak mtio, rise time: "response to a step input BOTH 
of pitch controller force, and also to a step controller dcflection" 
Effecdve delay: "step controller deflection for a deflecrion 
control\ system... and the step conboller force for a firce control 
system" EXCLUDE 

D. Bandwidth, Time Delay: "response to pilot control force EXCLUDE 
for force ConEoll ers... and to pilot controller deflection for 
deflection controllers" 

E. Closed-Loop Criterion [NeaISrnithJ: "The pilot output is 
force for force conwllas. .. and deflection for deflection 
conmllus" 

F. T i m e  and frequency-response criteria by Gibson: Not 
stated either way (some figures show force, some show 
deflection) 

"Use B for deflection control systems... and F for force control 

EXCLUDE 

UNKNOWN 

EXCLUDE 

Obtain equivalent rime delay &om applying 4.5,l.l I EXCLUDE I 
"Use 6, for deflection controls ... and Fu for force coa~ols" EXCLUDE 
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( ~ / 2 1 ) ) ~  -t 2(().7)s/2O + 1 (s/ 14)2 + 2(11.7).~/ 14 t I 

Force (1.25 

Position 7.14 
Force 7.  I4 
Position 5 8.0 
Position 4.0 1h.l) 
Force I .o 8.11 
Force 3.5 I4.S 

1 

T * > 

Table 3 Pilot model and force-feel sys tem parameters (Hess, 1990b). 

0.4 
11.4 
0 0.5 
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Stkk Qrlp 

Fig.  1 A mechanical force-feel system (McRuer and Johnston, 1975). 

Fig.  2 A linearized model of the system of Fig.  1 (McRuer and Johnston, 
1975). 
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Fig. 3 A generalized block diagram of pilot-equivalent airframe system 
(Anon, 1953). 
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- 
c Human Pilot - Bquivelent Airframe 

Pilot's Force 

A S =  F K 

/- 
F = Stick force, Lb 

K = Mechanical spring con- 
8 t a t  (including stick-to- 
cont ro l  surface gearing) 
lb/deg 

from force trim posit ion,  
= Control rurface deflection 

delS 

A d  

Response * 
I 

Fig. 4 Simplified force-feel system for diagram of Fig .  3 (Anon, 1953). 
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Fig .  6 Representation of single-loop manual control system (McRuer, et al, 
1965). 
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Ret tnal and 
Central 

Equalization 

I 1 
I 

! I  

Muscle /Manipulator 
Dynamics 

Monipula tor 
Position 

1 Spinal Cord 

I Spindle Feedback 

Kip( s + 2Sp)e'ffp' 
I 
I - 

J 
*-. 

(s + Psp) h P =  - 
Effective 

Joint Sensor Feedback 

Fig. 8 Neuromuscular subsystems for free-moving and pressure 
manipulators, and central equalization for rate dynamics (McRuer and 
Magdaleno, 1971). 
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200 
0, I I .o 10 50  w (rod/sec) 

Fig .  9 Measured Yp for hand manipulator and controlled element dynamics 
Yc = l/(s-1) (McRuer and Magdaleno, 1971). 
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CENTRAL 
LATENCY NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEM - 

Feel System 

Fig. 10 Neuromuscular subsystems for general force-feel systems, with 
force or position sensing and central equalization for rate dynamics 
(Johnston and Aponso, 1988). 
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Fig. 11 Bode plot of human operator transfer function obtained from optimal 
control model (Hess, 1987). 
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Fig. 12 The structural model of the human pilot (Hess, 1990b). 
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Fig.  13 van Paassen's model of the pilot-vehicle system (van Paassen, 1994). 
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Fig. 14 Sub-models included in the neuromuscular system model of Fig .  13 
(van Paassen, 1994). 
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HANDLING QUALITIES RATING SCALE 

t 
Leve l  1 

Level 2 

Level 3 

Fig. 15 The Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale. 
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Fig. 16 Bode plots of pilot-vehicle transfer functions obtained from model 
of Fig. 12, position and force command (sensing) systems (Hess, 1992b). 
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Fig. 17 Bode plot of measured pilot-vehicle transfer functions for position 
command force-feel system (Johnston and Aponso, 1988). 
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Fig .  18 Bode plot of measured pilot transfer functions for force command 
force-feel system (Johnston and Aponso, 1988). 
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Fig.  19 Effect of manipulator and facility upon crossover frequency for roll 
tracking with K/s-like vehicle dynamics (Mitchell, et al, 1994). 
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Fig.  20 Effects of force-feel system natural frequency (reflected in 
equivalent time delay) (Mitchell, e t  al, 1994). 
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Fig. 21 Typical bandwidth-phase delay criteria for rotorcraft handling 
qualities (Anon., 1989). 
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Fig.  22 Comparison of Watson-Schroeder and Johnston-Apanso boundaries. 
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Fig.  23 Roll ratchet encounter in YF-16 in rolling maneuver compared with 
similar maneuver with no ratchet (Hoh, et al, 1982). 
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Fig.  24 Bode plot of measured pilot-vehicle transfer functions for position 
command force-feel system (Johnston and Aponso, 1988). 
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Fig- 25 Bode plots of pilot-vehicle transfer functions obtained from model 
of Fig. 12, position command (sensing) system, (Hess, 1992b). 
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Fig. 26 Bode plots of pilot-vehicle transfer functions obtained from model 
of Fig.  12, farce command (sensing) system, (Hess, 1992b). 
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Fig. 27 Bode plot of pilot-vehicle transfer function obtained from flight data 
in which roll ratchet occurred (Mitchell, 1992). 
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Fig. 28 Bode plot of pilot-vehicle transfer function obtained from flight data in 
which rol1 ratchet did not occur (Mitchell, 1992). 
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Fig .  29 Glide slope tracking and throttle movement (a) original flight 
director; (b)  modified flight director (Hindson, e t  al, 1981). 
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Fig .  30 Time histories of simulated submarine depth transition (Boller and 
Kruger, 1979). 
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Fig .  31 The variation of pilot rating with controlled element gain (McDonnell, 
1968). 
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Fig. 32 The variation of pilot rating with command gain and roll mode time 
constant (Smith, e t  al,  1981). 
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Fig. 33 The variation of pilot rating with command gain and force-feel 
system gradient (Johnston and Aponso, 1988). 
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Fig. 34 Biodynamic interfaces for man-machine control (Jex, 1971) 












































